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 1. With respect to this report, I have been retained as a technical expert by Ericsson

Inc. and Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (collectively “Ericsson”) to address the issues of

validity of US. Patent Nos. 5,987,0I9 (’019 Patent), 6,466,568 (’568 Patent), 6,330,435 (’435

Patent), 6,424,625 (’625 Patent), 6,519,223 (’223 Patent), and 6,772,215 (215' Patent)

(collectively “Patentsdn—Suit”)

2. I am being paid for my work in this litigation at the rate of $450 per hour. My

compensation does not depend on the outcome of this litigation. I have no personaiinterest in

the outcome of this litigation.

3. I reserve the right to modify or supplement my opinion, as weil as the bases for

my opinion, based on the nature and content of the documentation, data, proof, and other

evidence or testimony that the defendants or its expert(s) may present or based on any additionai

discovery or other information provided to me or found by me in this matter. I expect to testify

at trial regarding the matters set forth in this report if asked about these matters by the Count or

the parties' attorneys.

4. I hereby incorporate my Expert Report on Infringement dated January 4, 20 l 3.

I. EXPERT QUALIFICATIONS

5. I have attached a current copy of my curricuium Vitae as Exhibit 1. A list of the

cases during at least the last five years in which i have signed a Protective Order, have testified

as an expert either at a trial, hearing, err-deposition, or have submitted statementsfopinions is

inciuded as Exhibit 1.

6. 1 attended Michigan State University from 1977 to 1981 as a Merit Schoiar and an

Alumni Distinguished Scholar, and received a bachelor’s degree in Chemistry. I later attended

Carnegie Mellon University from 1988 to 1995, during which time i received both a master’s
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degree (1992) and a PhD. (1996) in Computer Science. My dissertation was entitled “Safe and

Efficient Persistent Heaps” and focused on high performance automatic storage management for

advanced database systems.

7. Before earning my Ph.D., i worked for ever four years in industry at Siiicon

Solutions, Inc. and Digital Equipment Corporation, developing computer aided design (CAD)

so fiware for the semiconductor and computer sectors. For example, I designed and implemented

systems fer VLSI mask generation and VLSi design. ruie checking. I also built the first graphical

drawing editor for the X window system, Artemis, which included a sophisticated graphical user

interface.

8. I have worked as a professor at three universities since 1995; the University of

Pennsylvania, the University of Arizona, and The University of Texas at Austin. I was the

recipient of a National Science Foundation CAREER award for “CAREER: Advancing

Experimental Computer Science in Storage Management and Education” while I was an

Assistant Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. During this time, I also was part of the

DARPA funded SwitchWare project, which was one of the pioneering groups in the area of

Active Networking (“AN”). My group developed PLAN, the first domain~specific programming

language for programmable packets, as well as PLANet, the first purely active inter-network.

9. I foined the faculty of The University of Texas at Austin (“UT”), in the

Department of Electrical. and Computer Engineering in 1999. In 2005, I was appointed

Associate Professor. with tenure. At UT, my graduate teaching has focused on networking,

inciuding numerous advanced seminars on mobile and wireiess networking. My undergraduate

teaching has included networking, operating systems, and one of UT’s required programming

class, which focuses on programming with abstractions, Java, and data structures.
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 l0. At UT, 1 continued to develop AN technology and in 2002, my PhD. student,

Mike Hicks, won the ACM SIGPLAN dissertation award for our joint work on software

updating. Along with my PhD. student, Seong—kyu Song, I focused my AN work on mobile and

wireless networking. As a result, my research shifted away from AN to mobile and wireless

networking in general, especially interactions between the network, the radios, and the physical

world.

11. Most of my current research involves the development of Hydra, which is a

working prototype of an advanced software—implemented WiFi network funded primarily by

NSF. The Hydra testbed implements all of the key 802.11N technologies, including MIMO and

frame aggregation (with block acknowledgements). This is documented in. my CV and as a

result, I have significant direct experience with the technologies embodied in the patents.

II. REVIEW AND USE OF DOCUMENTS

12. in forming the Opinions presented in this report, I have reviewed and relied upon

among other things:

a Response to Opinions of Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson Relating to the ’223
Patents

US. Patent No. 5,987,019

File History ofUS. Patent No. 5,987,019

US. Patent No. 6,466,568

File History ofUS. Patent No. 6,466,568

US. Patent No. 6,330,435

File History ofU.S_ Patent No. 6,330,435

US. Patent No. 6,424,625

File History of US. Patent No. 6,424,625

US. Patent No. 6,519,223

File History of US. Patent No. 6,519,223

US. Patent No. 6,772,215

File History of US. Patent No. 6,772,215

Transcripts and exhibits for depositions taken in this matter

All documents cited in this report
0 Parties’ Claim Construction Briefs

IIOOIOIOI...
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 The Expert Report of Dr. Chris Heegard and prior art references cited therein

The Expert Report of Dr. Jerry Gibson and prior art references cited therein

The Expert Report of Matthew Shoemake

The Expert Reports ofRay 'Perryman

The Rule 26 Disclosure of Dietmar Petras and accompanying exhibits

The Rule 26 Disclosure of Robert Adams and accompanying exhibits

The Rule 26 Disclosure of John Penn and accompanying exhibits

The Rule 26 Disclosure of Fengmin Gong and accompanying exhibits

The Rule 26 Disclosure of Dean Kawaguchi and accompanying exhibits

The Rule 26 Disclosure of Grant McGibney and accompanying exhibits

Defendants’ Amended Invalidity Contentions

13. Unless otherwise noted, the deposition transcripts that I relied upon are final, and

I have also reviewed the exhibits thereto. in the case that the transcripts are “roughs” or if the

exhibits are not yet available, I reserved the right to review the final version and/or exhibits as

they become available. The documents I have reviewed and considered for this report are given

in Exhibit 2.

III. LEVEL OF ORDINARY SKILL

14. I hereby incorporate my discussion of the level of ordinary skill in the art from

my initial infringement report. I note that Dr- Gibson and 1 are in general agreement as to the

level of ordinary skill in the art. However, Dr. Heegard has proposed a higher level of skill in

the art. Nonetheless, even under Dr. Heegard’s interpretation of the level of ordinary skill in the

an, my conclusions remain unchanged.

IV. SUMMARY OF OPINION

15. As explained in detail in my report, in my opinion the asserted claims of the

Patents—in—Snit (collectively, “the asserted ciaims”) are valid. The claims meet the requirements

of35 U.S.C. § 102 and 103.
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V. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION

i6. I have been informed that proper infringement analysis begins with determination

or construction of the meaning of terms in the AsSerted Claims. I understand that the claims are

to be construed based upon their ordinary meaning as unders'tOod by one of ordinary skill in the

art,- The following chart contains the claim construction for all asserted claims, including those

terms construed by the Court and those to which the parties agreed to the construction of. l have

applied these constructions throughout my analysis of any and all claim limitations, both in the

body of this report and in all attached exhibits and charts.

17.

proposed constructions:

'215 patent
Claims i, 15, 25

‘215 patent
Claim 45

’2 15 patent
Claim 45

responswe to the

receiving step,

constructing a message
field . . . including a type
identifier field

means i‘or sending a

plurality of first data
units over said
cormnunication link to

said Second peer entity

means for receiving said
plurality oi‘ first data
units, and constructing . .

responsive to the receiving step,
generating a message field
including a field that identifies

the message type of the feedback
response message from a number

of different message types

Recitcd Function: sending a
plurality of first data units over
said communication link to said

second peer entity.

Corresponding Structure: the
sender of a peer entity or
e uivalents thereof.

Recited Function:

receiving said plurality of first
data units, and constructing one

to several message fieids for a
second data unit, said one to

several message fields including
a type identifier field and at least

one of a sequence number field,
a length field, a content field, a
pluraiity of erroneous sequence
number fields, and a plurality of

erroneous sequence number
lcn th fields, each of said

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL -— ATTORNEY EYES ONLY

The table below presents the claim terms currently before the court and Ericsson’s

responsive to the receiving step,

generating a message field

including a field identifying the
type of feedback response that

is selected from multiple
available feedback responses in
order to minimize the size or
number of feedback res onses

Recitcd function: the

transmission of first data units

by a first peer unit to a second
peer unit

Corresponding Structure:
Invalid

Recitcd function:

receiving the plurality of first
data units and generating a

message field including a field
identifying the type of feedback
response that is selected from

multiple available feedback
responses in order to minimize
the size or number of feedback

responses.

Corresponding Structure:
(a) FIG. 4, FIG. 5, FIG. 6, Table

 



 

’435 patent
Claim 1

‘01‘9 patent
Claim 19

‘568 patent
Claim 1

‘019 patent
Claim 19

‘568 patent
Claim 1

data packet discard
notification message
from the transmitter to

the receiver indicating
data packets the
transmitter has discarded

separate from said first
fieid

a service type identifier
which identifies a type of

payload information

plurality of erroneous sequence
number fields associated with a

respective one of said plurality
of erroneous sequence number

Eength fields

Corresponding Structure:

the receiver of a peer entity, see
’215::29-30_, whereby different
mechanisms can be used to

indicate erroneous data units so

as to optimize performance, see
’215::5:53-56, and the

mechanisms refer to any of the
methods described for

constructing a bitmap feedback

response message disclosed at
“215::3217—28 and ’215::6:8—48,
any of the methods for

constructing a compressed

bitmap feedback response
message disclosed at ’215::6:49-
54, any of the methods for

constructing a iist feedback

response message disclosed at
’215::2:63-3:I6 and ’215::7:28~

51, andfor the method for

constructing a feedback response
message combining the fist and
bitmap methods, and any
e uivalems thereof

a corrirol message in an
Automatic Repeat Request

protocol that indicates data
packets that the transmitter has
discarded

N0 construction is necessary.

an identifier hich identifies
transmission characteristics of

nayloact information
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1, 3:6—13, 36-42, 4:1-54, 5:50-

6:49. 6:55-64, 7128—5! (b)

Invalid under 35 U.S.C. § HZ,
‘liil 2, 6

message containing the identity
of unacknowledged data packets
the transmitter has discarded

in a different portion of a radio
channei from said first field

an identifier that identifies the

type of information (cg, video,
voice or data) conveyed in the
payload

 



 

18. I have applied Ericsson's proposed claim constructions for the purposes of my

analysis. However, my conclusions as to invalidity will be unchanged if the Court adopts

Defendants‘ proposed claim constructions, as noted throughout this report.

19. The table below presents the construction of the terms or phrase agreed by the

parties.

’223 patent means for transmitting a ‘move The claim term is a means-plus-

receiving window” request when said function limitation under 35 U-S.C. §
discard timer expires and said 112, 1] 6.

acknowledgement message for each

said at least one protocol data unit has Recited Function:

not been received transmitting a ‘move receiving

window’ request when said discardl

timer expires and said

acknowledgement message for each

said at least one protocol. data unit
has-not been received

Corresponding Structure:

the transmitter, as described in 3:65-

67 and illustrated in Fig. 2 and
euivalents thereof

VI. USE OF DEMONSTRATIVES

20, I reserve the right to make demonstratives (including product demonstrations,

product usage, and videos thereof), charts, graphs, or other similar visual aids for trial based

upon the opinions expressed in this report, the data contained in this report, the exhibits or other

things cited in this report andfor attached as exhibits to this report.

VI]. LEGAL STANDARDS APPLIED IN THIS REPORT

21. I am informed by counsel that the following legal principles apply to the subject

matter of this expert report.
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 22. I understand that the Court will instruct the jury on the law of validity and I wiil

follow such instructions. I set forth my understanding of the law of vaiidity below. ‘

23, I am informed that a Patent Office Examiner is a person with technical expertise,

and that he or she is familiar with the ievel of ordinary skill in the art. It is my understanding

that a US. patent is awarded to an inventor or inventors Only if the United States Patent and

Trademark Office decides, after a period of evaluation, that the Subject matter claimed is (I) not

anticipated, (2) not obvious, and (3) meets the written description, definiteness, and enablement

requirements. (I discuss each of these further, elsewhere in this report). I also understand the

Patent Office evaluates whether the patent sets forth patentable subject matter within the

meaning of the patent statute (35 U_S.C. § 101). I am informed that once the United States

Patent and Trademark Office issues a patent, that patent is presumed to be valid, which means

that by law, there is a presumption that each claim in Plaintiffs’ United States patents is (1-) not

anticipated, (2) not obvious, (3) meets the written description requirement, (4) is definite, (5)

meets the enablement requirement, and (6) claims patentable subject matter.

24. It is my understanding that to anticipate a patent claim, a singie asserted prior art

reference must disclose each and every element of the claimed invention to a person of ordinary

skill in the art. I understand that an issued patent has a presumption of validity, and that the

standard of proof required to invalidate a patent claim is clear and convincing, evidence. I’ve

applied this standard to my analysis herein.

25. i also understand that prior art can take the form of printed publications or patents

that were published more than one year prior to the filing date of the patent. I understand that a

printed publication asserted as prior art must enable one of ordinary skili in the an to practice the

elements alleged to be contained within the printed publication prior art without undue
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experimentation. I understand that it is the defendants burden to show enablernent of printed

publication prior art and that the asserted printed publication prior art meets the statutory

requirements for qualifying as prior art. I also understand that a reference qualifies as a printed

publication only if it is reasonably accessible to persons of ordinary skill in the art.

26. In analyzing whether or not a reference is considered prior art, I understand that

one must consider the requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 102:

A person shali be entitled to a patent unless-

(a) the invention was knowu or used by others in this country, or

patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign

country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication
in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this

country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for

patent in the United States, or

(0) he has abandoned the invention, or

(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or

was the subject ofan inventor’s certificate, by the applicant or his

legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the

date of the application for patent in this country on an application

for patent or inventor’s certificate filed more than twelve months

before the filing of the application in the United States, or

(e) the invention was described in

(1) an application for patent, published under section 122 (b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent or

(2) a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in

the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent,

except that an international application filed under the treaty

defined in section 35} (a) shall have the effects for the purposes of

this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if

the international appiication designated the United. States and was

published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English

language; or

(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be

patented, or

(s)
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(1) during the course of an interference conducted-under section-

135 or section 291, another inventor involved therein establishes,

to the extent permitted in section £04, that before such person’s

invention thereof the invention was made by such other inventor
and not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed, or

(2) before such person’s invention thereof, the invention was made

in this country by another inventor who had not abandoned,

suppressed, or conceaied it. In determining priority of invention

under this subsection, there shail be considered not only the

respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the

invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one who was first to

conceive and East to reduce to practice, from a time prior to

conception by the other.

27. In analyzing whether or not a singie item of prior art anticipates a patent claim, I

understand that one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention. would consider that

which is expressly stated or present in the item of prior art and also that which is “inherently”

present: Something is inherent in an item of prior art if it is always present in the prior art or

always results from the practice of the prior art and if a person of ordinary skiii in the art wouid

understand that to be the case.

28. I. understand that “conception” is the formation in the mind of the inventor of a

definite and permanent idea of the complete and operative invention, as it is to be applied in

practice. Conception is established when the invention is made sufficientlyciear to enable one

skilled in the art to reduce it to practice without the exercise of extensive experimentation or the

exercise of inventive skill. I understand that conception must be corroborated. I understand that

“reduction to practice” occurs either as of the filing of the patent application or when the

invention was actually made and was shown to work for its intended purpose.

29. I also understand that a patent claim is invalid if the differences between the

claimed invention and the prior art are such that the claimed subject matteras a whole would

have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art at that the time the invention was
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made. In making a determination of obviousness, I understand that there are several factors to

consider. The first consideration is the scope and content of the prior art. The next is the level of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made. The differences between the claimed

invention and the prior art are then addressed in light of the first two considerations. I

understand that where all elements of a claim are found separately in multiple prior art

references, a motivation to combine those references is helpful to this inquiry.

30. I understand that when evaluating obviousness, one must not consider whether the

claimed invention would have been obvious to a layman or to an expert; not use hindsight when

comparing the prior art to the claimed invention; not consider what vvas learned from the

teachings of the patent, or use the patent as a road map for selecting and combining items of

prior art. Instead, one must put oneself in the place of a person of ordinary skill at the time the

inventiou was made and consider only what was known before the invention was made and not

consider what is known today.

31. Mereover, it is my understanding that consideration of objective indicia of

nonobviousness is also relevant to determining whether or not a patent claim is obvious.

Objective indicia of non-obviousness include, but are not limited to: (1) commercial success; (2)

long felt need; (3) failure of others; (4) surprising results; (5) praise by others; (6) teaching away;

(7) copying by others; and (8) other relevant factors. I discuss these factors in the sections that

follow. Based on the evaluation that I set forth below, it is my opinion that the claims of the

Assorted Patents are not obvious.

32. I understand that to invalidate a patent claim due to inadequate written description

would require clear and convincing evidence that the patent specification does not contain a

written description of the claimed invention.
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33. I understand that to invalidates patent claim due to non—enablement would

require clear and convincing evidence that the patent specification does not describe the

invention in clear and concise terms such as to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to

make and use the invention without undue experimentation.

34. I understand that to invalidate a patent claim due to indefiniteness would require a

court to construe claim language such that the claims do not clearly and distinctly point out the

subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

35. I discuss these factors in the sections that follow. Based on the evaluation that I

set forth below, it is my opinion that the claims of the Assorted Parents are not anticipated.

36. I discuss these factors in the sections that follow. Based on the evaluation that I

set forth below, it is my opinion that the claims of the Assorted Patents are not obvious.

37. In reaching my opinions: I have considered the scope and content of the prior art,

the level of ordinary skill in the art at the time the claimed invention was made, and the

differences between the claimed invention and the prior art. The bases for my opinions follow.

VIII. RESPONSE TO STATEMENTS REGARDING PRINTED PUBLICATIONS

38. A number of references discussed by Drs. Heegard and Gibson do not appear to

be prior art references under 35 U.S.C. § 102. These references include:

Comnets student documents

- Hettich, Development and Performance Evaluation of a Selective Repeao

Automatic Repeat Request (SR—ARQ) Protocol for Transparent, Mobile ATM

Access (“Hettich Comnets Thesis”)

- Vomefeld, Simulative and Analytical Study of Measures Supporting the
Quality of Service in a Radio-Based ATM Network (“Vomefeld Comnets

Thesis”)

I Petras, Development and Performance Evaluation of an ATM Radio Interface

(“Petras Comnets Thesis”)
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39. With regard to the Comnets student documents, Dr. Gibson relies on the

deposition testimony of Rosalia Sohnen and the disclosure of Dietrnar Petras to conclude that the

date on the face of the document is the date that this document was “publicly available.” Dr.

Heegard relies on the deposition of Rosalia Sohnen to conclude that this reference qualifies as

prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). I disagree with these conclusions.

40. These references do not appear to be publications on their face. Instead. they

appear to be student papers which would not be generally available or searched for by persons of

skill in the art. In fact, the Hettich and Vorenefeld theses state that they are for “internal use

only.” In addition, although these papers are dated, the dates do not appear to be publication

dates. While diplorna papers such as this can be useful-for grading students, their primary

purpose is not to act as a scientific publication.

41. The Petras disclosure merely states that student theses were submitted to the

Aachen University library and searchable via the University’s Aliegro system.

42. When questioned about how accessible the Specific student theses were, the

Aachen librarian could only testify that these theses are available by searching for the author’s

name or the title of the paper. She was unaware if the library had key word searching available

for these papers.1 In other words, a person interested in the subject matter of these papers would

already need to know the author or title of these papers in order to locate them. In addition,

although she testified that these papers were mentioned in an annual report mailed out by the

University, she also testified that this report was not mailed out on the date cited in the report,

I R. Sohnen Dcpo. at 38296919.
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and she was uncertain when the report was actually mailed out.2 in my opinion, one of skill in

the art would not consider these references to be printed publications-or publicly available.

43. _ In addition, to the extent the Forms Comnets Thesis was published, it was

published in 1999. However, without a month ofpublication, there is no way to confirm that this

article was published prior to any of the patents-in-suit.

ETSI Contributions

. Dietrnar "Petras, et al. Candidate Protocol Stack (MAC + LLC) for a Wireless

ATM Air Interface (“Petras Comnets Submission”)

- 'Hettich, Vornefeld, Rapp, ARQ Protocols for Wireless ATM Systems:

Requirements and Solutions, ETSI EP BRAN W63 Temporary Document 42
(“Hettich Connects Submission”)

- Efficient Transmission of ARQ Feedback (“Lucent .lanuary 1999
Submission”)

- EGPRS ELC Performance with Efficient Transmission of ARQ Feedback

(“Lucent March 1999 Submission”)

- 'GSM 03 64 V6-00 Draft (“GPRS Radio Interface”)

0 82.22: RLC Protocol Specification (“WCDMA RLC Protocol”)

44. With regard to the ETSI contributions, Dr. Gibson relies on the disclosures of

Dietmar Petras and John Form to conclude on the dates that these documents were “publicly

available.” I disagree with these conclusions.

45. The ETSl contributions do not appear to be publicly available publications.

Rather, these documents appear to be proprietary standards related documents. For example, the

WCDMA RLC Protocol and the GPRS Radio Interface documents state that reproduction of the

documents is “only permitted for the purpose of standardization work undertaken within ETSl."

46. The disclosure of John Fenn confirms that these documents were only distributed

to ETSI contributions by being distributed at members” only meetings or being posted on a

members only ftp site. Moreover, even if these documents were posted on a public ftp site, they

do not appear to have been cataioged in a meaningful way. For example, a person of skill in the

3 R. Sohncn Dcpo. at 40164519.
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 art would have to know the specific meeting where a document was discussed in order to locate

it. Although Mr. Fenn contends that many entities were members of BT81, it is not clear that a

person of skill in the art could join ETSI without being an employee of or affiliated with a

suitable company or organization.

IEEE Contributions

0 IEEE P8021 l~93/20b3 Proposed Draft Standard

- IEEE P8021 1—93/146, “The Need for MAC Data Delimiters in the PHY,”

Wim Diepstraten (“Diepstraten 146”)

0 IEEE P8011 l~94l258x, “Detailed Draft Text Changes to Support DTBS,”

Wim Diepstraten. (“Diepstraten 258x”)

0 IEEE P8023 133/190, “DFWM'AC: Distributed Foundation Wireless Medium

Access Control,” Winn Diepstraten (“Diepstraten 190”)

47. With regard to the IEEE contributions, Dr. Gibson relies on the disclosure of

Dean Kawaguchi to conclude on the dates that these documents were “publicly availabie.” I

disagree with these conclusions.

48. The IEEE contributions do not appear to be publicly available publications.

Rather, these documents appear to be proprietary standards related documents Some of these

documents, for example the draft 802.11 standard, do not even appear to be final versions of

documents intend for release to others.

49. The diSclosure of Dean Kawaguchi confirms that these documents were only

distributed to participants at IEEE 802.1 I meetings, instead of being made generally available to

the public. Accordingly, these documents were not publicly available to persons of ordinary skill

in the art, at least not on the dates indicated by Dr. Gibson.

Conference Papers

- Bakker, et al., An Air Interface for High Bandwidth Cellular Digital

Communications on Microwave Frequencies, Vehicular Technology
Conference (“Bakker”)

o Petras and Hettich, Performance Evaluation of the ASR-ARQ Protocol for

Wireless ATM (“Petras Comnets 1995 Article”) '
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- Petras and Hettich, Performance Evaluation of a Logical Link Control '

Protocol for an ATM Airlnterface (“Petras Comnets £997 Article”)

- Petras, Functionality of the ASR—ARQ Protocol for MBS (“Petras Comnets

RACE 1995 article”) '

o Walke, Wireless ATM: Air Interface and Network Protocols of the Mobile
Broadband System (“Waike Comnets Article 1996”)

a Tasaka, Integrated Video and Data Transmission in the TDD ALOHA-

Reservation Wireless LAN (“Tasaka IEEE Article”)

c Gong, An Application Oriented Error Control Scheme for High Speed

Networks (“Gong 1996 article”)

I Raychaudhuri, ATM~Based Transport Architecture for Multiservices Wireless

Personal Communications (“Raychaudhuri Article”)

50. With regard to the conference papers, these references appear to be papers written

for or related to various conferences or organisations such as the IEEE. As a practical matter,

conference papers may not be published at the time of the conference. Rather, the author may

present a summary of the paper’s content, which will later be written up as a final paper. In

addition, in some cases, papers may be submitted for conferences but not accepted. These papers

may never be published at all and would have only been viewed by those individuals reviewing

papers for the conference, not the general public. Accordingly, the dates listed on these

documents may not reflect actual publication dates.

IX. DR. GIBSON AND DR. HEEGARD HAVE NOT SHOWN THE PATENTS-IN-

SUIT TO BE INVALID

A. US. PATENT No. 5,987,019 AND U.S. PATENT No. 6,466,568

51. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard allege that the asserted claims of the ’019l’568

patents are anticipated by prior art. I disagree. None of the references cited by Dr. Gibson or Dr.

Heegard teaches or discloses all the limitations of the asserted claims.

- 52. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard also allege that these references render the asserted

claims of the ’019/‘568 patents obvious either alone or in combination with one or more other

references. 1 disagree. None of the prior art references taught or disclosed all limitations of the
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asserted claims. As one example, no prior art reference taught or disciosed a method (or

apparatus or system) that contains “a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload

information.” Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard further did not identify how a specific combination of

references would render the asserted claims obvious, and without doing so they cannot meet the

requisite clear and convincing evidentiary standard. As discussed below, none of the references

identified by Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard teaches each limitation of the asserted claims of the

’0191’568 patent. Nor does any-identified combination of reference render such claims obvious.

53. ' The application that issued as US. Patent Nos. 5,987,019 and US. 6,466,568

entitled “Multi-Rate Radiocommunication Systems and Terminals” was filed on October 15,

1996. The ’019 patent issued on Nevember E6, 1999. The ’568 patent issued on October 15,

2002.

1. Claim Construction

54. The parties have identified'two terms for construction:

Disputed Terms Ericsson's Proposed Construction Defondnnts‘ Proposed Construction

"separate item said No construction is necessary. in a different portion of a radio channel
first field" from said first field

”a service type an identifier which idmtifies transmission an identifier that identifies the type of

identifier which characteristics of payload information information (6.3., video, mice or data)
identifies 3 type of ‘ conveyed in the payload

payload
in formation"

 
SS. Regardless of which party’s construction the Court adopts for these two terms, my

conclusions regarding the invalidity of the ”019/568 patents remain unchanged.3

3 i understand that the Court may construe the terms of these patents in ways that differ from the parties’ proposals.
I reserve the right to update or supplement this report if necessary based on any rulings from the Court.
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a) “a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload
information”

56. I have concluded that none of the references identified by Dr. Heegard or Dr.

Gibson disclose “a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” This

conclusion remains the same under either party’s construction. Under Ericsson’s proposal, the

service type identifier must identify transmission characteristics of the payload information. The

”0191’568 patents explain. that these tran3mission characteristics may include, for example,

bandwidth considerations, error protection, and ability to tolerate delay.4 As explained more

fully below, none of the references identified by Dr. Heegard or Dr. Gibson disclose this claim

limitation.

57. Under Defendants’ proposal, the service type identifier must identify the type of '

information conveyed in the payload. Although Defendants’ proposal does not explicitly

mention transmission characteristics, Defendants apparently do not dispute that the service type

identifier must identify the “service type” of payload information.

58. Data may be simultaneously associated with multiple types. For example, a video

file may be considered a video by a user, an avi. file by an operating system, a specific type of

.avi file requiring a specific codec by a video player application, or data with a TID value

“video” by a Wireless receiver. Although data may be simultaneously categorized by all of these

types, the patents refer to a service type identifier.

S9. The patents equate the “type” of information in the payload with the “service”

conveyed in the payload.5 The patents also explain that each service has optimal transmission

4 ’019 patenta12126-2:55.

5 ’019 patent at 2:26 -2:28 (“These various types of information communication (also referred to herein as
‘serviccs‘) will likely have different optimal transmission characteristics”)
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characteristics.6 This is appropriate given that the patents are concerned with wireless

transmission of data. Thus, the patents require that the service type identifier identify the service

such that the devices in the system can account for the transmisSion characteristics of the service.

1)) “separate from said first field”

60. As explained in my opening report, data in different fields cannot occupy the

same portion of a radio channel. Drs. Gibson and Heegard do not appear to dispute this

conclusion. Accordingly, regardless of whether the Court adopts Defendants“ proposed

constructions, my opinions regarding invalidity remain unchanged.

6 ’019 patent at 2:26 4528 (“These various types of information communication (also referred to herein as
‘serviccs‘) will likely have different optimal transmission characteristics")
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2. Response to Alleged Anticipation References

3) Adams ‘662

61. Adams discloses a specific system for delivering multimedia content to computers

and/or televisions via a satellite network. This system relies on devices with separate subsystems

for processing three different types of information: Video, audio, and data. When a device in this

system receives a packet of information, it checks an ID tag in the packet to detennine which

subsystem should receive the packet.

 
Paeketized Data Streams

Header Info

Packet I an ' . 32
Heacier TIME_STAMP TIME_STAMP

VIDEOJD '

Header Info Header Info

TIME‘STAMP

Dwain i    
Packet, N Video N Audio Associated -% fiat-a %A.- I I I % . x t o g _

Payload Payload ‘ Pa} load I : Payload l
Adams Fig. 5.

The sateiiite sweater lat missiles mwim of 'pecketised
dtigitei date sttmms over e satellite link For one Miami?»-

mam: the incoming pee-ketieed tiigitat fists. sesame received
by the sateiiite receiver 14 conform to tits motion. 'picmi‘e
engiiteeiiog gmrup {MPEG} video transmit smitten: The
pac'icetieed digital data streams meeiveti by the seteflite

remiss!" ’14 include video sate iii-tickets. audio sate packets.
anti associated. data packets. The sate-Bite. {emitter M Home

fess the meeiveti flights} data stream. gaskets to the eemgmter
system It] over a communication line 33.

Adams at 4:54:14.
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' FIG, 3 iElustretee the cements-i: system 19 ferememhedi—

meat, “The cements: system 14} emeerieee e pew-teaser 51, a
mereer sehsyetm 5%,. e geeehiee display sebeyetem 56.

Tim cempmer 335mm it} We: mmpflses 3. date tween;

58, e. em: fictive 635-551;? eedte subsystem 533% praise-see: SE
cemmueiceiee with the mummy sehsyetem 54‘, the: greet—Mes»

ciisplay eeheyseem Eli! the date. mealtime 581 the ease drive fl),
and the audit: subsystem £2 via a eyetem bee 51.

Adams at 5:23-5:30‘

FIG. 5 fllfisfi‘atfifi Liza eeehefieed flighei hate etreem

remitted by the time eeteeter ”Hi ever the meanwheetjeeiine

36 fee ene- emhediment. ”The inmméng peekefizee eighth
{late strewn DIE the mmmueieatien Bee 3!] incledee a wider:

pecker. Elle 3E1 audio peekgt 3L and an emaciated data packet
84.

The tide} genie: hi]; the eedie packet 32, amt the ease-
eieted date. eeeket 84 caeh wineries; a itemize heme; and, a
packet. eeyieee. Tim packet heerter ef the meet: packet at},

the meta pecker 8i and the eeeeeietee data pm $1 each
inc-lees; a time stamp WME_STAM¥} that ejeeheeeieee

the fleece ens-die and emaciated date {rm-flee in the pathete
33—84.

Tie: trifle: hatchet 3h ieeieeee a video payieafi em; pre-
vides digital xvi-flee data fer display in the eideo die-pie}?

windew mthe eiflee yeti-teams identitiefi he 3,9216th
[fian‘ifls widen: e313 by the wide} identifier {WDEQWIB} in

the packet heather.

The aedie palate; 32- ieeiedes an attain» payment fer

[12111ng It": the mate eetmyetem 64 1e dfive the speaker 24
The audit} easiest 32 is identified as e fiaflkci that eerries
autfli-e date by the eudio édentifier {AUDiGfiIfij in the

packet hceeee

The estimated date padcet $4 inci'ttfies an eeeeeietee date

myiead that specifies: interactive View eemmeed and em—

trel {enemies for the hemp-um: figment Ill The eesecietee

data packet 34 is meme em he a paehei the; certifies emaciated
data he the associatefl date i-deetifiee {DATAJBZI in the

packet header.
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Adams at 7:9-737.

(1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Ciaim I of the ’568 Patent

62. Adams does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or ciaim 1 of the ’568

patent.

providing at least one first field in which payload information is disposed;

63. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend. that the video, audio, and data ID tags

disclosed in Adams act as service type identifiers.

64. The video, audio, and data ID tags disclosed in Adams do not meet the

requirement of “a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” These

tags merely specify whether a packet should be sent to the video, audio, or data subsystem. As a

result, these tags do not allow devices in the system to account for different transmission

characteristics of different types of information.

65. Adams teaches away from the ’019/‘568 patent by requiring the receiver to

contain specialized subsystems for receiving voice, audio, and data. in contrast, the inventors of

the ”019F563 patent intended to create an invention that would allow existing devices to

accommodate multiple services, including services that may be developed in the future.7

Accordingly, the inventors taught the use of a service type identifier which identifies a type of

payload information.

66. in addition, 1 note that one of the inventors of the Adams patent, Robert Adams,

explains that the ID tags disclosed in this reference is a “trivia! technique” which had been

? m9 patent at 2:56-2:64.
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known in the prior art.8 Accordingly, this technique is different from the novel technique

disclosed in the ’019/‘568 patents.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the 5623 Patent

67. Because Adams fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of the

’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

68. Because Adams fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim I of the

’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

69, Because Adams fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent'or claim I of the

’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

b) IEEE P802.11—93120b3 Proposed Draft Standard

70. 802.11-draft 1994 is an early draft of the standard what would eventually become

the 802.11 standard. 802.1l—draft 1994 contains a number of significant differences from later

versions of the standard. For example, the MAC frame format for 802.11-draft 1994 does not

contain fields for TID access category information.

7]. MAC Frame Format in 802.1 1—draft 1994 (Figure 4-1):

Frame 85-853 fleet WWISalami Address Addmsa Nana;

72. In contrast, the 802.11n standard MAC frame format requires a (208 Control Field

  

which specifies the T113 value of each packet.

73. MAC Frame Format in 802.1 1-2007 (Figure 7-1):

3 Adams Rule 25 Disclosure 311E 20.
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In addition, the 302.ll~draft 1994 standard contains only one data subtype. In contrast, the

802.! In standard contains several specific data subtypes for (203 data and non-Q08 data.

74. Data types in 802.] l-draft 1994 (Table 4.1):

 Data + CF-Poll -

Data + (fa-”tick + C‘F—I’oli

6100 Null (no data}

CF-Ack {:10 data)

momma

MMmom-

QOS Data + CF—Ack

(203 Data -‘- (IF-Poll

QOS Data + ("IF—Ac}: + CF—Poil

QoS Null (no data)

Reserved

Q08 CF—Poll (no data)

Q03 CF—Ack + CF—Pofl (no data)

:—w—AII 3.:m aa32-3
U:0:3 ‘l" E]

2‘

     
(1} Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

76. The 802.] 1-draft 1994 standard does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or

claim I of the ’568 patent.

providing at least one first field in which payload information is disposed;
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77. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard contend that the type/subtype field of the 802.11—

'dtaft 1994 standard constitutes “a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload

information.” I disagree with this conclusion.

78. Under Defendants’ proposed construction, Drs. Gibson and Heegard fail to

explain how the type/subtype field identifies the type of payload information (e.g., voice, video,

or data). In addition, Drs. Gibson and Heegatd fail to explain how this field couid allow a device

in the system to account for different transmission characteristics of different types of payload

information.

79. Under Plaintiffs’ proposed construction, Drs. Gibson and Heegard fail to explain

how the typefsubtype field identifies information regarding transmission characteristics.

Notably, the type and subtypes of the 802.11-drait 1994 standard do not allow a device to

distinguish between QoS and non-Q08 data or between packets that have different TID values.

80. In addition, the 802.11—draft 1994 standard does not disclose this limitation

because the type/subtype field does not identify a service type of the payload information. In the

”(HQ patent, the term “service” refers to information communication, i.e., user data.9 As shown

in the table below, the type/subtype field only allows a device to distinguish between “data,” i.e.,

user data, and various types of control and management frames. The type/subtype field does not

distinguish between various types of services that may be contained in a data frame.

9 Sec, cg, ’019 patent at 2:27-2:30.
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81. Control and management frames only provide administrative information, they do

not contain user information.10 Drs. Heegard and Gibson contend that payioad information is

provided in the frame body of a MAC frame. However, Control frames do not contain a frame

body fieid. See for example the RTS frame format beiow:

'0 Although 802.11~drafi 1994 also specifies the “Contention Free” type. this type is not defined in this draft of the
standard. _
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82. 802-1 l«draft 1994 at § 4.2-1.1. Additional portions of section 4.2.1 of the 802.11-

draft 1994 standard indicate that none of the control frame format-s contain frame body fields.

Because a controi frame does not contain a frame body field, the typefsubtype field of a control

frame is not “a service type identifier which identifies a type ofpayload information.”

83. Management frames do contain a frame body field, however, for many subtypes,

the frame body field is nuil. For management frames with non-nun frame body fieids, the frame

body only contains administrative information such as addresses, algorithm numbers, beacou

information, etc.‘1 This information does not constitute a “service.” Accordingly, the

typer’subtype field of a management frame is not “a service type identifier which identifies a type

ofpayload information.”

84. Drs. Heegard and Gibson also seem to assert that" the 8021 i-draft 1994 standard

mentions QoS features. It is unclear how they contend these portions of the reference disclose

any of the limitations of the ’019/’568 patents. Nonetheless, the cited QoS portions of the

802.1 1~draft 1994 standard iliustrate why this reference fails to anticipate the ’019/‘563 patents.

85. While the 802.11—draft 1994 standard mentions generai concepts such as “Quality

of Service,” “Transit Delay,” “User Priority,” etc, it is unclear how these concepts are

incorporated into this draft standard. For example, section 5.2.13.1 states that “howledge of

the characteristics and type of service provided (i,e., the parameters, formats, and options that

affect the transfer of data) is made available to the MAC Service user through some layer

“ See. 802,1l-drafi 1994a: 4.2.3.: — 4.2.3.12.
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management interaction prior to (any) invocation of the MAC connectionless—mode service.” In

addition, portions of the standard which may have clarified some details, were not yet prepared

for this draft standard. For example, section 5.2.13.4 entitled “Channel Access Priority

Mechanism” is blank.

86. Even if some portions of the 802.11»drafi 1994 standard do mention QoS features,

the portions cited by Drs. Heegard and Gibson merely indicate that a device may be able to track

information related to “transit delay,” “delay variance,” and “user priority.” For example,

section 5.2.13.1 states that “Thus the MAC Service user not only has knowledge of the

characteristics of the parties with which it can communicate, it also has knowledge of the

statistical characteristics of the service it can expect to be provided with for each MAC service

request.”

87. Finaily, Dr. Gibson mentions that the 802.11—draft 1994 standard supports two

MSDU delivery service types. Dr. Gibson does not explain how this citation relates to the

patents.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’56:? Patent

88. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim l9 of the ’0l9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, because 802.11-drafi 1994 only

contains one data subtype, it does not disclose adjusting a vaiue of said service type identifier to

correspond to a second type of information.

3) Claim 23 of the ’019 atent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent13

89. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the “01.9 patent or claim t of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the type/subtype field of the

802.11-draft 1994 standard cannot be used to distinguish between video, voice, data as it only I

distinguishes between user data and management/control information.
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(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

90. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the typelsubtype field of the

802.]1—draft 1994 standard cannot be used to distinguish between multimedia as it oniy

distinguishes between user data and management/controlinformation.

c) U. S. Patent No. 5,761,292 (“Wagner”)

91. Wagner describes a method of transmitting voice and data information over

existing wired telephone networks- Ratherthan transferring information over a single channel,

Wagner proposes transferring information over a main channei or a separate side channel.

Wagner proposes using the main channel to transfer voice and/or data, and using the side channei

to transfer data and/or control information, Although Wagner describes various physical layer

aspects of the disclosed system, it is siient as to many implementation details for higher layers.

92. For example, Wagner states that the system can accommodate “cornpnrer data,”

but it does not provide thorough details on the format and structure of this data. Instead, Wagner

provides physical layer descriptions such as:

In the pretend entbndiment. data is nansrerred mesa main

channel 312 using a high speed mm Michaela: sure as

a quadramre amplimde nerdsiatinn {QM} tedtnolngy.
Gem-rel info-Aden. and data is transferred stress side

enannei 314} using a lawn: egress-try teammates teehnelngy
such as a frequent? shift keying {fix} tesfimdngy Using

 

Wagner at 5:44—5:49.
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(Semis wmmbymaia dalamodatamdaionfimm

 

Wagner at 8:53-8:61‘

93. In addition, figures 1—5 depict physical layer implementation details and merely

indicate data and voice arriving at that layer without explanation.

94. Wagner discloses that information from the side channel is used to determine

which hardware should accept information received on the main channel. Receive Channel

Control Logic 524 and Voice/Data Select 530 route data to the Main Data Demodulator and

route voice to voice enhancement logic or voice out, if no enhancement logic is necessary. See

for example:

Channel
Conlrol   

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

I From Side Receiver
~ Higher Pass Data Side Data Channel

Fitter Demoduiator Control I Data
512- -513‘ Logic

  
«524-

Voicellulaln Data
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5215. This dew-olefin: aide data it. tannin to receiver chem
net enakoi logic 52-4. Control Eagle 524 dado-deer control
information received on side almond 314 via linen 525 Side

channel cannot infnnnattnn is. nae-d by control logic 5% to
eaten a mode try when infatuation. a tee-rained on man:

Chennai 312 Predetenoa'ned codes within this. aide data are

used to define either a main channel voice receive mode or

a main sentient data Jeanette mode" ‘I’tnfa mode ta selected by
content logic 524 with an onnwt on voieetdata select tine -
533' If aide data indicates a mine receive mode cannot

logic 52d wtgmts a mine select signal on fine 533' If.
however. aide data indicates a dam receive model mullet

logic 524 emit a data seiat signal} on tine 53%. The side

Wagner at 10: 12-10124.

(1.) Claim 19 of the ’01'9 Patent and Claim I of the ’568 Patent

95. Wagner does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent and claim 1 of the ’568

patent.

providing at least onefirst field in which payload information
is disposed; 

96. Wagner does not disclose providing at least one first field in which payload

information is disposed. Because Wagner focuses on physical layer implementation

descriptions, Wagner is silent as to whether and how data should be provided in fields. Drs.

Heegard and Gibson identify citations from Wagner indicating that the telephone line channel

should be split into two sub-channels. None of these citations specifir that information provided

on these sub-channels should be provided in fields.

  providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first
fieid; and
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97. Dr‘s. Heegard and. Gibson contend that the control information provided in the

side channel described in Wagner acts as “a service type identifier which identifies a type of

payload information.” As an initial matter, because Wagner does not disclose the use of fieids,

Wagner cannot disclose this limitation. In addition, Drs. Gibson and Heegarci fail to explain how

the control information in the side channel could allow a device in the system to account for

different transmission characteristics of different types of infomation. Rather, the control

information is merely used to route received information to the appropriate hardware in the

receiver.

98. Wagner teaches away from the ’0.le‘568 patent by requiring the receiver to

contain speciaiized hardware for receiving voice and data. In contrast, the inventors of the

’019I’568 patent intended to create an invention that would allow existing devices to

accommodate moltiple services, including services that may be developed in the future.”

Accordingly, the inventors taught the use of a service type identifier which identifies a type of

payload information.

transmitting said at least one first field and said at least one
second field on said radio channel.

99. Wagner does not disciose transmitting information on a radio channel, let alone

transmitting multiple fields on a radio channel. instead Wagner discloses transferring
3313

information over “a single telephone line. None of the citations provided by Drs. Heegard or

Gibson disclose transferring information on a radio channel.

‘3 ’019 patent at 2:56—2:64.

'3 Sec. cg“ Wagner patent Abstract.
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(2) Claim 22 of the ’09 Patent and Claim 2 of the ”568 Patent

100. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’0] 9 patent or claim 1 of

the “568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim;

(3) Claim 23 of the ’91:: patent and Claim 3-of the ’568_Patent

103. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’03 9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

{4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Ciaim 4 of the ’568 Patent

302. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’01 9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(1) ATM—Based Transport Architecture for Muifiservices Wireless

Personal Communication Networks, Dipankar Raychaudhuri and
Newman D. Wilson (“Raychaudhuri Article”)

103. The Raychaudhuri Article describes research efforts into. developing a

multimedia—capable wireless network, which it refers to as a personal communication network

(“PCN”). The Raychaudhuri acknowledges that significant design work must be done to adapt

wired networking techniques for wireless networks. The Raychaudhuri article attempts to

describe a wireless system with a protocol stack harmonized with the ATM protocol. Figure 4

depicts this protocoi stack and highlights in bold the wireless specific layers (the physical, MAC,

and data link layers)”

H Sec Raychautihuri article at 1404.
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104. The Raychaudhnri atticle states that the wireless system is required to handle

multiple traffic types: connection oriented constant bit rate (CBR), connection oriented variable

bit rate (VBR), 'connectionless packet data, and burst data. While discussing the MAC. layer, the

Raychaudhuri article identifies two different multiplexing schemes. Which scheme may

ultimately be chosen for a wireless system would depend upon physical layer considerations.”

These two different schemes, CDMA and TDMA are depicted in figures 5 and 6.

is See Raychaudliuri article at 1405.
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 TDMA frame 

Fig. 6. Muliiscrfirc dynamic reservation (MDR) Tm fram format

105. The .Raychaudhuri article separately discusses the packet format of the data link

layer. However, foil impiementation detaiis of this packet format are not prcwided.‘6 This

format is depicted in figure 7.

 
  ' m 5! W flawed Am

W Wit 3 comma} Wu: virlullchannd 11) Puriwimpc.CLPJE.

Fig.1 Example PCN data-Zia}; packea forum.

“5 Raychaudhuri anicle at 1407 (“A complete definition of the PCN data—link header is not presented here, since
several issues are currently under study")
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106. The Raychaudhuri article also briefly describes several additional concepts,

including error control, segmentation, and handoffs, without providing specific implementation

details. For example, in the error control section, the article recognizes that retransmission of

some packets may be necessary. However, the article provides little explanation as to how this

should be achieved:

Alternatively. if some bettering delay can be tolerated, the

PCN data-link layer may optionally attempt timeoonstrained

retransmission within a permissibie sequence sooth-er window

{this option would be selected at said setup}.

Raychaudhuri article at 1407.

107. The article concludes by stating that an ATM compatible wireless system is

feasible, but that “much further work remains before the viability of such systems can be.

conclusively demonstrated?”

(1) Claim 19 of the ”019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent.

108. The Raychaudhuri article does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’0l9 patent and

claim 1 ofthe ’568 patent.

  providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first

field; and

 

  

109. Dr. Heegard does not contend that this article anticipates the ’0191’568 patent.

Dr. Gibson contends that the service type field of the PCN header (“PT field") acts as a “service

type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” I disagree with this conclusion.

110. Definition of the PT field is provided below:

‘7 Raychandhuri article at 14:3.
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Service “type Bsfintzion: fit suitable field {e.g., 4 bits) in the

PCN header may be provided to indicate whether a packet
is of type supers'isoty‘fconc‘ol. CBR, VBR. data. burst. etc.

This simplifies ease Station aromcol processing and resource

allocation. enabling segregation and pttoritiaation of data types
without teference to Vquleael call setup information.—

112. Raychaudhuri article at 1407. Under Defendants’ proposed construction, Dr.

Gibson fails to explain "how the PT field identifies the type of payload information (e.g_, voice,

video, or data). In addition, Dr. Gibson fails to explain how this field could allow a device in the

system to account for different transmission characteristics of" different types of information.

212- The Raychaudhuri article teaches away from the “01911568 patent because it

acknowledges that different types of information communication may have different

transmission characteristics, but it does not disclose using the PT field to identify those

characteristics. For example, the article provides several examples of services:

By the time aesbgeneralion PCN is dep’loyeti. many new
services sack as text email. client-server data. digital audio.

and. some trideoftnultiraedia applications may be expectetl

in addition to conventional telegsioay. These services seat:

a fairly bread range of {sitar-me. sen'ice class. and. quality

oilservice {Q03} requirements. As in B—lSDN‘s integateé
Framework. mantles-s may either be cosmeetiotsntmentflfl {C3}

or enaneetionless {CL}. Connection—oriented services include

constant nitrate {CBR} with selectable fixed bandwidth. and
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variable bit-rate WEE} with etetietieeiiy multiplexed benda-
width allocation. Cenneetionless services include “bee; effort"

er “eveiishie bit-rate HER)" paeket date Esimiier to that

provided by current: packet switching netwoflte} as we]? as.

tfigh—thmnghput burst date Semee for file Hensfer, etc. Esti—
matee for bit—rate arid QoS of typieai eepiicefiens in the 36

year time. frame are given in Table I abeve:

Raychaudhuri article at 1402.

TABLE” 3 -

Twemn Ammamtm Wumems we .NExT-Gmnmmw MN

f-i lam-[159 iv ; '
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thwmeewd,

 
__ Mm. .7

H3. Although the Raychaudhuri articie identifies video, voice, audio, and data as

different types of information, the PT field does not identify these different types of information.

Instead, the PT field is used to identify control/supervismy, CBR, VBR, data, etc. Because some

types of information (e.g., multimedia) can use CBR or VBR, providing a PT field to distinguish
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CBR from VBR cannot act as a “service type identifier which- identifies a type of payload

information.”

114. I also disagree with Dr. Gibson’s contention that the PT field “allows for

prioritization of data by type.”18 First, because the PT field is not a “service type identifier

which identifies a type ofpayload information,” it cannot allow for prioritization of data by type.

Moreover, the portions of the Raychaudhuri article cited by Dr. Gibson do not disclose using a

service type identifier to prioritize video over data, for example. Instead, the PT field may be

used to segregate data in the base station to form appropriate frames. For example, when using

TDMA, the base station must place information in predefined time slots for VBR, CBR, etc.19

115. In addition, the Raychaudhuri article does not disclose using the PT field to

implement QoS. For example, Table 3 identifies different QoS parameters for different

applications, but the PT field does not identify that information. Furthermore, the article

explains that additional advancements in this area wiil he needed:

utilizations in the region of 55—60%. These Q08 levels may

be acceptahie for many iiearaterni nomadic multimedia appli—

cations, and may he further improved by operating at lower

channel efficiency. More significant ' improvements in {3113

andfcr channei efficiency may be expect-ed as transmission bit--

rates are increased to the 346 Mbps (or higher} ihat may tater

prove to be feasible- in micro and picocelinlar environments.

Raychaudhuri article at 1413.

l 16. To the extent Drs. Gibsor: and Heegard rely on this reference as disclosing the use

of coding rate information, this same invalidity issue was raised during prosecution of the ’568

18 Dr. Gibson Invalidity Report at 2692.

'9 Sec Raychaudhuri article at Fig. 6.
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patent. The examiner identified Raith ”813 as an invalidating reference. In response, Ericsson

explained that this reference disclosed using a field to identify channel coding information, but it

did not disclose using a field as a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload

information. Moreover, regarding claim 19 of the ’019 patent, Ericsson explained that “the plain

language of this claim makes clear that Applicants are claiming the use of a field to identify the

type of payload infonnation and not the type of channel coding.”20 Accordingly, this reference

cannot anticipate this claim.

(2) Claim. 22 of the ’019 Patent and claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

_ 117. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ”568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(3) Ciaim 23 of the ’019 patent and claim 3 of the ’568 patent

118. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim l9 of the ’Ol9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition= the PT field does not distinguish

between video, voice, or data.

(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and claim 4 of the ’568 patent

1 19. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. in addition the PT field does not identify

multimedia information.

2" “568 patent prosecution history.
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e) Multimedia Personal Communication Networks (PCN): System
Design Issues, Dipankar Raychaudhuri and Newman D. Wilson

(“Raychaudhuri Book”)

120. The Raychaudhuri Book describes a multimedia—capable wireless network, which

it refers to as a. personal communication network (“PCN”); The Raychaudhuri book

acknowledges that significant design work must be done to create a functioning PCN. The

reference concludes that a TDMA~based system is promising, “provided that the system is

augmented with additional features for effective support of time critical traffic.”2i

121. The Raychaudhuri article states that the PCN system should be required to handle

multiple traffic types: cennection oriented constant bit rate (CBR), connection oriented variable

bit rate (VBR), connectionless packet data, and. burst data.” Support for these traffic types is

required because the PCN is designed to combine cellular voice communication functionality

with wireless data functionality.

122. The TDMA based system described in the Raychaudhuri book allows for voice

and data packets to be transmitted in time slots. Priority is- automatically assigned to voice

packets, with remaining available time slots being used for data packets. The ratio of voice time

slots to data time slots is an implementation decision that must be made for the system

addition to the 2 byte transmission preambic. Of the NE message slots, a maximum

of'Nv < NI slots in each frame can be assigned for connection-oriented CBR voice
traffic. Datagram type messages are dynamically assigned one or more 43 byte slots
in the 'I'DMA interval following the last allocated voice slot in a frame. Long data

messages which cannot be accommodated in a single frame may be segmented for
transmission in multiple frames.

Raychaudhuri Book at 297.

3' Raychaudhuri Book at 304.

32 Raychaudhuri Book at 292.
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{1'} Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

123. The Raychaudhuri Book does not anticipate claim I9 of the ”019 patent and claim

1 of the ’568 patent.

  providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided1!! said at least one first
fieid; and

 

  

124. Dr. Gibson contends that the N, variable described in the Raychaudhuri Book is
‘3

“service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information. I disagree with this

conclusion.

125. The N. variable defines the number of time slots used for voice communication.

This variable must berselected for the system.23 None of the citations discussed by Dr. Gibson

indicates that the value of this variable is provided in a second field or otherwise transmitted

throughout the system.

23 Raychaudhuri Book at 298 (“A key issue is the selection of a value ofNr {voice slot limit) which provides
reasonable balance between voice and data performance. Here, N. was chosen so that the frame time is divided
roughly in proportion 10 the ratio between offcrcd voice and data traffic")
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126. The Raychaudhuri Book teaches away from the ’019I’568 patent by requiring that

voice and data be placed in predefined time slots, rather than providing a service type identifier

which identifies a type ofpayload information.

127. Even if the NV variable were transmitted in a field, none of the citations identified

by Dr. Gibson indicates that this variable acts as a “service type identifier which identifies. a type

of payload information.” Rather, this variable mereiy identifies the number of voice time slots,

which varies based on impiementation.

128. In addition, the citations provided by Dr. Gibson do not indicate that one could

use Nv variable to determine the type of payload information contained. in a time slot. The

Raychaudhuri book identifies numerous types of traffic. However, it is unclear which of these

types of traffic are considered “voice” or “data.” Accordingly, distinguishing between “voice”

time slots and “data” time slots does not distinguish between types of payload infonnation (e.g.,
3‘! ‘6

a “voice” time slot may contain “telephony, teleconference,” or “digital audio.” Each of these

traffic types has its own transmission characteristics).

Table 1. Earn:lea of PCN traffic sources and their a Iformance rs: trite-merits

rate m u- _ Loss-ra'te'email. __1or2rel —100101 __ '

mm
—mm

Raychaudhuri Book at 290.

  

   
 

  
 

  

129. To the extent Dr's. Gibson and Heegard rely on this reference as disclosing the use

of coding rate information, this same invalidity issue was raised during prosecution of the ”568

patent. The examiner identified Raith ’813 as an invalidating reference. In response, Eric-sson
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explained that this reference disclosed using a field to identify channel coding information, but it

did not disclose using a field as a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload

information. Moreover, regarding ciaim 19 of the ’0l9 patent, Ericsson explained that “the plain

language of this claim makes clear that Applicants are claiming the use of a field to identify the

type of payload information and not the type of channel coding."24 Accordingly, this reference

cannot anticipate this claim. _

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

130- Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ”019 patent or claim 1 of

the ‘568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the Raye-handhnri article does

not disclose adjusting the NR. variable to correspond With a second type of information.

{3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

13 1. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ”039 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

132. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1. of

the ’568 patent. it also fails to anticipate this claim.

0 CODIT, a Testbed Project Evaluating DS-CDMA for

UMTSIFPLMTS, FG Andermo and G. Brismark (“Andermo

Article”)

133. The Andenno Article describes the experimental CODIT project (Code Division

Testbed). The CODIT project was designed to test the viability of using CDMA for a third

generation cellular system, The described system uses several different channels. After

3" ‘568 patent prosecution history.
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establishing a connection, the system uses two separate physical channels, a data channel

(“PDCH”) and a control channel (“PCCH”).

new
mom

 
mama: Ram cafe variable Errata mice,

Andemo Article at 23.

on. At call setups the resume manager eels emim

fi-equency, bandwidth and a service specifier, telling which
logical traffic channels 'wiil be used, fiereafier, the
configuration unit can vary same pmmetere from frame to

flame% such as; channel coding rate and fipmding factor.

Andermo Article at 22.

134. The PDCH is used to transmit user data having a variable bit rate. The PCCH is

uSed to transmit control information such as the coding rate. The PCCH uses a defined coding

rate already known by the receiver.25

(1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

135. The Andermo article does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent.

35 Andenno Article 3122.
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  providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first

field; and

 

  

136. Dr. Gibson contends that the control information transmitted on the PCCH acts as

a “service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” I disagree with this

conclusion.

137. The Andermo article explains that the PCCH provides information regarding the

spreading factor for information in the PDCH and power control commands. It does not identify

a type of service such as voice, video, or data.

To make detection of do: PBCH possible, M3416-"

aboutthemmtaneooaspeeedmgrauoon fire Pmis
Wrothereeeweeoodrem ThePCCHusesa

difierent spreading code compared to the open. and a

fixed smoothing foster a priest hirer-en to the receiver; In
mitten to the information shoot spreading focmr of the

EDGE, the seen is need to convey power oohnol

commands to the down fink for cleared loop power control

of the epoch.

 

Andermo article at 23.

138. The spreading factor and power control information provided by the PCCH

channel are basic pieces of information required in any CDMA system. In fact, CDMA is called

code division multiple access because it uses Spreading codes to aiiowrnultiple users to access a

channel at the same time. Because the inventors of were well aware of this technology, they

could not have intended to patent the prior art concept of using a Spreading code in a CDMA

system.26

26 For example, see ’019 patent 314:1 1—4: l9.
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139. The PCCH does not identify the type of service of payload information. This

same invalidity issue was raised during prosecution of the ’568 patent. The examiner identified

Raith ’813 as an invalidating reference. In re3ponse, Ericsson explained that this reference

disciosed using a field to identify channel coding information, but it did not disclose using a field

as a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information. Moreover, regarding

claim 19 of the ’019 patent, Ericsson explained that “the plain language of this claim makes ciear

that Applicants are claiming the use of a field to identify the type ofpayload information and not

172

the type of channel coding. 7 Accordingly, the Andermo article cannot anticipate this claim.

transmitting said at least onefirszfield and said a! least One secondfield on said radio Chennai

140. The preamble of this ciaim explains that it covers transmitting information on a

radio channel. The above limitation clarifies that both the service type identifier and payload

field must be transmitted on the same radio channel. Because the PCCH and PDCH are separate

channels, this limitation is not met.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

141. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’Oi9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(3} Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ”568 Patent

142. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ”019 patent or claim I of

the “568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. in addition, the PCCI-l does not distinguish

between video, voice, and data.

37 ’568 palcm prosecution history.
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(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

143. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim I of

the ’568 patent, it also faiis to anticipate this ciaim. In addition, the PCCH does not identify

multimedia.

g) A Coherent Detection Scheme for the Upiink Channel in a CDMA

System, C. Brismark et al. (“Brismark Articie”)

144. The Brismark Articie describes the experimental CODIT project {Code Division

Testbed). The CODIT project was designed to test the viability of using CDMA for a third

generation cellular system. The described system uses several different channels. After

establishing a connection, the system uses two’ separate physical channels, a data channel

(“PDCH”) and a control channel (“PCCH”).

  ,c‘oarw-a-ua-a-‘ww'. 'i—‘a‘i'm‘uiuui‘efiiifi
 

Brismark Article at 730. The Brismark article explains that the PCCH provides

information about channel coding and interleaving of information on the PDCH.
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Thernfioinmfaoeieheeedmaflsafiflhmgnneriem~
mienioatechmewithe lflmfiameanuotnee inwhieh

pmmhnachmmaedmlnmmmeaefiy

User dataatenmannttndthwaghtwoohsnneiemngdie
sameracioficqnencychannelhntnithdifiezemmm

Aphyemelchnenelismaenndtchethnmhmemofe

rafiofimyehmaadnhmecede.Thefirntchnn-
mmemawmtemnnocaimanm

Mmfim.nhflethennmncheenel,thnflyeical€onm

Channel (PCCH),eanineafiametypeidentifierneededto

detncttheneerinfmmafimeepoweefihemeieaaedmpm
Mthefratnetype magmatitiedetnoted om-

Brismark article at 729.

 

 

(1) Claim 19 of the ”019 Patent and Claim 1 of the 5653 Patent

145. The Brismark article does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent and claim 1

of the 3568 patent.

 
 

  

 

 providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first
field; and

146. Dr. Gibson contends that the control information transmitted on the PCCH acts as

a “service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” I disagree with this

conclusion.

147. The Brismark atticie explains that the PCCI—l provides channel coding and

interleaving information. The PCCH does not identify the type of service of payload

information, such as voice, video, or data. ‘ This same invalidity issue was raised during
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prosecution of the ’568 patent. The examiner identified Raith ’813' as an invalidating reference.

In response, Ericsson explained that this reference” disclosed using a field to identify channel

coding information, but it did not disclose using a field as a service type identifier which

identifies a type of payload information. Moreover, regarding claim 19 of the ’019 patent,

Ericsson explained that “the plain language of this claim makes clear that Applicants are

claiming the use of a field to identify the type ofpayload information and not the type of channel

coding.”28 Accordingly, the Brismark article cannot anticipate this claim.

transmitting said a: least onefirstfieid and said at least one secondfield on said radio channel

.148. The preamble of this claim explains that it covers transmitting information on a

radio channel. The above limitation clarifies that both the service type identifier and payload

field must be transmitted on the same radio channel. Because the PCCH and PDCH are separate

channels, this limitation is not met.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

149. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the “019 patent or claim 1 of

the ‘568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

{3) Claim 23 ofthe ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

150. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim l9 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the PCCH does not distinguish

between video, voice, and data.

28 ‘568 patent prosecution history.
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(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

151. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the PCCH does not identify

multimedia.

h) The CODIT System

152. Dr. Gibson identifies the CODIT system as a separate prior art reference.

However, Dr. Gibson’s description of the CODIT system comes from only three sources, the

Brismark article, the Andenno article, and the testimony of Gustav Brismark. For the reasons

explained in the sections above, descriptions of the CODIT system in the Brismark article and

Andermo article do not anticipate the ’019/368 patent.

153. The testimony of Mr- Brismark does not contradict the Brismark article or the

Andermo article, nor does it provide additional technical detail. Accordingly, the CODIT system

does not anticipate the "019/568 patent.

154. Dr. Gibson identifies the following testimony as supporting his conclusion:
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Dr. Gibson Report at 2764.

155. As explained in my discussions of the Andermo articie and Brismark article, the

physical control channel (PCCH) provides channel coding information for the payload. Mr.

Brismark does not contradict this conclusion. Accordingly, his testimony is consistent with the

prior art technique described in the ’Ol9l’568 patent as disclaimed by the inventors: “another

alternative is simply to allow the base station to transmit information pertaining to different

services based on the differences in channel coding. . . . However, as the number of services

expands beyond two, the complexity of discriminating between services in this manner becomes

excessive. Thus, according to another exempiary embodiment of the present invention, the F00

fields may also serve the purpose of service type identifier.” ’01 9 patent at 9: 15-928.
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i) U.S. Patent No. 5,757,813 (“Raith ’813 Patent”)

156. Keith ’813 describes a method for achieving optimal channel coding in a wireless

system. The method is described in the context of TDMA. The method allows a mobile device

to request an increase or decrease in the degree of channel coding based on channel conditions.

The base station can then change the degree of channel coding and communicate this change to

the mobile device using a channel that is “out of hand.”29

(1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Ciaim 1 of the ’568 Patent

157. Raith ’813 does not anticipate claim l9 of the ’019 patent and claim 1 of the ’568

patent. This reference was distinguished during prosecution. in response to the examiner’s

identification of this reference, Ericsson explained that this reference disclosed using a field to

identify channel coding information, but it did not disclose using a field as a service type

identifier which identifies. a type of payload information. Moreover, regarding claim 19 of the

’019 patent and claim I of the ”568 patent, Ericsson explained that “the plain language of this

claim makes clear that Applicants are claiming the use of a field to identify the type of payload

information and not the type of channel coding.”30

 
 

  

  

 providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first
field; and

158. Although Dr. Gibson discusses this reference, he fails to explain how. this

reference discloses some elements of the asserted claims. For example, Dr. Gibson is unable to

identify a service type identifier in this reference.

39 Raith '313 at 10:47-10:56.

3” ’568 palent prosecution history,
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159. Dr. Heegar'd contends that the channel coding indicator bit acts as a “service type

identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” i disagree with this conclusion. The

channel coding indicator bit only identifies the degree of channel coding. As explained during

prosecution, this bit does not identify a type of payload information.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

160. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

161. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the indicator bit does not

distinguish between video, voice, and data.

(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Ciaim 4 of the ’568 Patent

162. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’Ol9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the indicator bit does not

identify multimedia.

j) U.S. Patent No. 5,247,516 (“Bernstein”)

163. Bernstein describes a method for transmitting information on a wired integrated

services network. Bernstein explains that one purpose of this system is to account for “the

phenomenon that—different components of traffic in an integrated services network are affected

differently by transmission characteristics of the network?“

164. Bernstein attempts to account for different components of traffic by specifying

that data be grouped into different traffic components. When data is transmitted to an exit point,

3: Bernstein at 4:4-4: 10.
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the subscriber requests a connection. At call setup, the transmitter sends a control frame which

identifies the number of channels that will be used, and the traffic compenent type for each

channel. Thus, data for each traffic component type is sent on its own dedicated channel. The

number of channeis and traffic component type for each channel may oniy be varied when a

subscriber requests a connection or termination of a connection. See for example:

Amer-ding be a featere ef the present invention, the
multimedia communication mhfld and system utilizes

a magnetic data frame cenfignrefl with e muitiwsimted
payleed. each 5101: being a- ehamei which is belie-rented tn
Ia subscriber having requirements. fer mints-sine ef‘ a

particular type 01‘ traffic: mmpenenn The peylnefi eithe-
eemp-nsite frame is divided; inte multiple ehannels. and
the channeis are grenped mfiiig re traffic enmpe-
"new type, with earth grouping Qf' piurei channets in the
frame refereed to herein a traffic. component 5:362, er

35mph", T-elm The frames are eempneeri with a gamma
la: eenfignmtien ef ehannel eeeignmente and. ineiusinns
an e per call emeetien basis, fiedieeted re: the dere-

titan of the en}! enumeration, and may be remafignred {m
request by subscriber weanling te eetabfiished priorities

er based en traffic. cenflifiens eueh as 3an emgeetien en
the network,

Bernstein at 4:44-4:60.
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Becompositinn infermetinn is transmitted to the exit

point for the composite {ram-es in. the netwcsk by speci-
fying the number of channcis being alienated and the
traffic ccmponent tyne for each, is 3 separate content

frame carried outside the composite nets names. The
centre"! frame is heist by the iocai endpoint node and

sen-r to the remote endpoint node, when a netwnrk sate
scribe: requests a connection or termination of as con»
necticn. Each ecstrci frame is innit: to contain cniy the

delta change from the prior frame format to the current.
frame format identifying the chemists being addedor
releasedIn the composite frame to the network remote

midpoint. When a trinautlei or chemists are added the

central frame must specify the traffic component type
{if each multichannel.

Bernstein at 5 246-5 :54.

(1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 ofthe ”568 Patent

165. Bernstein does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent and claim 1 of the ”568

patent.

 
 

  

 

 providing at least One second fieid, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided'111 said at feast one first

field; and

166. Although Dr. Gibson discusses this reference, he fails to explain how this

reference discloses some elements of the asserted claims. For example, Dr. Gibson is unable to

identify a service type identifier in this reference.

167. Dr. Heegard contends that Bernstein discloses “packets where the header

indicates the type of information in the payload such that voice and data packets can be treated

differently, with different transmission characteristics.”32 1 disagree with this conclusion, and l

33 Dr. Hccgard report 3157.
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 note that none of the citations mentioned by Dr. Heegatd as supporting this conclusion describe

the contents of any packet header-

168- Dr. Heegard appears to be referring to the header depicted in Figure 5:

94

 
 

 92 _ 9.3 . {90
PfiYLOAD

 
   

 

 

 

Chain-nil:- .16.. _ _
*I 1 #

kennel ChenneiiChannel’
- 2 #3 t #2

32 hits " 32 bit! lemu'iemn  

64 Rb 131.25 T'siol ADPCM T'slol 9:6 kb SDLC Twin!

as. , it as

169. Although Bernstein identifies various traffic component types, this information is

transmitted at call set up to establish dedicated channeis. It is not transmitted in a packet header.

For example, although the packet header contains a “packet type” fieid, this field is only used to

distinguish between control frames and user data frames.33 Because the packet header only

distinguishes between user data and control data it does not act as a service type identifier which

identifies a type of payioad information (e.g., voice, video, or data).

170. In addition, the controi frame transmitted at call setup to identify the various

channels does not act as a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.

This control frame identifies each channel, it does not identify the type of payload information

33 Bernstein at 17:34- E 7:36 (“The PT (payload type) field identifies the frame type, i.e.. a data frame or one ofthe
defined control frames”).
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contained in a first field. By using dedicated channels in this manner, Bernstein teaches away

from the patented technique.

transmitting said at least one first field and said at least one
second field on said radio channel.

171. None of the citations referenced by Drs. Heegard or Gibson disclose transmitting

information on a radio channel. Furthermore, Bernstein discloses transmitting data for each

traffic component type on a separate channel. Accordingly, Bernstein does not disclose this

element.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

172. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 ofthe ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ‘568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. in addition, because Bernstein estabiishes

dedicated channels, Bernstein does not disclose changing said type of information from a first

type to a second type during a connection V . . or adjusting a value of said service type identifier,

{3) Claim 23 of the ”019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

173. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ”568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

174. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ”019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.
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R) US. Patent No. 5,488,619 (“Morley”)

175. Morley discloses a multiplexer for use in transmitting voice information over a

teiephone line as well as data. The purpose of the invention is to eliminate transmission errors

caused by clock errors. Because such a system may use separate ciocks for voice and data,

during communication, the voice and data may lose synchronization. Figure 1 illustrates this

problem:

i————-—-—~—-—-——— ERROR 3 -——-——A—;

[A—‘A ERROR 1 +‘l [—g ERROR 2 —j
CLOCK t CLOCK 2 ' CLOCK a

t
1

VOEGE ENCODER MUX DEMUX VOICE DECODER 
FIG. 1

FIG. 1 thuswatee the potentiai in: timing 8mm in such
a scheme. A first (fleet: I centreie the mice-anemia and a

second chick I camels the mnitiptetetanti hencethe hinting
fer the cemettieatinns channel. A tbird clock 3 neutrals the

timing ef the receiving mice fieeedee
Exam 1 it the ennt between decks t anti 3. Et‘i‘fli‘ 2 is the

titre!“ between the eiecke 2 anti .1 liner 3 is the cumulative

ermr hemeen the steaks 1 and 3*

If decks; 1 and 2 are synehmnmrs it; each ether then the
mice flames can he nmeafitted witheut emit en the cam»

municatinas channel it" clerics 1 and 2 the net synchrnmna

in each enter than a Eiflflidflg emit (Etta: 1,}huiI-iis up ever
time and eniee frames may he test it may be difficult at
impossibie in many situatiens tn leek tine timing of the 1mine:
£511ch nnti mnitipiexet in whieh case BIIUI 1 can 333.6. to
entire in the transniissien hi voice inflamed-en.

At the receiving end, em: 3 entities a singlet prehtem

and messieneiiy voice trainee have in he dropped at
rephated-
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Morley at 1:17-1:36.

176. Morley proposes using a frame header which may contain the following values:

 

   Header Type fiesta: Type MET Value

I} Sync ‘ it 3-: 1953-
1 Extend It! mm

2 Wine {1111} t} it'- dead
3 tier Defined if it {Hit}
at «13am t] it x 34229
i flare fill" it 1593366

fl Wee + Here i} t) x 23115
'3 “shine + Bars {1* ID a: lair:
a Bars 1 0‘ x1316?

9 {Jam 1' {t- x 52m:

1e Witt: + Silage 1 {l a Size

11 KER: +De1a 1“ 93:31:55
12 Data 2 9 ‘X 66%;:

13 13am. 2' it x “3323
H W5C: 4+ Bade ‘2 1} X3331?

1.5 seam + the. 2* {t X‘ghifi 

Morley at 7:1-‘7:l7.

177. Morley explains that this header is used for two purposes. First, the header

identifies the “frame type.” Based on the frame type, the receiver sorts received information to

the appropriate voice or data hardware: “The header of a received frame is checked and status,

voice and non voice fields are written to voice and data buffers 70 and 72 as appropriate."34

178. Second, when the receiver receives a header, it can compare the header value to

one of the 16 unique header values shown above. If the header value matches one of these

predetermined header values, the receiver knows that the frame should contain few errors. On

the other hand, if the header does not match a predetermined header value, the receiver can

3" Morley at 10:19—10:22.
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determine that the frame contains errors. If a frame contains errors, the transmitter and receiver

must resynchronize.35

Synchronisation is maintainad it}! cheaking hassles: in the
racciva dais When a frame; has been snatched the two actors

in {ha hands: nositioh in this trams ass shaman in him

against each hasdar in tho fist of pnssihis handcrs. This
scoring is a hflwisa axclusivanflfl, tho nnmhar of hits as: to

one sites: this operation indicsins the numharof bits {lilies-ant

to this hasdar lacing mashed, is ills numhsr of strata
"fin:rafnrai if its: hands: in {his {cosine frame is can: has ii

wiil his a parfact match to ans of this hsarlcss in the hat of
possiblla handouts and tho ‘score‘ nriii inc {1. lion headers score

I} than that hands: with the iowcsi score is chasm and a count

of mocha trams soars is inmaraanian, if tlwas cansccutisa

francs sic fascism with haadns in BEBE than a rasynclno
nisation is forcad, '

Morley at 7:64—8:10.

{1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

179. Morley does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent and claim 1 of the ’568

patent.

  providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first
field; and

 

  

180, The frame headers disclosed in Morley do not meet the requirement of “a service

type identifier which identifies a type of payload information.” These headers merely specify

whether data should be sent to the voice or data buffer. In addition, although these headers are

used for synchronization, this process merely relies on comparing the header value to a pre-

determined value. As a result, these headers do not allow devices in the system to account for

different transmission characteristics of different types of information.

35 The synchronization procedure is explained in Moricy at 7:4S~7:63.
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181. Morley teaches away from the ’Ol9f’568 patent by requiring the receiver to

contain specialized subsystems for receiving voice, audio, and data. In contrast, the inventors of

the ’019 patent intended to create an invention that would allow existing devices to

acconnnodate muitiple services, including services that may be developed in the futures“3

Accordingiy, the inventors taught the use of a service type identifier which identifies a type of

payload information.

(2) Ciaim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

182. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim i9 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ”568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this ciaim.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ”568 Patent

183. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(4) Claim 24 of the ‘019 Patent and Claim 4 of the-$68 Patent

184. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also faiis to anticipate this claim.

1) US. Patent No. 5,548,532 (“Menand”)

185. Menand discloses a system for transmitting audio, video, and data television

signals throughoat a sateliite network. A device in this system contains separate hardware for

handling these three types of informatioa.

3“ ’019 patent at 2:56-2:64.
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Menand Figure 1.

186. The purpose of the Menand system is to facilitate audio-video-interactive (“AVI”)

programs. Information sent in the Menand system .is organized by SCID. Video packets are

associated with SCH)“ values, audio packets are associated with SCIDA; values, and codeldata

packets are associated with SClDDi values.37 When a receiver receives transmission packets, it

determines the SCID vaiues for the packets, and then compares those values to information in a

program guide. In this way, the receiver can identify a. specific game show for example, and

then pull together the appropriate video SCID, audio SCID, and data SCID packets for that

program.

37 See Menand at 1:30-1:52.
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components are selected. The. program oestrofler assigss
respective 5833’s for respwdve audio, video and inter-“so

tive osmosis of resoeetive programs, The yresumption is
made that mseeetive receivers will assess a pregame guide
to detensine Widen SCEB‘s associase Fifi. mom compo-
oeats. and then select "transport gaskets from the Modded
signs}. stream containing she associated Sflifitis. The audio,

Menand at 2:49-2:55.

18?.

same SCID value to the audio, video, and data components of a program. However, Menand

uses different SCID values so that the system can mix and match these components. For

example, if two game shows use the same interactive data component to allow users to play

along, the system can just send that data component once with a single SCID value, and then

One alternative way of organizing TV guide information would be to assign the

associate that SCID with both game shows in the program guide.

“ ‘ The audio,
video and interaeiive components are assigned difi’erem

SCID's so that one or more of the some-orients of one AYE

program may sooveniends be utilised it: the fonnetion of

sltemsis AW mogssms; For example, seaside: that two

similar TV game shows are being oonemendy produced

and that it is desired that both be interactive using the some

ESE! interaction fonnat. The same mteraetive compoeeat
may be used simpiy hyassooiating its SCH} with both AW

programs, i‘l’tl'ie intersetive oomoonem- is sasbstaotieiiy inde-

pendent of the video program. Esing Difisfing SCiD's also

facilitates editing audio from one program with sides from
soother.

Menand at 2:55-2:67.

188.

packets are sent in the system using time division multiplexing. Specific time slots are

Once a transmitter in this system has prepared packets for transmission, those
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hardcoded for video, audio, and data.3g Menand does not allow for these hardcoded time slots to

change. For example, if a user selects a television program without audio, the system cannot fill

the unnecessary audio time slots with video or data packets because those time slots are hard

coded for audio only:

new: a: a rate as high as the rideo packets. If audio packets

do not occur at the audio multiplexing rate. the animal-exec
may be arranged to simply not pass an audio sachet in the
audio maladies time slot. or to realest the East audio packet.

Menand at 5:53—5:56.

{1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Chain: 1 of the ’568 Patent

189. Morley does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent and claim 1 of the ’568

patent.

 
 
  

  

 providing at least one second field, separate from said first
field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first
field; and

190. .Drs. Gibson and Heegard contend that the SCID is a service type identifier. I

disagree With this contention. A SCID is assigned to the audio, video, or data portion of a

television program. A receiver uses this SCID to navigate the TV Guide. Accordingly, the

SCID does not meet the requirement of “a service type identifier which identifies a type of

payload information.”

191. While Menand recognizes that video packets may need to be prioritized over

audio packets, Menand teaches away from the =019;”568 patent lay requiring that a system hard

code time siots to only contain one type of data, This system fails to account for the fact that the

type of data being sent may vary rapidiy.

33 See for example Mcnand at Figs. 8-10.
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192. Drs. Gibson and Heegard appear to contend that the SCID value somehow

provides information related to transmission characteristics. For the reasons explained above, I

disagree. Beyond the reasons I have described, Menand does not identify any other uses for the

SClD that would allow a device to account for transmission characteristics. Moreover, to the

extent the SCID is simply used to route packets to appropriate audio. or video hardware, it fails to

meet this claim limitation.

393. Menand teaches away from the ’019/’568 patent by requiring the receiver to

contain specialized subsystems for receivingvoice, audio, and data. In contrast, the inventors of

the ’019 patent intended to create an invention that would allow existing devices to

accommodate multiple services, including services that may be developed in the future.39

Accordingly, the inventors taught the use of a service type identifier which. identifies a type of

payload information-

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2'0f the ”568 Patent

194. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim I of

the ”568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, While Menand recognizes that

video packets may need to be prioritized over audio packets, Menand teaches away from the

’0] 9 patent by requiring that a system hard code time slots to only contain one type- of data. This

system fails to account for the fact that the type of data being sent may vary rapidly.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 23 of the ’568 Patent

195. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ”568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

39 ’019 patent at 2:56-2:64.
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(.4) Claim 24 of the ’09 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

196. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 ofthe ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

111) IEEE P802.11-93/146, “The Need for MAC Data Delimiters in the I
PHY,” Winn Diepstraten (“Diepstraten 146”)

197. Diepstraten 146 proposes an amendment to a draft version of an 80211 standard.

Diepstraten 146 discusses a delimiter at the PHY layer to provide information on bit rate,

proprietary information or other future uses.

  

 
  

PHY-Preamhle an

m
Oflxxm Nominal

13391: Fallback

 
  
  

 

- l-E bit: The First in Time (FIT) bit is an extension bit, that indicates whether or

not an additional PSF octet is fig-Bowing.

- 4-8 bits: 'for 802.. I i standerdized fiinotions (2 bits for speed: others may be
reserved}

— .a—V bits: for vendor specific functions.

Diepstraten l46 at 5.

{1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

198. Diepstraten 146 does not anticipate claim 19 of the ’0i9 patent and claim 1 of the

’568 patent.

 
 

  

  

 providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first

field; and
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199. Drs. Heegard appears to contend that the 4-8 bits of the PSF act as a service type

identifier. Dr. Gibson does not specify how this element is met. I disagree with their

conclusions.

200. Diepstraten 146 states that the 4—8 bits provide “2 bits-for speed." These bits do

not identify the service type of payload information such as voice, video, or data. Beyond this

explanation, the implementation details of how these bits provide information, and how this

information can be associated with a payload are not provided. Diepstraten provides some

additional information on the motivation for the PSF, but it is unclear how this purpose is to be

realized:

In this concept, it is important that a receiver can dynamicaily recognize the speed at
which a packet. is received. it wiil he aide to receive the packet and retrieve the correct

clock to send it to the MAC. in addition an indication of" the bitrate with which this

packet was received needs to he reported to the MAC. This indication wili be needed by
the MAC to hniid a database of'the bitrate seiection needed per destination station.

Diepstraten 146 at 4.

20}. Accordingly, Diepstraten 146 does not disclose a service type identifier which

identifies a type of payload information provided in said at least one first field. Even if the PSF

provides informatiori that allows a receiver to determine the speed at which a packet is received,

such a technique does not identify a type of payload information. The PSF does not identify

voice, video, or data, etc. This same invalidity issue was raised during prosecution of the ”568

patent. The examiner identified Raith “813 as an invalidating reference. In response, Ericsson

explained that this reference disclosed using a fieid to identify channel coding information, but it

did not disclose using a field as a service type identifier which identifies a type of payioad

information. Moreover, regarding ciaim 19 of the ”019 patent, Ericsson explained that “the plain
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language of this claim makes clear that Applicants are claiming the use of a field to identify the

type of payload information and not the type of channel coding."40

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ”568 Patent

202. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim l9-of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

203. Because this reference fails to anticipate ciaim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it aiso fails to anticipate this claim. in addition, the PSF field does not

distinguish between video, voice, and data.

(4') Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 4 of the ’568 Patent

204. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’0l9 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim. In addition, the PSF field does not

distinguish between multimedia.

:1) “LEE P802.11-94/258x, “Detailed Draft Text Changes to Support

DTBS,” Wim Diepstraten (“Diepstrate‘n 258x”)

205. Diepstraten 258x provides some specific amendments to the 802.11 draft 1994

standard. For the same reasons that the 802-11 draft 1994 standard does not anticipate the

asserted claims of this patent, Diepstraten 258 does not anticipate the asserted claims of this

patent.

(1} Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

206. Diepstraten 258): does not anticipate claim l9 of the ’039 patent and ciaim I of

the ’568 patent.

"0 ’568 patent prosecution history.
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   providing at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payload information provided in said at least one first

field; and

 

  

20?. Drs. Hee'gard and Gibson fail to specify a field in Diepstraten 258x that acts as a

service type identifier. Although Drs. Heegard and Gibson cite to portions of this reference that

discuss QoS, these citations do not identify at least one second field, separate from said first

field, which inciudes a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information

provided in said at least one first field.

208. To the extent Drs. Heegard and Gibson contend that the functionaiity identified

with respect to the 802.11—drafi 1994 standard or on of the other Diepstraten references satisfies

this claim limitation, my explanations with respect to those references are equally applicable

with respect to this reference.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

209. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’01 9 patent or claim 1 of

the ”568 patent, it also faiis to anticipate this claim.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ’568 Patent

210. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(4) Claim 24 of the ’019 Patent and Ciaim 4 of the 5613 Patent

21 1. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ”568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.
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0) IEEE P802.11-93I190, “DFWMAC: Distributed Foundation

Wireless Medium Access Control,” Wim Diepstraten (“Diepstraten
190-”)

212. Diepstraten 190 provides an earlier version of a drafi for an 802.11 standard that

shares some descriptions with the 802.11 draft 1994 standard. For the same reasons that the

802.11 draft 1994 standard does not anticipate the asserted ciairns of this patent, Diepstraten 258

does not anticipate the asserted claims of this patent.

(1) Claim 19 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 1 of the ’568 Patent

213. Diepstraten 190 does not anticipate eiaim 19 of the ”019 patent and claim 1 of the

“568 patent.

 

  providing at lest one second field, separate from said first
field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a

type of payioad information provided in said at least one first
field; and

 

   

214. Dr. Gibson identifies the data field as a first field in which payload information is

disposed. Dr. Gibson appears to identify the type field of the fixed header as a service type

identifier. Diepstraten describes multiple frame types that include the frame types in the 802.11-

draft 1994 standard.

215. The purpose of the type field is to identify the format of a frame, not the type of

payload information. For example, the frame type “data” identifies a frame as containing a data

fiefd (i-e., the field identified by Dr. Gibson as a payload field). This is the only frame type that

contains a data field. Because the type field only identifies the format of a frame that contains a

data field, it cannot act as a service type identifier which identifies a type of payload information

provided in said at least one first field.

216. The general Pi—lY and MAC format of a frame is shown below:
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Fixed Header _ _ Frame Body '

1 0 15 Opfimal 1 on:

   »u

r’

m-

! l—waengm Held- More eiements

A description of the different frame types, and the frame formats is shown below:

Type

I octet, inciuding a 4 bit. type field and 3 cantmi him. The central bfits indicate

asynchronous or timebounded sewiccr whether or not the. frame is encrypted, and

whether or not the frame is compressed. The type subf‘icld takes the following
values:

Asynchmnous
0 Reserved

2 R’I‘S (Request to 89:16)

2 CTS (Clear :0 Send)

3 Bate.

4 Ask

E R)“

{} Beacm

7 ATEM {AcLhoc Traffic Indication Map}

8 Request

9 Resyonse

Time Bounded

0 Reserved

"1 "{"B« Up
2 TB~Down

3 '1‘B-CTS

4 MR

Diepstraten 190 at 63—64.
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Diepstraten 190 at 66.

217. In addition, under Defendants’ proposed construction, Dr. Gibson fails to explain

how the type field identifies the type of payload information (eg., voice, video, or data), In

addition, Dr. Gibson fails to explain how this field could allow a device in the system to account

for different transmission characteristics of different types of information. In other words, the

limited type variations used in Diepstraten 190 fail to identify the service type of payload

information.

218. Under Plaintiffs’ proposed construction, Dr. Gibson fails to explain how the type

field identifies information regarding transmission characteristics. Notably, the type field does

not allow a device to distinguish between (208 and non-Q08 data or between packets that have

different TID values.

219. In additiou, 'Diepstraten 190 does not disclose this limitation because the type

field does not identify a service type of the payload information. In the ”019F568 patent, the

1

term “service” refers to information communication, i.e., user data.4 As shown in the excerpts

'5' Sec, e.g., ‘019 patent at 2:27-2:30.
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above, the type field only allows a device to distinguish between “data,” i.e., user data, and

various types of administrative frames. The typefsubtype field does not distinguish between

various types of services that may be contained in a data frame.

(2) Claim 22 of the ’019 Patent and Claim 2 of the ’568 Patent

220. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ‘019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(3) Claim 23 of the ’019 patent and Claim 3 of the ”568 Patent

221. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ’568 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

(4) Claim 24-Ioftl1e ’019 Patent and Claim 4 or the ’568 Patent

222. Because this reference fails to anticipate claim 19 of the ’019 patent or claim 1 of

the ”563 patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

3. Response to Alleged Obviousness References

223. As explained above, none of the asserted obviousness references disclose

providing at least one second field, separate from said first field, which includes a service type

identifier which identifies a type of payload information provided in said at least one first field.

Accordingly, no combination of references can disclose this limitation. Even if one or more

references discloses one of this limitation, it is not obvious to combine elements from different

wireless systems without further analysis. For example, commands and messages in one

protocol may have unexpected or undesirable effects when introduced into a different protocol.

It would not be obvious to combine the information conveyed in identifiers from multiple

references into a single identifier. This is because each identifier is designed for a specific

system. For example, the ID tags of Adams correspond to the specific subsystems in Adams. It

would not be obviOus to specify additional information in the headers disclosed in Adams,
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because the Adams system is designed to work without requiring that information. In general, a

system should be designed to minimize the amount of overhead transmitted on the channel.

4. Response to Dr. Gibson’s Section 112Arguments

224. I disagree that the asserted claims of the ‘019 patent fail to comply with the

provisions of 35 USC § 1 12. Some of Dr. Gibson’s arguments appear to relate to infringement

issues. Accordingly, I hereby incorporate my infringement report.

225. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “providing at least one second field,

separate from said first field, which includes a service type identifier which identifies a type of

payload information provided in said at least one first field” is indefinite, lacks written

description, and is not enabled. Dr. Gibson appears to contend that the asserted claims are

invalid because the specification does not disclose a “QoS Centre! field” or TID subfield.

However, given that this patent was invented well before these terms were added to the 802.] In

Istandard, it is unsurprising that the do not appear in the patent. To the extent that Dr. Gibson

contends that this patent does not disclose prioritizing data, I disagree. The patent discloses

dynamically providing data in more or fewer time slots depending on the demands of the
')

service.4 This is one way to prioritize one type of service in a TDMA system. For additional

arguments related to this limitation, I hereby incorporate the claim construction section of this

report for this patent.

B. U.S. PATENT No. 6,424,625

226. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard allege that the asserted claim of the ’625 patent is

anticipated by prior art. I disagree. None of the references cited by Dr. Gibsori or Dr. Heegard

teaches or discloses all the limitations of the asserted ciairn. And some of these references are

"3 ’019 patent at 2; Iii-2:65.
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not prior art as they are not entitled to a priority date before conception and reduction to practice

of the asserted claim of the ’625 patent.

227. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard also allege that these references render the asserted

claims of the ’625 patent obvious either alone or in combination with one or more other

references. .1 disagree. Norie of the prior art references taught or disclosed all limitations of the

asserted claims. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard further did "not identify how a specific combination

of references would render the asserted claims obvious> and without doing so they cannot meet

the requisite clear and convincing evidentiary standard. As discussed below, none of the

references identified by Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard teaches each limitation of the asserted

claims of the ’625 patent. Nor does any identified combination of reference render such claims

obvious.

228. The application that issued as US- Patent No. 6,424,625 entitled “Method and

Apparatus for Discarding Packets in a Data Network Having Automatic Repeat Request” was

filed on October 28, 1998. The ’625 patent issued on July 23, 2002. The technology disclosed

in the ‘625 patent was conceived of in and around July 1997,_

To the extent this conception date

predates the publication date of any reference cited against the ’625 patent, such references fail

to anticipate the ’625 patent.
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 229.—

1. Claim Construction

231. The parties have not identified any terms in the ‘625 patent for construction.

2. Response to Alleged Anticipation References

2) Dietmar Petras, Ulrich Vornefeld, Markus Scheilbenbogen,
Candidate protocol stack (MAC + LLC for a Wireless ATM air

interface, {“Petras’ ComNets Submission”)

232. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Candidate protocol

stack (MAC + LLC) for a Wireless ATM air interface” by Dietmar Petras, Ulrich Vomefeld, and

Markus Scheiibenbogen (“Petras’ ComNets Submission”) anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree

with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to

receive a non-consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets

have sequence numbers below that non-consecutive packet.

(1) Background

233. Petras’ ComNets Submission disc'ioses a discard message sent from a transmitter

to a receiver that indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Petras provides an

example in which a transmitter sends packets 0, 1, 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets O and 2 are

test in transmission, as seen in. the Figure below. The transmitter discards packet 2 before

receiving the retransmission request for packet 2. In response to the retransmission request, the

transmitter sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that packet 2 has been discarded.
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}/ 
Figure 1 I from Petras’ ComNets Submission

(2) Ciaim I of the ’625 Patent

1 . A methodfor discardingpackets in a data network employing a
packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeal request

scheme, comprising the sieps of:

a Iransmifler in the data nelwork commanding a receiver in the

data network In a) receive at least one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpacket andb) rciease any expectation of

receiving outstandingpackets having sequence numbers prior to

the a! least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding allpaicketsjbr which acknowiedgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbens prior
to the at Yeas! one packet.

234. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the “DISCARD(N)” message is a

command to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers

prior to the non-consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the

tranSmitter has discarded Ce11(s) also commands the receiver to treat as‘received the ceil(s)
n

subsequent in sequence number to the discarded (2611(3). . . . Similariy, Dr. Heegard contends

that forwarding non-consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is

a command to receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet.

235. Petras’ ComNets Submission fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet

having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously
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received packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which. commands the receiver to receive an out

of sequence packet by including an enforcement bit that forces the receiver to receive the packet,

regardless of sequence number. Petras’ ComNets Submission, on the other hand, discloses a

system in which the receiver may reject an out-ofwsequence packet sent by the transmitter if the

packet is outside of the reception window.

236. Petras’ ComNets Submission proposes a standard SR~ARQ protocol with one

modification 7 a discard message that notifies the receiver that the transmitter has discarded a

packet. Standard SR~ARQ protocols that existed when this paper was written rejected packets

that were outside of the reception window. Because Petras’ ComNets Submission utilizes the

standard SR-ARQ protocol (in combination with a discard message), the Petras’ ComNets

Submission receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window. Therefore, the Petras’

ComNets Submission transmitter does not command the receiver to receive these non-

Iconsecutive packets.

237. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is iost in transmission and the reception. window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ”625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bin-even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Petras’ ComNets Submissions receiver, on the other hand, wili consider

packet 4 “invaiid” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.

238. Furthermore, Petras’ ComNets Submission results in unacceptable delays. Petras’

ComNets Submission describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message

after it receives a retransmission request. if the retransrnission request is lost, the transmitter

cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While the
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transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send

another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may aiso be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Petras’ ComNets Submission’s reliance on-

receiving a retransmission request.

b) Andreas Hettich, Development and Performance Evaluation of a

Selective Repeat—Automatic Repeat Request (SR—ARQ) Protocol for
Transparent, Mobile ATM Access (“.Hettich’s ComNets Thesis”)

239. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Development and

performance evaluation of a Selective Repeat-Automatic Repeat Request {SR~ARQ) protocol for

transparent, mobile ATM Access” (“Hettich’s ComNets Thesis”) by Andreas Hettich anticipates

the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter

commanding a receiver to receive a non~consecutive packet and to release expectations of

receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers below that non~consecutive packet. This

reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme

which anticipates the ’625 patent.

(1') Background

240. Hettich’s ComNets Thesis discloses a discard message (called a “Delay PDU”)

sent from a transmitter to a receiver that indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet.

“The Delay PDU is used to inform receivers that cells have been discarded. it is only sent if the

receiver requested a discarded celi (using RR or SREJ).” DEFSOOOO7377.
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(2) Ciaim l of the ’625 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a data network empioying a
packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeat request
scheme, comprising the steps of

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive at least onepacket having a seqzienCe
number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa
previously receivedpacket and 32) release any expectation of
receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to
the at least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding ali packetsfiir which acknowledgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior
to the at least one packet.

241. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the Deiay PDU message is a

command to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having Sequence numbers

prior to the non~conse0utive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the

transmitter has discarded ce11(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the ce11(s)
)1

subsequent in sequence number to the discarded ce11(s). . . . Similariy, Dr. Heegard contends

that forwarding non—consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is

a command to receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet.

242. Hettich’s CcmNets Thesis faiis to teach a “command” to receive a packet having

a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received

packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of

sequence packet by including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet,

regardless of sequence number. Hettich’s ComNets Thesis, on the other hand, discloses a system

in which the receiver may reject an out—of—sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is

outside of the reception window.
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 243. Hettich’s ComNets Thesis proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocol using Selective

Riifect (SREJ) PDUs with one relevant modification — a discard message that notifies the

receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet. DEFSOOOO7373~7373 Standard SR—ARQ

protocols that existed when this paper was written rejected packets that were outside of the

reception window. Because Hettich’s ComNets Thesis utilizes the standard SR—ARQ protocol

(in combination with a discard message), the Hettich’s ComNets Thesis receiver will reject

packets outside of the reception window, as Hettich indicates on p.28:

SR ARQ also results in a window of size 1: in the receiver. In contrast to the sender

(chapter 5.1.2). no further sequence numbers are required in the receiver to identify the receipt
window. RN now refers to the lowest frame that has not yet been correctly received. In other
words, the receiver accepts ali frames For which the foiiowing applies for the sequence number:

RNESNS RN“ ' n f {5.7)

Excerpt from Hettich‘s ComNets Thesis, p. 28

According to this excerpt, the Hettich’s ComNets Thesis receiver wiil only accept pacicets failing

within the stated range. Packets outside of this range wiii be rejected as “invalid.” Therefore,

the Hettich’s ComNets Thesis transmitter does not command the receiver to receive these new

consecutive packets.

244. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. if packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets l, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

wili receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Hetfich’s ComNets Thesis’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet

4 “invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.
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c) Ulrich Vornefeld, Simulative and analytical study of measures
supporting the quality of service in a radio—based ATM network

(“Vornel‘eld’s ComNets Thesis”)

245. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the diploma Paper “Simulative and

analytical study of measures supporting the quality of Service in a radio—based ATM network”

(“Vornefeid’s ComNets Thesis”) by Ulrich Vomefeld anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree

with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to

receive a non—consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets

have sequence numbers below that non—consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable

one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625

patent.

(.1) Background

246. Vornefeld’s ComNets Thesis discloses two discard message implementations: (i)

a message which expiicitiy notifies a receiver that the transmitter has discarded a. packet

(“Vornefeld-l”) and (ii) an implicit notification to the receiver that the transmitter has discarded

a packet by sending packets outside of the reception window (“Vornefeld-iZ”).

247. Vornefeld-l discloses a discard message sent from a transmitter to a receiver that

indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Vomefeld’s ComNets Thesis provides an

exampie in which a transmitter sends packets 0, l, 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets 0 and 2 are

lost in transmission, as seen in the Figure below. The transmitter discards packet 2 before

receiving the retransmission request for packet 2. In reSponse to the retransmission request, the

transmitter sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that packet 2 has been discarded.
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ARQ-Sender ATMwCel! of I(2) is rfiscartied *

 
ARQ-Reoeivar I “Mfr”...

Figure 5.2 from Vomefeld‘s ComNets Thesis

248. Vornefeid—2 discloses an implicit notification to the receiver that the transmitter

has discarded a packet by sending a packet outside of the reception window. When the receiver

receives the out-of—window packet, it believes that the transmitter has discarded celis and shifts

the window forward so that the end of the window corresponds with the out—of—window packet.

For example, a receiver may have a reception window of 4 cells, numbered 1 through 4. If the

receiver receives cell 5 before cells I through If, it will shift its window forward one cell. The

new reception window will be cells 2 through 5.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1 . A methodfor discardingpackets in a data network employing a
packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeat request

scheme, comprising the steps of:

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network {0 a) receive at least one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a Sequence number ofa

previoasiy receivedpacket and b) release any expectation of

receiving, outstandingpackers having sequence numbers prior to

{he at least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding at?! packetsfor which acknowfedgmenz
has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior
to lhe at fees! one packet.

249. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the “DISCA.RD(N)” message is a

command to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers

prior tothe non—consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the
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transmitter has discarded cell(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s)

subsequent in sequence number to the discarded cell(s)- . . .” Similarly, Dr. Heegard contends

that forwarding non—consecutive packets to the higher layers afier receiving a discard message is

a command to receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet.

(a) Vornefeldd

250. Vornefeldnl fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received packet. The

’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of sequence packet by

including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet, regardless of

sequence number. Vomefeld~l, on the other hand, discloses a system in which the receiver may

reject an out-of-sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception

window, as evidenced by Section 5.3.1.2.

251- Section 5.3.1.2, describes how Vomefeld—Z’s SR-ARQ protocol differs from

Vornefeld—I =s SR—ARQ protocol:

ATM-cells that have already been assigned a sequence number can

also be discarded without the transfer of discard messages by

having the transmitter moving their transmission window

correspondingly when rejecting cells. Through this, I—framcs are

delivered, which are outside of the recipient window and which

wrmid be invalid by #16 standard SR-ARQ-promcols. (emphasis

added).

DEFSOOOO7570.

252. Vomefeld-Z purports to allow reception of packets outside the window “which

would be invalid by the standard SR-ARQ protocol” utilized in Vomefeld-l. Because

Vornefeld-l utilizes the standard SR—ARQ protocol (in combination with a discard message), the
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Vornefeld—l receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window. Therefore, the

Vornefeld-l transmitter does not command the receiver to receive these non—consecutive packets.

253. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Ifpacket 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is oniy 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Vornefeld-l ’5 receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet 4 “invalid”

and reject it because it is out of the reception window.

254. Furthermore, Vornefeld—l will. result in unacceptable delays. Vornefeld-l

describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it receives a

retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot send the

discard message or move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits, packets

will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission

request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and

retransmission requests may also he lost, resulting in a significant delay before the transmitter

can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter

will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an

unacceptable consequence of Vornefeld-l‘s reliance on receiving a retransmission. request.

(b) Vornefetd—Z

255. Vernefeld-Z does not anticipate the ’625 patent because it does not command a

receiver to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior

to a non-consecutive packet. Vornefeid—Z describes a system in which the end of a reception

window moves forward to the most recently received packet. So for example, if the current

reception window comprises packets I through 4, and packet S is received, then the reception
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window will shift forward and comprise packets 2 through 5. if packet 4 was'lost in

transmission, then packet 5 would be received out—of-sequence. However, the window only

shifts to packet 2, releasing expectation of packet l. The receiver still expects to receive packet

4, which is an outstanding packet with a sequence number prior to non-consecutiveiy received

packet 5. Thus, Vornrefeld-Z does not teach a transmitter commanding a receiver to release

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to a non—

consecutive packet.

256. Furthermore, Vomefeid-2 does not enable one skilled in the art to implement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the “625 patent because it can result in deadlock

due to incorrectly sorted cells. As acknowledged by Vomefeld himself, the Vomefeld-Z receiver

cannot distinguish between discarded packets and packets received incorrectly outside of the

reception window. Vornefeld explained how this shortcoming of his inVention couid result in a

failure in Figure 5.4 of his paper, reproduced below as Figure 3, which Voruefeld labeled

“Incorrect exchange ofATM-cells in phases with a high frame error ratio."
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Figure 5.4: Incorrect excising: of ATM-cells in phases with a high frame error ratio

Figure 3: System Failure Using Vomefeld—2

   

DEFSOOOOTS’IZ. In Vomefeld’s example, packets 2 through 5 are sent to the transmitter, and

packets 2 and 4 are lost in transmission. The transmitter then attempts to transmit packets 6, 7, 0,

1, and 2 in order, but packets 6, 7,70, and l are lost in transmission. When the receiver receives

packet 2, it observes packet 2 as a retransmission “and sorts it incorrectly,” resulting in system

gridlock.

d) Petras and Hettich, Performance Evaluation of the ASR—ARQ

Protocol for Wireless ATM, Proceeding of the 1995 IEEE Wireless

Communication System Symposium, (Nov. 1995) (“Petras’ ComNets

1995 Article”)

257. Both Dr.‘ Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the article “Performance

Evaluation of the ASR~ARQ Protocol for Wireless ATM” {“Petras’ CornNets 1995 Article") by

Dietmar Petras and Andreas Hettich anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion.

This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a non-consecutive
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packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers

below that non—consecutive packet. This reference also faiis to enable one skilled in the art to

implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent.

{1) Background

258. Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article discloses a discard message (calied a “Delay

PDU”) sent from a transmitter to a receiver that indicates that theltransmitter has discarded a

packet. The Delay PDU is used to inform receivers that cells have been discarded. It is only

sent if the receiver requested a discarded cell (using RR or SREJ).

(2) Claim ] of the ’625 Patent

1. A methodfor discarding packets in a data network employing a

packet Irany‘erprotocoi including an automatic repeat request
scheme comprising the steps of:

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive a! ieasi onepacket having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence nwnber ofa

previously receivedpacket and 1)) refease any expectation of

receiving outsrana’ing packets having sequence numbers prior to

the at least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding all packetsfor which acknowledgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

1'0 the a! least one packel.

259. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the Delay PDU message is a

command to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers

prior to the non—consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the

transmitter has discarded ceil(s_) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s)
in

subsequent in sequence number to the discarded cell(s). . , . Siniiiariy, Dr- Heegard contends

that forwarding non~consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is

a command to receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet.
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260. Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet

having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously

received packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out

of sequenCe packet by including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the

packet, regardless of sequence number. Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article, on the other hand,

discloses a system in which the receiver may reject an cut-of—sequence packet sent by the

transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception window.

261. Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocol using

Selective REJect (SREJ) PDUS with one relevant modification _ a discard message that notifies

the receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Standard SR-ARQ protocols that existed

when this paper was written rejected packets that were outside of the reception window.

Because Petras’ ComNets I995 Article utiiizes the standard SR-ARQ protocol (in combination

with a discard message), the Petras’ CcmNets 1995 Article receiver wili reject packets outside of

the reception window. Therefore, the Petras.’ ComNets 1995 Article transmitter does not

command the receiver to receive these non—consecutive packets.

262. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2; 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the'receiver expects to receive packets l, 2, and-3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it inciudes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article’s receiver, on the other hand, wiii consider

packet 4 “invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.

263. Petras’ CornNets 1995 Article similarly fails to teach a command to release

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—
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consecutive packet. The Delay message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been

discarded, but provides no information about outstanding packets other than that identified in the

Delay message; In Petras’ article, he gives an example in which a single packet, packet 1, is

discarded by the transmitter and never successfiilly received by the receiver. The transmitter

“transmit an I_De1ay frame . . . informing the mobile station, not to wait for frame 1 because this

has been discarded. Receiving Delay(4,l) frame successfully, the receiver is able to shift its

Window, no longer waiting for frame 1.” DEFSGOOMISO. Petras does not state that the receiver

would similarly stop waiting for other outstanding packets below packet 1. Therefore, Petras'

ComNets 1995 Article fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving all

outstandingpackets having sequence numbers prior to the non-consecutive packet.

264. Furthermore, Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article will result in unacceptable delays.

Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission Window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request Until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Petras' ComNets 1995 Article’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.
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e) Petras and Hettich, Performance evaluation of a logical link
control protocol for an ATM air interface, (199'?) (“Petras’ ComNets
1997 Article”)

265. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Performance

Evaluation of a Logical Link Control Protocol for an ATM Air interface” (“Petras’ ComNets

1997 Article”) by Diennar Petras and Andreas Hettich anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree

with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to

receive a non-consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets

have sequence numbers below that non-consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable

' one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625

patent.

(I) Background

266. Petras’ CornNets 1997 Article discloses a discard message sent from a transmitter

to a receiver that indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Petras provides an

example in which a transmitter sends packets 0, l, 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets 0 and 2 are

lost in transmission, as seen in the Figure below. The transmitter discards packet 2 before

receiving the retransmission request for packet 22. In response to the retransmission request, the

transmitter sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that packet 2 has been discarded.

i

ARC—Sender ATM-Cali of 3(2) is (fiscal-dad *
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, \ , '5." x I \ x 1 \5* ‘ “t 5“. 1/. /.. _. i \ ” 4°
ARC-Receiver ,,.

Figure 4 from Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article
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(2) Claim 1 of the ”625 Patent

.1 . A meinodfor discardingpackers in a dam neMork employing a

packet iransferproiocol including an auiomatic repeat requesi
scheme, comprising the steps of:

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive a! least onepacket having a sequence
number rim: is nanr consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpocket and 12) release any expeciorion of

receiving oziisianding packets leaving sequence numbers prior to

the at ices! one packet; and

the transmitter discarding allpackeisfor which acbiowiedgmeni

has noi been received, and which have sequence numbers prior
to the at least one packet.

267. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the “DISCARD(N)” message is a

command to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers

prior to the non—consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the

transmitter has discarded cell(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s)
3?

subsequent in sequence number to the discarded cell(s);. . . Similariy, Dr. Heegard contends

that forwarding non—consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is

a command to receive at ieast one packet-having a sequence number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet.

268. Petras’ Com'Nets 1997 Article fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet

having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously

received packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out

of sequence packet by inciuding an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the

packet, regardless of sequence number. Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article, on the other hand,

discloses a system in which the receiver may reject an cut—of-sequence packet sent by the

transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception window.
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 269. Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article preposes a standard SR—ARQ protocol with one

modification w a discard message that notifies the receiver that the transmitter has discarded a

packet. Standard SR-ARQ protocols that existed when this paper was written rejected packets

that were outside of the reception window. Because Petras’ CornNets 1997 Article utilizes the

standard SR-ARQ protocol (in combination with a discard message), the Petras’ ComNets 1997

Article receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window. Therefore, the Petras’

ComNets 1997 Article transmitter does not command the receiver to receive these noun

consecutive packets.

- 270. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider

packet 4 “invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.

271. Furthermore, Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article will result in unacceptable delays.

Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. if the retransmission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard. message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets wili begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another. packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message, As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as weli. This unnecessary loss of a substantial
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amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request-

f) Petras, Functionality of the ASR-A'RQ i‘rotocol for M138, RACE

Mobile Telecommunication Summit (“Petras’ ComNets RACE 1995

Article”) '

272. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Functionality of the

ASR—ARQ Protocol for M138” (“Petras’ CornNets RACE 1.995 Article”) by Dietmar Petras

anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a

transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a non—consecutive packet and to release

expectations of receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers below that non-

consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable one skilled in dread to implement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the “625 patent.

(I) Background

273. Petras’ CcmNets RACE 1995 Article discloses a discard message that notifies a

receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet.

(2) Claim 1 of the ”625 Patent

1. A mefnoo'for discardingpackeis in a data network empioying a

packet transfer protocol including an automalic repeat request
scheme, comprising the steps of:

a transmitier in {he data network commanding a receiver in the

data nelwork to a) receive at leasi one packet having a sequence

number that is no! consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previousiy receivedpacket and [7) release any expectation of

receiving outstandingpackets having sequence numbers prior to

{he of least one packer; and

(he Iransmifler discarding allpackelsfor which acknowa’edgmenl

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior
10 the at leasl one packet.

274. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the discard message is a command

to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the
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non—consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the tranSmitter

has discarded ceIl(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s) subsequent in

sequence number to the discarded ceii(s). . . .” Similarly, Dr. Heegard contends that forwarding

non-consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is a command to

receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence

number of a previously received packet.

275. Petras’ ComNets RACE 1995 Article fails to teach a “command” to receive a

packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously

received packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out

of sequence packet by inciuding an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the

packet, regardless of sequence number. Petras’ ComNets RACE 1995 Article, on the other hand,

discloses a system in which the receiver may reject an out-of—sequence packet sent by the

transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception window.

276. Petras’ CornNets RACE 1995 Article proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocol with

one modification —— a discard message that notifies the receiver that the transmitter has discarded

a packet. Standard SR-ARQ protocois that existed when this paper was written rejected packets

which were outside of the reception window. Because Petras’ ComNets RACE 1995 Articie

utiiizes the standard SR—ARQ protocol (in combination with a discard message), the Petras’

Com'Nets RACE 1995 Article receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window.

Therefore, the Petras’ ComNets RACE I995 Article transmitter does not command the receiver

to receive these non—consecutive packets.

277. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is iost in transmission and the reception window
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is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets I, 2, and 3), the “625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Petras’ ComNets RACE 1995 Article’s receiver, on the other hand, will

consider packet 4 “invalid.” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.

278. Petras’ ComNets RACE i995 Article similarly fails to teach a command to

release expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non-

consecutive packet. The discard message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been

discarded, but provides no information about outstanding packets other than that identified in the

discard message. In Petras’ article, he gives an example in which a single packet,-packet l, is

discarded by the transmitter and never successfully received by the receiver. The transmitter

“sends an 1 frame transporting the ATM cell with N6") = 5, which is next to be dealt with, and

sets the discard number 1WD) to 1. When receiving this frame the mobile station knows that the

pending I frame with N(S) = i will not be Send [sic} again, since it has been discarded.”

DEFSOOO21662. Petras does not state that the receiver would simiiarly stop waiting for other

outstanding packets below packet 1. Therefore, Petras’ ComNets RACE 1995 Article fails to

teach a command to reiease expectation of receiving of] outstanding packers having sequence

numbers prior to the non—consecutive packet.

g) 'Hettich and Vornefeld and Rapp, ARQ Protocols for Wireless

ATM Systems: Requirements and Solutions, ETSI EP BRANWGB

Temporary Document 42 (“Hettich’s Comths Submission”)

279. Dr. Gibson contends that the paper “ARQ Protocols for Wireless ATM Systems:

Requirements and Solutions” (“Hettich‘s ComNets Submission") by A. Hettich , U. Vornefeld,

and .i. Rapp anticipates the “625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to

disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a non-consecutive packet and to release

expectations of receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers below that non—
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consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the “625 patent.

(1) Background

280. Hettich’sCornNets Submission discloses two discard message implementations.

First, Hettich proposes a system (“Hettich—I”) in which a transmitter will discard. an expired

packet and move the transmission Window forward to enable. transmission of new cells. When-

the receiver receives a packet outside of the reception window, the receiver shifts its reception

window forward so that the end of the reception window corresponds with the newly received

cell. Second, Hettich proposes a system (“Hettich-Z”) in which a transmitter discards expired

packets and sends a special discard acknowledgment message to the receiver.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1. A meritodjor discardingpockets in a data network empioyinga

packet transferprotocol including on automatic repeat request

scheme, comprising the steps of}

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive at least one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence i-Iztmber ofo

previously received pocket and b) reiease any expectation of

receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbersprior to

the at least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding of!pocketsfor which acknowledgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

to the at least one packet.

28}. Dr. Gibson contends that the discard notification message is a command to release

anyr expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non-

consecutive packet. He further contends that informing the receiver that the transmitter has

discarded celi(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s) subsequent in

sequence number to the discarded cell(s).
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 (a) Hettich-l

282. Hettich-l does not anticipate the ”625 patent because it does not command a

receiver to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior

to a non-consecutive packet. Hettich-l describes a system in which the end of .a reception

window moves forward to the most recently received packet. So for example, if the current

reception window comprises packets 1 through 4, and packet 5 is received, then the reception

window will shift forward and comprise packets 2 through 5. If packet 4 was lost in

transmission, then packet 5 would be received out-of—sequence. However, the window only

shifts to packet 2, releasing expectation of packet i. The receiver stiii expects to receive packet

4, which is an outstanding packet with a sequence number prior to non—Consecutiveiy received

packet 5. Thus, Hettich—l does not teach a transmitter commanding a receiver to release

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to a non—

consecutive packet.

283. Furthermore, Hettich—I does not enable one skilled in the art i0 implement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the ”625 patent because it can result in deadlock

due to incorrectiy sorted cells. The Hettich—l receiver cannot distinguish between discarded

packets and packets received incorrectly outside of the reception window, the same problem

acknowledged by Vornefeid in. his dipioma paper. Vomefeid explained how this shortcoming

could result in a failure in Figure 5.4 of his paper, reproduced below as Figure 3, which

Vornefeld labeled “Incorrect exchange ofATM-eells in phases with a high frame error ratio.”
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284. In Vomefeld’s example, packets 2 through 5 are sent to the transmitter, and

packets 2 and 4 are lost in transmission. The transmitter then attempts to transmit packets 6, 7, 0,

i, and 2 in order, but packets 6, 7, 0, and I are lost in transmission. When the receiver receives

packet 2, it observes packet 2 as a retransmission “and sorts it incorrectly,” resulting in system

gridlock.

‘ (b) Hettich-Z

285. Hettich-Z fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a. previously received packet. The

’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of sequence packet by

including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet, regardless of

sequence number. Hettich—Z, on. the other hand, discloses a system in which the receiver may
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reject an out-of—sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception

window. Because Hettich-Z utiiizes the standard SR—ARQ protocol (in combination with a

discard message), the Hettich—Z receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window.

Therefore, the Hettich-2 transmitter does not command the receive'rto receive these non-

consecutive packets.

286. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. if packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Hettich-Z’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet 4‘“invaiid” and

reject it because it is out of the reception window.

287. Hettich-2 similarly faiis to teach a command to release expectation 6r receiving

outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—consecutive packet. The discard

message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been discarded, but provides no

information about outstanding packets other than that identified in the discard message. i-Iettich-

2 states that “[t]he receiver is informed about the discarded cell by sending a Special discard”

message. (Emphasis added). Hettich-Z does not state that the receiver would similarly stop

waiting for other outstanding packets below the packet identified in the discard message.

Therefore, Hettich-2 fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving all Ottfstanding

packets having sequence numbers prior to the non~consecutive packet.

288. Furthermore, Hettich’s ComNets Submission will result in unacceptable delays.

Hettich’s ComNets Submission describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is inst, the
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transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer; The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Hettich’s ComNets Submission’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.

h) Broadband Radio Access Networks (BEAN), Inventory of

broadband radio technotogies and techniques, TR 101 173 V1.1.1

(“The Toolkit”)

289. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the document “Broadband Radio

Access Networks (BRAN), Inventory of broadband radio technologies and techniques” (“The

Toolkit") anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to

disciose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a non-consecutive packet and to release

expectations of receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers below that non-

consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enabie one skilled in the art to impiement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the ”625 patent.

(I) Background

290. The Tooikit discloses two discard message implementations. First, Hettich

proposes a system (“Toolkit—l”) in which a transmitter will discard an expired packet and move

the transmission window forward to enable transmission of new cells. When the receiver

receives a packet outside of the reception window, the receiver shifts its reception window

forward so that the end of the reception window corresponds with the newly received cell.
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Second, Hettich proposes a system (“Toolkit -.2”) in which a transmitter discards expired packets

and sends a special discard acknowledgment message to the receiver-

(2) Claim 1 ofthe ’625 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a data network employing a
packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeat request

scheme, comprising the steps of}

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive at feast one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive will? a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpacket and 1)) release any expectation of

receiving outstandingpackers having sequence numbers prior to

the at least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding allpacketsfor which ac/atowiea'gmem

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior
to the at least one packet.

291- Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the discard message is a command

to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the

non-consacutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the transmitter

has discarded cell(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s) subsequent in

sequence number to the discarded celi(s). . . Similarly, Dr- Heegard contends that forwarding

non-consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is a command to

receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence

number of a previously received packet.

(a) Toolkit-l

292. Toolkit-1 does not anticipate the ’625 patent because it does not command a

receiver to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior

to a non—consecutive packet. Toolkit-l describes a system in which the end of a reception

window moves forward to the most recentiy received packet. So for example, if the current

reception window comprises packets I through 4, and packet 5 is received, then the reception
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 window will shift forward and comprise packets 2 through 5. if packet 4 was iost in

transrnission, then packet 5 would be received out-of-sequence. However, the window only

shifts to packet 2, releasing expectation of packet l. The receiver stiil expects to receive packet

4, which is an outstanding packet with 3. Sequence number prior to non-consecutively received

packet 5. Thus, Toolkit-1 does not teach a transmitter commanding a receiver to release

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to a non-

consecutive packet.

293. Furthermore, Toolkit-1 does not enable one skilled in the art to implement a'

discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent because it can result in deadlock

due to incorrectly sorted cells. The Toolkit-1 receiver cannot distinguish between discarded

packets and packets received incorrectly outside of the reception window, the same problem

acknowledged by Vomefeld in his diploma paper. Vomefeld explained how this shortcoming

could result in a failure in Figure 5.4 of his paper, reproduced beiow as Figure 3, which

Vornefeld labeled “Incorrect exchange of ATM-cells in phases with a high frame error ratio.”
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294. In. Vornefeld’s example, packets 2 through 5 are sent to the transmitter, and

packets 2 and 4 are lost in transmission. The transmitter then attempts to transmit packets 6, 7, 0,

i, and 2 in order, but packets 6, 7, 0, and 1 are lost in transmission. When the receiver receives

packet 2, it observes packet 2 as a retransmission “and sorts it incorrectly,” resulting in system

gridlock.

(b) Toolkit-2

29S. Toolkit-2 fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received packet. The

’625 teaches a transmitter which Gammartds the receiver to receive an out of sequence packet by

including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet, regardless of

sequence number. Toolkit—2, on the other hand, discloses a system in which the receiver may
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reject an out-of—sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception

window. Because Toolkit-2 utilizes the standard SR—ARQ protocol (in combination with a

discard message), the Toolkit—2 receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window.

Therefore, the Toolkit-2 transmitter does not: command the receiver to receive these non—

consecutive packets.

296. For example,- a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e,, the receiver expects to receive packets l, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Toolkit—2’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet 4 “invalid” and

reject it because it is out of the reception window.

297. Toolkit~2 similarly fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving

outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—consecutive packet. The discard

message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been discarded, but provides no

information about outstanding packets other than that identified in the discard message. Toolkit-

2 states that “[t]he receiver is informed about the discarded cell by sending a special discard.”

message. (Emphasis added). Toolkitd does not state that the receiver would similarly stop

waiting for other outstanding packets below the packet identified in the discard message.

Therefore, Toolkit-2 fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving of! outstanding

packers having sequence numbers prior to the non-consecutive packet.

298. Furthermore, Toolkit—2 will result in unacceptable delays. The Toolkit describes

a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it receives a retransmission

request. If the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot send the discard message or
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move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue

in the transanit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission request until it receives

another packet from the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and retransmission requests may

also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before the transmitter can finally send a discard

message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter will. begin to expire as well.

This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Toolkit-

2l’s reliance on receiving a retransmission request.

i) US. 6,621,799 (Kemp, et al.) (“Kemp Patent”)

299. 8th Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that patent US 6,621,799 (“Kemp

Patent”) anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to

disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a non-consecutive packet and to release

expectations of receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers below that non—

consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent.

(1} Background

300. The Kemp Patent discloses a method whereby a transmitter sends a receiver a

data packet. If the receiver receives a packet out of sequence, then it will send a selective

acknowledgment back to the transmitter indicating that it is missing a packet. In response to the

selective acknowledgment, the transmitter will retransmit the packet. This process repeats itself

until the packet exceeds the maximum number of retries. When the transmitter receives a

selective acknowledgment for a packet that has exceeded the maximum number of retries, it will

send a “done” message indicating the packet has been discarded.
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(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1 . A methodfor discardingpackets in a data neMork employing a

packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeat request
scheme, comprising the steps of."

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive a! least onepacket having a sequence
number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpacket and 19) release any expectation of

receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to

the at least one packet; ant;Ir

the transmitter discarding ail packetsfor which acbmwiedgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior
to the at least one packet.

30!. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the discard message is a command

to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the

non-consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the transmitter

has discarded cell(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s) subsequent in

sequence number to the discarded ceii(s). . . Similarly, Dr. Heegard contends thatforwarding

non—consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is a command to

receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence

number of a previously received packet.

302. The Kemp Patent fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a

sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previousiy received

packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of

sequence packet by incIuding an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet,

regardless of sequence number. The Kemp Patent, on the other hand, discloses a system in

which the receiver may reject an out—of—sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is

Outside of the reception window.
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303. The Kemp Patent proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocol with one modification —

a discard message that notifies the receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Standard

SR—ARQ protocols that existed when this paper was written rejected packets that were outside of

the reception window. Because the Kemp Patent utilizes the standard SR-ARQ' protoool (in

combination with a discard message), the Kemp Patent receiver will reject packets outside of the

reception window. Therefore, the Kemp Patent transmitter does not command the receiver to

receive these non-consecutive packets.

304. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. if packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ”625 transmitter-

will receive packet 4 if it inciudes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. The Kemp Parent’s receiver, 0n the other hand, will consider packet 4

“invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception Window.

305. The Kemp Patent does not enable one skilled in the art how to command a

receiver to release expectation of receiving all outstanding packets below a non-consecutively

received packet. The patent states that it maintains a register which tracks the highest sequence

number of the packets it will not retransmit, but does not indicate how or when such register

should he sent to the receiver, stating vaguely that the “GRE module 320 at times (described

below) sends the stored done 478 the remote GR'E module 320.” 7:43-45 (emphasis added).

The Kemp Patent later states “{alfter a configured number of retransmissions, the GRE module

‘gives up’ if it has not received an acknowledgment for that packet and notifies the receiving

GRE module that the packet wilt no longer be retransmitted.” 8:43-47. The former passage

indicates that the discard notifications identified in the register are sent “at times,” a term never
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defined, while the latter passage indicates that a discard notification should be sent separately for

each packet discarded by the transmitter. The latter passage also fails to teach discarding of all

outstanding packets below a particular sequence number, rather indicating oniy the discordance

of a single packet. The patent never reconciles these methodologies and fails to explain how to

implement them individually or in tandem. Thus, one skiiled in the art cannot implement the

discard notification scheme identified in the Kemp Patent.

306. Furthermore, Kemp’s Patent will result in unacceptable delays. Kemp’s Patent

describes a system in which the transmitter oniy sends a. discard message after it receives a

retransmission request. if the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot send the

discard message or move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits, packets

will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission

request until it receives another packet From the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and

retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before the transmitter

can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter

will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an

unacceptable consequence of Kemp’s Patent’s reliance on receiving a retransmission request.

j) JP H1 0-125772 (“Suzuki”) -

307. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that Japanese Patent Application (“JP

Hl0—126772) dated May 15, 1998 (“Suzuki”) anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this

conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a

non—consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets have

sequence numbers below that non—consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable one

skilled in the art to impiement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent.
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308.

dynamic picture image data is made up of a plurality of image frames. The sender converts the

images to packets and sends them sequentially to the receiver.

retransrnission request for a packet that has been discarded, the sender will send a “dump notice”

indicating to the receiver that the packet has been discarded. Upon reception of the dump notice,

the receiver treats the packet has having been received and terminates the resend request.

309.

release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequenCe numbers prior to the

non-consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that "informing the receiver that the transmitter

has discarded ce11(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s) subsequent in

sequence number to the discarded celi(s). . _ Similarly, Dr. Heegard contends that fonvarding

non—consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is a command to

receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence

(1) Background

Suzuki discioses a method for dynamic picture image data transfer, wherein

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a data network empfoying a

packet transfer protocol incinding an automatic repeat request

scheme, comprising the steps of:

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive at feast one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpacket and I?) release any expectation of

receiving onlsianding packers having sequence numbers prior to

[he at least one packet; and

{he n‘ansminer discarding a1] packeisfor which acknowl'edgmenl

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

10 {he at least one packet. _

Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the dump notice is a command to

number of a previously received packet.
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310. Suzuki fails to teach a “corrnnand” to receive a packet having a sequence number

that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received packet. The ’625

teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of sequence packet by

including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet, regardless of

sequence number. Suzuki, on the other hand, discloses a system in which the receiver may reject

an out-of-sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is outside of the reception

window.

311. Suzuki proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocoi with one modification — a dump

notice that notifies the receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Standard SR-ARQ

protocols that existed when this patent application was written rejected packets that were outside

of the reception window. Because Suzuki utilizes the standard SR-ARQ protocol (in

combination with a discard message), the Suzuki receiver will reject packets outside of the

reception window. Therefore, the Suzuki transmitter does not command the receiver to receive

these non—consecutive packets.

312. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectiveiy. If packet 3 is lost. in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

wiil receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Suzuki’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet 4 “invalid” and

reject it because it is out of the reception window.

313. Suzuki simiiarly fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving

outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non-consecutive packet. The discard

message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been discarded, but provides no
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information about Outstanding packets other than that identified in the discard message. Suzuki

states that when the transmitter “is not holding a packet for which a resent request has been given

from the receiving side, [it] issues a dump notice indicating to the receiving side that the packet

has already been dumped, and the receiving side treats the packet as having been received. . . .”

DEF800006019 (emphasis added). Suzuki does not state that the receiver would similarly stop

waiting for other outstanding packets below the packet identified in the dump message.

Therefore? Suzuki fails to teach a. command to release expectation of receiving all outstanding

packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—consecutive packet.

314. Furthermore, Suzuki will result. in unacceptable delays. Suzuki describes a

system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it receives a retransmission

request. If the retransmission request'is lost, the transmitter cannot send the discard message or

move its transmission window forward. While the transrnitter waits, packets will begin to queue

in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission request until it receives

another packet from the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and retransmission requests may

also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before the transmitter can finally send a discard

message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well.

This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of

Suzuki’s reliance on receiving a retransmission request.

k) DE 19543230 (Walke, ct al.) (“Walke’s ComNets Patent”)

315.. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the German patent DE 18543280

(“Walke’s ComNets Patent”) anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This

reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a non—consecutive

packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets have sequence numbers
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below that non-consecutive packet. This reference aiso faiis to enable one skilled in the art to

impiement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent.

(a) Background

316. Waike’s ComNets Patent discloses a discard message labeled a “Delay PDU”

used in a standard SR-ARQ protocol that notifies a receiver that the transmitter has discarded a

packet. The Delay PDU is used to inform receivers that ceils have been discarded and is only

sent after the receiver sends a retransmission request.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

i . A meihodfor discardingpackets in a data nerwork employing a

packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeat request

scheme, comprising the Steps of:

a transminfer in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive a! least one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpacket and 6) re iease any expectation of

receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to

the at least one packet; and

the transmitter discarding allpacketsfor which acknowledgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

to the a! lens! one packet.

317. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the Delay PDU message is a

command to release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers

prior to the non-consecutive packet. Dr. Gibson contends that “informing the receiver that the

transmitter has discarded ce-11(s) also commands the receiver to treat as received the ceii(s)

subsequent in sequence number to the discarded ce11(s). . . .” Similarly, Dr. Heegard contends

that forwarding non—consecutive packets to the higher layers after receiving a discard message is

a command to receive at least one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet.
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318. Walke’s ComNets Patent fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a

sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received

packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of

sequence packet by including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet,

regardless of sequence number. Waike’s CornNets Patent, on the other hand, discloses a system

in which the receiver may reject an out-ofasequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is

outside of the reception window.

319. Waike’s CornNets Patent proposes a standard SR—ARQ protocol using Selective

REJect (SREJ) P'DUs with one relevant modification — a discard message that notifies the

receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Standard SR—ARQ protocols that existed

when this paper was written rejected packets that were outside of the reception window.

'BecauseWalke’s ComNets Patent utilizes the standard SR-ARQ protocol (in combination with a

discard message), the Walke’s ContNets Patent receiver will reject packets outside of the

reception window. Therefore, the Walke’s ComNets Patent transmitter does not command the

receiver to receive these non—consecutive packets.

320. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2. 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e_, the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit; even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Walke’s CcmNets Patent’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet

4 “invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.

321. Walke’s ComNets Patent similarly fails to teach a command to release

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non-
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consecutive packet. The Delay message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been

discarded, but provides no information about outstanding packets other than that identified in the

Deiay message. _In Walke’ CornNets Patent, he gives an example in which a singie packet,

packet l, is discarded by the transmitter and never successfully received by the receiver. The

transmitter “sends an N frame with sequence number 4 which piggybacks the delays (1)

command. This tells the receiver not to wait for anything else airframe I and it is able to widen

it‘s receive window.” Walke’s ComNets Patent, col. l3. Walke does not state that the receiver

would similarly stop waiting for other outstanding packets below packet 1. Therefore, Walke’s

ComNets Patent fails to teach a command to reiease expectation of receiving all outstanding

packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—consecutive packet.

322. Furthermore, Walke’s ComNets Patent will result in unacceptable delays.

Waike’s ComNets Patent describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard.

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward, While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Walke’s CornNets Patent’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.
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l} Walke and Petras and Plassmann, Wireless ATM: Air Interface

and Network Protoceis of the Mobile Broadband System (“walke

ComNets Article”)

323. Dr. Gibson contends that the article “Wireless ATM: Air Interface and Network

Protocols of the Mobile Broadband System” (“Waike’s ComNets Article”) by Bernhard Walke,

Dietmar Petras, and Dieter Plassmann anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this

conclusion. This reference faiis to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a

non—consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets have

sequence numbers below that non~consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable one

skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent.

(1) Background

324. Walke’s ComNets Article discloses a discard message that notifies a receiver that

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1' _ A meihedfcr discardingpackets in a dam nelwcrk employing a

packet ii‘ansferprozoco! including an cinematic repeat request

the transmitter has discarded a packet.

i
‘ scheme, comprising die steps of?

a iransm filer in {he data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive at least one packet having a sequence

number that is no! consecutive with a sequence number qfa

previously receivedpacket and 1.)) release any expeciaiion of

receiving outstanding packers having sequence numbers prior to

{he at least one packet; and

the iransmiiier discarding ah‘ packclsfor which acknowledgment

has nor been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

to live at fears! one packet.

325. Dr. Gibson contends that the discard message is a command to release any

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non-

consecutive packet and that “informing the receiver that the transmitter has discarded cell(s) also
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commands the receiver to treat as received the cell(s) subsequent in sequence number to the

discarded ceil(s). . . .”

326. Waike’s ComNets Article fails to teach a “command.” to receive a packet having a

sequence number that is not consecative with a sequence number of a previousiy received

packet. The ’625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of

sequence packet by including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet,

regardless of sequence number. Walke’s CornNets Article, on the other hand; discloses a system

in which the receiver may reject an out-of—sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is

outside of the reception window.

327. Waike’s ComNets Article proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocol with one

modification — a discard message that notifies the receiver that the transmitter has discarded a

packet. Standard SR«ARQ protocols that existed when this paper was written rejected packets

that were outside of the reception window. Because Walke’s ComNets Article utilizes the

standard SRuARQ protocol (in comhination with a discard message), the Walke’s ComNets

Article receiver wiii reject packets outside of the reception window. Therefore, the Walke’s

ComNets Article transmitter does not command the receiver to receive these non-consecutive

packets.

328. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. if packet 3 is iost in transmission and the reception Window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ”625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it incindes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Walke’s ComNets Article’s receiver, on the other hand, will consider packet

4 “invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception window.
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329. Walke’s ComNets Article similarly fails to teach a command to release

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—

consecutive packet. The discard message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been

discarded, but provides no information about outstanding packets other than-that identified in the

discard message. Walke’s ComNets Article does not state that the receiver would similarly stop

waiting for outstanding packets other than that identified in the discard message. Therefore,

Walke’s CornNets Article fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving all

outstandingpackers having sequence numbers prior to the non-consecutive packet.

330. Furthermore, Walkels ConiNets Article will result in unacceptable delays.

Walke’s ComNets Article describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Walke’s ComNets Article’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.

m) U.S. 6,683,850 (Dunning, et at.) (“Intel ’850 Patent”)

331. Dr. Gibson contends that the patent US 6,683,850 anticipates the ‘625 patent. I

disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a

receiver to receive a non-consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding

packets have sequence numbers below that non-consecutive packet. This reference aiso fails to
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enable one skiiled in the art to implement a discard'notification scheme which anticipates the

’625 patent.

(1) Background

332. The Intel ’850 Patent discloses a discard message that notifies a receiver that the

transmitter has discarded a packet.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a data neMork employing a

packet transferprotocol including an. automatic repeal requesi

scheme, comprising the steps of:

a transmitter in the dam network commanding a receiver in the

data network 10 a) receive atieast one packet haviog a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previousbz receivedpocket and 1)) release any expectation of

reCez‘ving outsmzwdirigpackets having sequence numbers prior to

the at feast one packer; and

the transmitter discardiog allpocketsfor which acknowledgment
has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

to ihe of fees! one packet.

333. Dr. Gibson’s analysis of the Intel ’850 patent is unclear. He fails to identify what

constitutes a command of any sort, and specifically, what constitutes a command to receive a

non-consecutive packet or a command to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets

below the non-consecutive packet. The ’850 patent does not teach a discard notification,

receiving non-consecutive packets, or a receiver releasing expectation of receiving outstanding

packets below the non—consecutive packet. Rather, the ’850 patent teaches that when a receiver

fails to respond to a message after several retries, the “undeliverabie packet is sent back to the

source” and “the device shuts down the link, preventing it from carrying any further traffic."

Intel ’850 patent col. 9:140.

334. Though he has not done so cleariy in his-report, Dr. Gibson may argue that after

shutdown, the transport layer “is appraised of the problem [and] sends one last packet, flushing
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the failing path,” and this constitutes the “command” identified in the ’625 patent. This language

does not constitute a command as contemplated by the ’625 patent, nor does it enable one skilled

in the art to implement such a command. The patent does not indicate which entity sends the last

packet, where the East packet is sent, or what is included in the last packet. Even if sent from the

transmitter to the receiver, the patent does not indicate whether the packet is non-consecutive or

whether it has a sequence number at all. The patent does not indicate whether the receiver must

receive the packet even if out of the reception window, nor does it indicate what the receiver

should do in response to receiving this packet. Furthermore, the patent apparently sought to

address a situation in which the receiver faiis to respond. if so, the receiver would never receive

this final packet.

335. Finally, the Intei ’850 patent does not discard all packets for which

acknowledgment has not been received and which have sequence numbers prior to the non-

consecutive packet. The patent provides that if a packet is undeliverable, the transmitter does not

discard the message but rather “return[s} the undeliverable packet to its source.” Intel ’850

Patent Abstract.

n) US. 5,610,595 (Garrabrant, et a1.) (“Garrabrant’s Patent”)

336, Dr. Gibson contends that the patent US 5,610,595 (“Garrabrant’s Patent”) filed by

Gary Garrabrant, Jay C. Cho, and Joseph T. Savarese anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with

this conclusion. This reference fails to disciose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a

non-consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets have

sequence numbers below that non-consecutive packet- This reference also fails to enable one

skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’625 patent.
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' (1) Background

337. Garrabrant’s Patent discloses a transmitter that transmits packets to a receiver, and

a receiver that rejects all packets that fail outside of the window of expected packets. If the

receiver fails to receive five packets in a row, and then receives the sixth packet, then as long as

the sixth packet is within the window of expected packets, the receiver will accept the packet and

shift the window forward.

(2) Chaim 1 of the ”625 Patent

1. A methodfor diSCaI'ding packets in a data nefwork employing a

packet transferprotocol including an automatic repeat request

scheme, comprising the steps of:

a fransm flier in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive a! least one packet having a sequence

number that is n01 consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpocket and b) release any expectation of

receiving ozttslandingpackets having sequence numbers prior to

the a! feast one packet; and

the transmitler discarding a1}packetsfor which aclmowledgmenf

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

to {he or! least one packet.

338. Dr. Gibson’s analysis of Garrabrant’s Patent is unclear. He fails to identify what

constitutes a command of any sort, and specifically, what constitutes a command to receive a

non-consecutive packet or a command to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets

below the non-consecutive packet. Garrabrant’s Patent does not teach a discard notification, a

command to receive non-consecutive. packets, or a receiver releasing expectation of receiving

outstanding packets below the non—consecutive packet.

339. Garrabrant’s Patent faiis to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a

sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received

packet. The ”625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of

sequence packet by including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet,
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regardless of sequence number. Garrabrant’s Patent, on the other hand teaches that If a receiver

receives a packet within the reception window, the receiver will shift its window forward to the

received packet. Garrabrant’s Patent repeatedly states that if a packet is received outside of the

reception window, the packet wili be rejected. See, e.g., 9:27-31 (“A message received by a unit

in a packet radio communication system of the present invention will be rejected unless the

number stored in the sequence number field 92 is in the “valid” window 142.”); 9:5-8 (“Each of

the units in the packet radio communication system maintains a set of acceptable sequence

numbers which designate which sequence numbers that particular unit will receive All other

messages wiil be discarded by that unit"). Therefore, Garrabrant’s Parent’s transmitter does not

command the receiver to receive these non-consecutive packets.

340. Garrabrant’s Patent also does not teach discarding all packets for which

acknowledgment has not been received and which have sequence numbers prior to the non-

consecutive packet. The patent. explains that under certain circumstances, the transmitter will

discard some packets, but there is no indication that packets are discarded after the window

moves forward. Garrabrant’s Patent provides an example in Figures 8A and 813. In figure 8A, a

system is depicted in whichpackets 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are lost in transmission. After packet 7

arrives, the receiver shifts its window forward to packet 8. Garrabrant’s Patent does not indicate

whether the transmitter discards paCkets 2 through 6.

o) Ohta, et 211., PRIME ARQ A Novel ARQ Scheme for High-speed

Wireless ATM, (“Ohm”)

341. Dr. Gibson contends that the article “PRIME ARQ: A Novel ARQ Scheme for

High-Speed Wireless ATM (“Ohta’s IEEE article”) by Atsushi Ohta, Masafumi Yoshioka,

Takatoshi Sugiyama, and Masahiro Umehira anticipates the ‘625 patent. I disagree with this

conclusion. This reference fails to disclose a transmitter commanding a receiver to receive a
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non-consecutive packet and to release expectations of receiving outstanding packets have

sequence numbers below that non—consecutive packet. This reference also fails to enable one

skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ‘625 parent.

(1) Background

342. Ohta’s IEEE article discloses a transmitter that transmits packets to a receiver,

and a receiver that notifies the receiver which packets it did not receive. Upon reception of this

notification, the transmitter resends the packets. Neither the transmitter nor the receiver discards

packets and thus the transmitter never sends a discard notification.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’625 Patent

1. A methodfor discarding pockets in a data network employing a

packet transferprotocol including on ouiomatic repeat request
scheme, comprising the Steps of:

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

data network to a) receive or least onepacket having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpacket and 25) release any expectation of

receiving Outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior lo

the at least One packet; and

the Ironsmitler discarding of! packetsfor which acknowledgment

has not been received, and which have sequence rmmoers prior

to the of lens! one packet.

343. Dr. Gibson’s analysis of Ohta’s iEEE article is unclear. He fails to identify what

constitutes a command of any sort, and specifically, what constitutes a command to receive a

non—consecutive packet or a command to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets

below the non~c0nsecutive packet. Ohta’s IEEE article does not teach a discard notification, a

command to receive non—consecutive packets, or a receiver releasing expectation of receiving

outstanding packets below the non—consecutive packet.

344. Obta’s iEEE article fails to teach a “command” to receive a packet having a

sequence number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received
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packet. The ”625 teaches a transmitter which commands the receiver to receive an out of

sequence packet by including an enforcement bit which forces the receiver to receive the packet,

regardless of sequence number. Ohta’s IEEE article, on the other hand, discloses a system in

which the receiver may reject an out-of-sequence packet sent by the transmitter if the packet is

outside of the reception window.

345. Ohta’s IEEE article proposes a standard SR-ARQ protocol with one modification

— a mechanism whereby the receiver indicates that at least three packets were not received; the

transmitter retransmits' the three packets and retransmits ali packets with sequence numbers

higher than the third packet. Standard SR—ARQ protocols that existed when this paper was

written rejected packets that were outside of the reception window, and Ohta’s modification

makes no change to the protocol in this respect. Because Ohta’s IEEE article utilizes the

Standard SR-ARQ protocol, Dhta’s receiver will reject packets outside of the reception window.

Therefore, Ohta’s IEEE article transmitter does not command the receiver to receive these non—

conseCutive packets.

346. For example, a transmitter may send receiver four packets, having sequence

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. If packet 3 is lost in transmission and the reception window

is only 3 packets (i.e., the receiver expects to receive packets 1, 2, and 3), the ’625 transmitter

will receive packet 4 if it includes an enforcement bit, even though packet 4 is out of the

reception window. Ohta’s IEEE article’s receiver, on the other hand, wilt consider packet 4

“invalid” and reject it because it is out of the reception windbw.

347. Ohta’s IEEE article similarly fails to teach a command to release expectation of

receiving outstanding packets having sequence numbers prior to the non-consecutive packet.

Ohta’s IEEE article does not teach a transmitter that discards packets, but rather a transmitter that
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simply continues to send packets until they are received. The transmitter has no need to

command the receiver to release expectation of receiving any packets. Thus, Ohta’s {BEE article

fails to teach a command to release expectation of receiving outstanding packets having

sequence numbers prior to the non-consecutive packet.

348. Ohta’s IEEE article also does not teach discarding all packets for which

acknowledgment has not been received and which have sequence numbers prior to the non-

consecutive packet. As previously explained, Ohta’s IEEE article does not teach a transmitter

that discards packets, but rather a transmitter that continues to send packets until they are

received. Ohta gives no indication that the transmitter discards packets other than in the ordinary

course ofan SR—ARQ protocolc

3. Response to Alleged Obviousness References

349. As explained above, none of the asserted obviousness references disclose

commanding a receiver in the data network to receive at least one packet having a sequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number of a previously received packet.

Accordingly, no combination of references can disclose this limitation. Even if one or more

references discloses this limitation, it is not obvious to combine elements from different

retransmission protocols. A change such as this which fundamentally alters the implementation

of the reception window may have unexpected or undesirable effects when Combined with. other

modifications to the standard SR—ARQ protocol.

4. Response to Dr. Gibson’s Section 112 Arguments

350. I disagree that the asserted claims of the ‘625 patent fail to comply with the

provisions of 35 USC § 112. Some of Dr. Gibson’s arguments appear to relate to infringement

issues. Accordingly, I hereby incorporate my infringement report.
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a) “commanding a receiver in the data network to . . . receive at least

one packet having a sequence number that is not consecutive with a

sequence number of a previously received packet”

351. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “commanding a receiver in the data

network to . . . receive at least one packet having a sequenCe number that is not consecutive with

a sequence number of a previously received packet” is indefinite, lacks written description, and

is not enabled. I disagree. Dr. Gibson argues that the patent should be limited to situations in

which the “command is to command the receiver to receive the packet that is the subject of the

command.” The accused functionality is a command to receive a packet that is the subject of the

command. The accused IEEE 802.1111 devices send explicit and implicit block acknowledgment

requests commanding the receiver to receive an out»of—sequence packet. The out-of-sequence

packet is the subject of the command. The specification aiso states that the transmitter can send

a separate control message to inform the receiver that packets have been discarded. See, e.g.,

”625 cc]. 8:941. Dr. Gibson also argues that no such command is made, but as previously

stated, this is a non-infringement argument - nota written description argument. The accused

lEEE 802.] in devices do send a command= in the form of explicit and implicit block

acknowledgment requests.

352. Dr. Gibson also argues that a person of ordinary skiil in the art wouid not be able

to determine what the claims cover and what they do not cover because Ericsson is reading the

claim limitation “to cover circumstances where no such command is transmitted or needed.”

Again, Dr. Gibson is making a non—infringement argument. The accused IBEE 802.1 in devices

send explicit and implicit block acknowledgment requests commanding the receiver to receive an

out—of-sequence packet. The out—of-sequence packet is the subject of the command. It is my

opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would be abie to determine the claims cover such a

command.
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b) “commanding a receiver in the data network to . . . release any

expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence

numbers prior to the at least one packet”

353. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “commanding a receiver in the data

network to . . . release any expectation of receiving outstanding packets having sequence

numbers prior to the at least one packet” is indefinite, lacks written description, and is not

enabled. 1 disagree. Dr. Gibson argues that the purpose of the command is to cause the

“receiver to receive the packet that is the subject of the command.” However, the purpose of the

command is also to cause the receiver to release expectation of receiving outstanding data

packets have sequence numbers prior to the non~consecutive packet. See, eg, ’625 cols. 5:22—

25; 7:38-41; 824-62. The accused IEEE 802.11n devices send explicit and implicit block

acknowledgment requests commanding the receiver to release expectation of receiving

outstanding data packets having sequence numbers prior to the non—consecutive packet. Dr.

Gibson also argues that no such command is made, but as previously stated, this is a non-

infringement argument m not a written description argument. The accused IEEE 802.1 In devices

do send a command, in the form of explicit and implicit block acknowledgment requests.

354. Dr. Gibson also argues that a person of ordinary skiii in the art would not be abie

to determine what the claims cover and what they do not cover because Ericsson is reading the

claim limitation “to cover circumstances where no such command is transmitted or needed."

Again, Dr. Gibson is making a non—infringement argument. The accused 'IEEE 802.1111 devices

send explicit and implicit block acknowledgment requests commanding the receiver to release

expectation of receiving packets having sequence numbers lower than the non—consecutive

packet. it is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would be able to determine the

claims cover such a command.
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C. U.S. PATENT No. 6,330,435

355. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard allege that the asserted claims of the l435 patents are

anticipated by prior art. I disagree. None of the references cited by Dr. Gibson or Dr- Heegard

teaches or discloses all the limitations of the asserted claims.

356. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard also allege that these references render the asserted

claims of the ”435 patent. obvious either alone or in combination with one or more other

references. I disagree. None of the prior art references taught or disclosed all iirnitations of the

asserted claims. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard further did not identify how a specific combination

of references would render the asserted claims obvious, and without doing so they cannot meet

the requisite clear and convincing evidentiary standard. As discussed below, none of the

references identified by Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard teaches each limitation of the asserted

claims of the ’435 patent. Nor does any identified combination of reference render such claims

obvious.

357. The application that issued as US. Patent No. 6,330,435 entitled “Data Packet

Discard Notification” was filed on March 18, 1999, The ’435 patent issued on December 1],

2001.

1. Claim Construction

a) “data packet discard notification message...”

’435 patent data packet discard a control message in on message conteming the identity
Clairol notification message from Automatic Repeat. Request ofunaclmowledged datapackets

the transmitter to the protocol that indicates data the transmitterhas discarded
receive: indicating data packets film. the transmitter has
packets the transmitter discarded
has discarded
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358. Regardless of which party’s construction the Court adopts for these two terms, my-

conclusions regarding the invalidity of the ’435 patent remain unchanged.’43 I have concluded

that none of the references cited by Dr. Heegard or Dr. Gibson disciose removing entries from a

first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

2. Response to Alleged Anticipation References

a) Dietmar Petras, Ulrich Vornefeld, Markus Scheilbenbogen,
Candidate protocol stack (MAC + LLC for a Wireless ATM air

interface, (“Petras’ ComNets Submission”)

359. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Candidate protocoi

stack (MAC + LLC) for a Wireless ATM air interface” by Dietrnar Petras, Ulrich Vomefeid, and

Markus Scheilbenbogen (“Petras' ComNetsSu‘omission”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree

with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose removing entries" from a first list indicating

data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data

packets identified in the computing step. This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art

to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

"3 1 tuidersiand that the Court may construe the terms of these patents in ways that differ from the parties’ proposals.
1 reserve the right to update or supplement this report i1~ necessary based on any rulings from the Court.
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(1) Background

360. Petras’ ComNets Submission discloses a discard message sent from a transmitter

to a receiver which indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Petras provides an

example in which a transmitter sends packets 0, i, 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets O and 2 are

lost in transmission, as seen in the figure below. The transmitter discards packet 2 before

receiving the retransmission request for packet 2. In response to the retransmission request, the

transmitter sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that packet 2 has been discarded.

ARQ—Sender I ATM-Catt one; is discarded ‘
____ , W, W, “WWW“, fir ,v W , m , m _ ____-_-W.;wm,,

\f \I \x \x (71 ”WP.“ \\/ \\z \/ \f9.0 ‘0 re \re - Q 6 w? Q o

it; "it \i’n \‘t'a g? at?” “a “a «9/ Vt:
\% g V»? \G}; {ob/f £/ \$ (b w 7%?-

ARO-Rwelver “fig-.-

361. Figure it from Petras’ ComNets Submission

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfat' discarding packets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wirerein the method is complementary

to the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Request pt‘otoco! and

comprises the steps of:

transmitting a data packet discard t-totg‘ication messagefrom the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discontent;

receiving the data packet. discard notification message;

Computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entriesfrom afit‘St list indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfi‘om the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

362. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the “D.ISCARD(N)” message is a

data packet discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data
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packets the transmitter has discarded; the receiver receives the “DISCARD(N)” message and

computes which data packets have been discarded by the transmitter based on the

“DISCARD(N)” message; and the receiver remove entries from a list indicating data packets

expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets

identified in the computing step. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a list in this reference, but instead

notes that “it would have been obvious to one of skill in the an to keep track of the expected

packets using a list data structure.” I disagree. Dr. Gibson identifies a “receiver buffer” as the

list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter.

363. Dr. Gibson identifies the “receiver buffef" described in Petras’ ComNets

Submission as a list of expected packets. However, receiver buffers used in. SR-ARQ protocols

at the time did not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, receive buffers stored packets

they received and held those packets untii the reception window moved forward- When the

reception window moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence numbers

lower than the starting sequence number of the reception window were sent up to the next layer.

Petras’ ComNets Submission gives no indication that his receiver buffer maintained an explicit

list ofpackets expected to be received.

364. Even if the receiver buffer could be considered a list, Petra’s CornNets

Submission does not disclose “removing entries from a first iist indicating data packets expected

to be received from the transmitter.” Although Petras’ ComNets Submission generaily mentions

that the discard message moves the window, it does not specifically disclose how this

mechanism should be implemented. Thus, Petras’ ComNets Submission fails to teach a receiver

which removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.
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365. Furthermore, Petras’ CornNets Submission will result in unacceptable delays.

Petras’ CornNets Submission describes a system in whichthe transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard. message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the tranSniitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Petras’ CornNets Submission’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

.2. The method ofciaim I, wherein the data packet discard

nolification message contains afield indicating aformaf ofthe

message.

366. Because Petras’ ComNets Submission fails to anticipate claim I of the ’435

patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

367. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a field indicating a format of the discard notification

message, but instead notes that “it would have been obvious to One of skill in the art to include a
3

field in the DISCARD message as one way to indicate a format of the message.’ it is my

opinion that it would not have been obvious to one skilled in the art to include a field in the data

packet discard notification message to indicate the format of the message.

368. Dr. Gibson contends that the type field of the LLC‘ PDU depicted in Figure 10 of

Petras’ ConiNets Submission is the field indicating the format of the data packet discard

notification message. The type field indicates whether up to 24 additional acknowledgments are
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transmitted instead of an l—PDU. Dr. Gibson contends that because the priority of the DISCARD

message relative to acknowledgments is included in a section discussing acknowledgment

priorities, the DISCARD message must be an acknowledgment, and therefore the type field

indicates the format of a DISCARD message. 1 disagree.

369. First, a DISCARD Message is not an acknowledgment. An acknowledgment is a

message sent from one entity to another indicating either that a packetwas or was not received.

The DISCARD message. on the other hand, is sent from one entity to another to notify it that a

packet has been discarded. Petras himself states that “[djiscard messages compete with

acknowledgements," strongly suggesting that discard message and acknowledgments fall under

two separate categories. 75748DOC0058954. Pettas likely included discussion of DISCARD

message priority in the same section as the discussion of acknowledgement priority because they

compete with each other and establishing priority rules between them is necessary to avoid

instability of the protocoi. Id.

370. Second, a DISCARD message is not sent instead of an InPDU, but is piggybacked

on an I-PDU. The I—PDU itself remains unchanged, so the PDU—type field would indicate only

that an l-PDU is being sent. Petras’ ComNets Submission gives no indication that the type field

of such an l-PDU would indicate that a DISCARD message is being piggybacked on the I—PDU.

b) Andreas Hettich, Development and Performance Evaluation of a

Selective Repeat-Automatic Repeat Request (SR—ARQ) Protocol for

Transparent, Mobile ATM Access (“Hettich’s ComNets Thesis”)

371. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Development and

perfonnance evaluation of a Selective Repeat—Automatic Repeat Request (SR-ARQ) protocol for

transparent, mobile ATM Access” (“Hettich’s ComNets Thesis") by Andreas Hettich anticipates

the ‘435 patent. 1 disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose removing entries

from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the
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entries correspOnd to data packets identified in the computing step. This reference also fails to

enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the

’435 patent-

(1) Background

372. Hettich’s ComNets Thesis discloses a discard message (called a “Delay

PDU”) sent from a transmitter to a receiver which indicates that the transmitter has discarded a

packet. “The Delay FBI] is used to inform receivers that cells have been discarded. It is only

sent if the receiver requested a discarded cell (using RR or SREJ).” DEFSOOOO7377.

(2) Claim '1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary

to the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Requestprotocol and

comprises the steps of}

transmitting a data packet discard notification meSsagefi‘Om the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the -
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

comparing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification

message

removing entriesfi-om afirst list indicating data packet-s expected

to be receivedfl‘om the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

373. Both "Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the Delay PDU is a data packet

discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the

transmitter has discarded; the receiver receives the Delay PDU and computes which data packets

have been discarded by the transmitter based on the Delay PDU; and the receiver remove entries

from a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the

entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Heegard fails to identify
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a list in this reference, stating generally without citation that the receiver updates its “internal

list-” Dr. Gibson identifies the “resequencing'buffer” and the “receiver window” as lists

indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter.

374. Dr. Gibson identifies the “resequencing buffer" described in Pet'ras’ ComNets

Submission as a list of expected packets. However, resequencing buffers used in SR-ARQ

protocols at the time did not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, reseq‘uencing buffers

stored packets they received and heid those packets until the reception window moved forward.

When the reception window moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence

numbers lower than the starting sequence number of the reception window were sent up to the

next layer. Petras’ ComNets Submission gives no indication that his resequencing buffer

maintained an explicit list of packets expected to be received.

3'75. Dr. Gibson also identifies the “receiver window” as a list of packets expected to

be received. A reception window comprises only a starting and ending sequence number. A

reception window does not comprise a list of each and every packet expected to be received.

376. Hettich’s CornNets Thesis also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a

discard notification message because it fails to indicate how the Delay PDU impacts the

Receive_Data and ReceivefiDatafiObject buffers. While the effect of the Delay PDU on the

reception window is discussed generally in Chapter 5 of his thesis, Hettich fails to indicate how

to implement the Delay PDU in Chapter 6 of his thesis, titled “Implementing the ASR ARQ

7':

Protocols. Hettich provides an example of how to implement his ASR ARQ protocol in the

receiver in Table 6.2, shown below.
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377. Hettich describes how to impiement rejections, reject timers, and

 

acknowledgments, but notably faits to describe how to imptement the Delay PDU in the exampie

above. Mr. Hettich, Dr. Heegard, and Dr. Gibson a1! faiied to provide anaEysis or commentary

explaining how they theorize the Deiay PDU would affect the Receive_Data and

Receive_Data_Object buffers.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofcfaim I, whereifl the data packel discard

notification message contains afield indicating aformal office
message.

378. Because Hettich’s ComNets The-sis Standard faiis to anticipate Claim 1 of‘the ’435

patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.
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c) Ulrich Vornefeld, Simulative and analytical study of measures

supporting the quality of service in a radio~based ATM network

(“Vornefeld’s ComNets Thesis”)

379. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the diploma Paper “Simulative and

anaiyticai study of measures supporting the quality cf service in a radionbased ATM network” '

(“Vomefeid’s ComNets Thesis”) by Uirich Vomefeld anticipates the ‘435 patent. 1 disagree

with this conclusion. This reference faiis to disclose removing entries from a first list indicating

data packets expected to be received from the-transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data

packets identified in the computing step. This reference aiso faiis to enable one skilled in the art

to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

(1) Background

380. Vomefeld’s ComNets Thesis discloses two discard message implementations: (i)

a message which expiicitly notifies a receiver that the transmitter has discarded a packet

(“VornefeId-l”) and (ii) an impiicit notification to the receiver that the transmitter has discarded

a packet by sending packets outside of the reception window (“Vomefeld-Z”).

381. Vornefeld—l discloses a discard message sent from a transmitter to a receiver

which indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Vornefeldfs CornNets Thesis

provides an example in which a transmitter sends packets 0, 1., 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets

0 and 2 are lost in transmission, as seen in the Figure below. The transmitter discards packet 2

before receiving the retransmission request for packet 2. In response to the retransmission

request, the transmitter sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that packet 2 has been

discarded.
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ARQ-Sender ATM~Ceu of K2) is dacardad }

\

ARQ-Receiver ”fife...”,

Figure 5.2 from Vomefeid’s ComNets Thesis

382, Vomefeld-Z discloses an implicit notification to the receiver that the transmitter

has discarded a packet by sending a packet outside of the reception window. When the receiver

receives the out-of7window packet, it believes that the transmitter has discarded cells and shifts

the window forward so that the end of the window corresponds with the out—of-window packet.

For example, a receiver may have a reception window of 4 coils, numbered 1 through 4. If the

receiver receives cell 5 before cells .1. through 4, it will shift its window forward one cell. The

new reception window will be cells 2 through 5.

(2} Claim 1 ofthe ’43:; Patent

1, A methodfor discardingpockets in a data network employing a

packet transferprotocol inciudz'ng an automatic repeal rogues!

scheme, comprising #79 steps of?

a transmitter in the data network commanding a receiver in the

dam network to a) receive a; least one packet having a .tequence

number that is not consecutive with a sequence number ofa

previously receivedpackel and :5) release any expectation of

receiving outstandingpackers having sequence numbers prior to

the at least one packet; and

the o'ansminter discarding allpackelsfor which acknowledgment

has not been received, and which have sequence numbers prior

to {he a: least one packet.

383. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the “DISCARD(N)” message is a

data packet disoard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data

packets the transmitter has discarded; the receiver receives the “DISCARD(N)” message and
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computes which data packets have been discarded by the transmitter based on the

“DISCARD(N)” message; and the receiver remove entries from a list indicating data packets

expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets

identified in the computing step. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a list in this reference, but instead

notes that “it would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to keep track of the expected

packets using a list data structure.” I disagree. Dr. Gibson also fails to specificaiiy identify list,

vaguely suggesting that the reception window as a list.

384-. Thus, Vornefeid’s ComNets Thesis fails to teach a receiver which removes entries

from a first iist indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the

entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Gibson vaguely

references a reception window, but a reception window comprises only a starting and ending

sequence number. A reception window does not comprise a list of each and every packet

expected to be received.

385. Even if the reception window couid be considered a list, Vomefeld’s ComNets‘

Thesis does not disclose “removing entries from a first iist indicating data packets expected to be
3)

received from the transmitter. Although Vomefeid’s ComNets Thesis generaiiy mentions that

the discard message moves the window, it does not specifically disclose how this mechanism

should be implemented. Thus, Vomefeld’s ComNets Thesis fails to teach a receiver which

removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

386. Furthermore, Vomefeld’s ComNets Thesis wili result in unacceptable delays.

Vornefeld’s CornNets Thesis describes a system in which the transmitter oniy sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the
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transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also he lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finaliy send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable censequence of Vornefeld’s ComNets Thesis’s reliance. on

receiving a retransmission request.

(3) Ciaim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofclaim I, wherein [he data packet discard

notification message contains afield indicating aformat ofthe
message.

387. Because Vornefeld’s CornNets Thesis fails to anticipate claim 1 of the ’435

patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

388. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a field indicating a format of the discard notification

message, but instead notes that “it would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to include a

field in the DISCARD message as one way to indicate a format of the message.” it is my

opinion that it would not have been obvious to one skilled in the art to include a field in the data

packet discard notification message to indicate the format of the message.

389. Dr. Gibson also fails to identify a field indicating a format of the discard

notification message. Dr. Gibson vaguely references “fields indicat[ing] the structure of data

units,” but he cannot point to a specific field anywhere in Vornefeld’s ConiNets Thesis that

indicates the format of the discard notification message. Vomefeld does not clearly identify

what he means by a field indicating the “structure of data units,” nor does such a field seem to

indicate the format of a packet. Indeed, Vomefeld’s CoinNets Thesis states that “the recipient
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treats the discard messages iike a normal I—frarne,” suggesting that there is no field which

uniquely identifies the message as a discard message.

d) Dietmar Petras, Development and Performance Evatuation ofan

ATM Radio Interface, Aachen Contributions to Mobile and

Telecommunications, (“Petras’ ComNets Thesis”)

390. Dr. Gibson contends that the paper “Candidate protocol stack (MAC + LLC) for a

Wireless ATM air interface” by Dietrnar Petras. Ulrich Vomefeldj and Markus Sc-heiihenbogen

(“Petras’ ComNets' Thesis”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. i disagree with this conclusion. This

reference fails to disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be

received fiom the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the

computing step. This reference also fails to enable one skilted in the art to implement a discard

notification scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

(I) Background

391. Petras’ CornNets Thesis discioses a discard message sent from a transmitter to a

receiver which indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Petras provides an example

in which a transmitter sends packets 0, I, 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets 0 and 2 are lost in

transmission, as seen in the Figure below. The transmitter discards packet 2 before receiving the

retransmission request for packet 2. In response to the retransmission request, the transmitter

sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that packet 2 has been discarded.

ARQwSender ATM-Gen of 1(2) is discarded +

\ r \ r \7' \\% $1 " \'/ \2 \ “\ / \fé/ I) d) x./ ‘Q’ (:2 \fi; Q I s;
\fis \“a; \‘3‘1; (‘1; 5? £7 fit; it; g " \fc}?
is \g e e e/ \e e e/ ‘9.‘ ~ \ ,f K / / x \ / ‘°

ARC-Receiver ’ I I ,b

Figure 8.11 from Petras’ ComNets Thesis
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{2} Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methadfor discardingpackets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementaty

to the Selective Repeat Aatomatic Repeat Requestprotocol and

comprises the steps of}

transmitting a data packet discard notification messagefrom the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard noty‘ication
message

removing entriesfrom afirst list indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfrom the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

392. Dr. Gibson contends that the “DISCARD(N)” message is a data packet discard

notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter

has discarded; the receiver receives the “DISCARD(N)” message and computes which data

packets have been discarded by the transmitter based on the “DISCARD(N)” message; and the

receiver remove entries from a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr.

Gibson identifies a “receiver buffer” or a “receiver window” as the list indicating data packets

expected to be received from the transmitter.

393. Dr. Gibson identifies the “receiver buffer” described in Petras’ ComNets Thesis

as a list of expected packets. However, receiver buffers used in SR—ARQ protocols at the time

did not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, receive buffers stored packets they received

and held those packets until the reception window moved. forward. When the reception window

moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence numbers lower than the starting

sequence number of the reception window were sent up to the next layer. Petras’ ComNets
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Thesis gives no indication that his receiver buffer maintained an explicit list of packets expected

to be received.

394. Dr. Gibson also identifies the “receiver window” as a list of packets expected to

be received. A reception window comprises only a starting and ending sequence number. A

reception window does not comprise a‘i’isr of each and every packet expected to be received.

395. Even'if the receiver buffer or receiver window could be considered a iist, Petra’s

ComNets Submission does not disclose “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets

expected to be received from the transmitter." Although Petras’ CornNets Thesis generally

mentions that the discard message moves the window, it does not specifically disclose how this

mechanism should be implemented. Thus, Petras’ CornNets Thesis faiis to teach a receiver

which removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

396. Furthermore, Petras’ ComNets Thesis wiii result in unacceptable deiays. Petras’

ComNets Thesis describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it

receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot

send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits,

packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. ‘ The receiver wiii not send another

retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the ensaing

packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before the

transmitter can finaliy send a discard message. As time passes, the packets backlcgged in the

transmitter wiil begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is

an unacceptable consequence of Petras’ ComNets Thesis’s reliance on receiving a retransmission

request.
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 (3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the data packet discard

notification message contains a field indicating a format of the
message.

397. Because Petras‘ ContNets Thesis fails to anticipate claim I of the ’435 patent, it

also fails to anticipate this claim.

398. Dr. Gibson fails to identify a specific field of the DISCARD(N) message

indicating the format of the discard notification message because Petras does not identify such a

field. Rather, Dr. Gibson vaguely references “various message formats including fields

indicating structure" as the field indicating the format of the discard notification message.

Gibson, p.xx~79. The excerpts Gibson referenced bear little if any relation to this statement and

he provides no analysis indicating why he believes these excerpts show a field indicating the

format of the DISCARDW) message. Further, Petras’ ComNets Thesis makes no reference to a

format field within the DISCARMN) message.

' e) Perms and Hettich, Performance Evaluation of the ASR—ARQ

Protocol for Wireless ATM, 'i’roceeding of the 1995 IEEE Wireless

Communication System Symposium, (Nov. 1995) (“Petras’ ComNets

1995 Article”)

399. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the articte “Performance -

Evaluation of the ASR—ARQ Protocol for Wireless ATM” (“Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article”) by

Dietmar Petras and Andreas Hettich anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree with this conclusion.

This reference faiis to disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected

to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in

the computing step. This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a

discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.
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(1) Background

400. Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article discioses a discard message (caiied :1 “Delay

PDU”) sent from a transmitter to a receiver which indicates that the transmitter has discarded a

packet. The Delay PDU is used to inform receivers that cells have been discarded. It is only

sent if the receiver requested a discarded cell (using RR or SREJ).

{2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discarding packets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary

to the Setecttve Repeat Automatic Repeat Request protocol attd

comprises the steps of:

transmitting a data packet discard notg‘ficatton messagefrom the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notfiication
message

removing entriesfi'om afirst fist indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfirms the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identyied in the computing step.

401. Dr. Gibson contends that the “Delay PDU” message is a data packet discard

notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter

has discarded; the receiver receives the “Delay PDU” message and computes which data packets

have been discarded by the transmitter based on the “Delay PDU” message; and the receiver

remove entries from a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter,

wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Gibson

identifies the “resequencing buffer” and the “receiver window” as lists indicating data packets

expected to be received from the transmitter.
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402. Perras’ CornNets 1995 Article fails to teach a transmitter which transmits a data

packet discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets

the transmitter has discarded. The Delay message notifies the receiver of a single packet that has

been discarded, but provides no information about outstanding packets other than that identified

in the Delay message. In Petras’ articie, he gives an exampie in which a single packet, packet l,

is discarded by the transmitter and never successfully received by the receiver. The transmitter

“transmit an IMDelay frame . . . informing the mobile station, not to wait for harm: 1 because this

.has been discarded. Receiving Deiay{4,.l) frame successfully, the receiver is able to shift its

window, no longer waiting for frame 1.” DEFSOOOMISO. Petras does not state that the receiver

wouid similarly stop waiting for other outstanding packets below packet 1. Therefore, Petras’

ComNets 1995 Article fails to teach a transmitter which transmits a data packet discard

notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter

has discarded.

403- Dr- Gibson identifies the “resequencing buffer” described in Petras' ComNets

1995 Article as a list of expected packets. However, resequencing buffers used in SR-ARQ

protocols at the time did not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, resequencing buffers

stored packets they received and held those packets untii the reception window moved forward.

When the reception window moved forward, the packets in the resequencing buffer with

sequence numbers lower than the starting sequence number of the reception window were sent

up to the next layer. Petras” ComNets 1995 Article gives no indication that his resequencing

buffer maintained an expiicit list ofpackets expected to be received.
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404. Dr. Gibson also identifies the “receiver window” as a iist of packets expected to

be received. A reception window comprises only a starting and ending sequence number. A

reception window does not comprise a list of each and every packet expected to be received.

405. Even if the resequencing buffer or receiver window eculd be considered a list,

Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article does not disclose"‘rernov.ing entries from a first list indicating data

packets expected to be received from the transmitter.” Aithough Petras’ Confiflets 1995 Article

generally mentions that the discard message moves the window, it does not specifically disclose

how this mechanism should be implemented. Thus, Petras’ CornNets 1995 Article fails to teach

a receiver which removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received

from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing

step.

406. Furthermore, Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article will result in unacceptable delays.

Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article describes a system in which the transmitter oniy sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransrnission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Petras’ CornNets 1995 Article’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.
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(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

.2. The method ofclaim I, wherein the data packet disaard

notification message contains afield indicaling aformat ofthe
message.

407. Because Petras’ ComNets 1995 Article does not satisfy all of the limitations of

claim 1, it does not anticipate dependent claim 2.

f) Petras and Hettich, Performance evaluation of a logical link

control protocol for an ATM air interface, (1997) (“Petras’ ComNets
1997 Article”)

408. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the paper “Performance

Evaluation of a Logical Link Control Protocol for an ATM Air Interface” (“Petras’ ComNets

1997 Article”) by Dietmar Petras and Andreas Hettich anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree

with this conclusion. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to disclose removing

entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter,

wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. This reference

also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification scheme which

anticipates the ’435 patent.

(1) Background

409. Petr-as’ ComNets l997 Article discloses a discard message sent from a transmitter

to a receiver which indicates that the transmitter has discarded a packet. Petras provides an

example in which a transmitter sends packets D, 1, 2, and 3 to a receiver, but packets 0 and 2 are

lost in transmission, as seen in the Figure below- The transmitter discards packet 2 before

receiving the retransmission request for packet 22. In response to the retransmission request, the

transmitter sends a discard message to the receiver indicating that. packet 2 has been discarded.
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Figure 4 from Petras’ CornNets 1997 Article

(2) Claim 1 ofthe ’435 Patent

1 . A methodfor discardingpackets in a system having a

transrnitter and a receiver, wherein the method is camplemematy
to the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Requestprotocol and
comprises the steps of}

transmitting a data packet discard notification messagefrom the
transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
trait-5mitter has discarded;

receiving tire data packet discard notification message;

computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entriesfrom afirst fist indicating data packets expected
to be receivedfrom tire transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to datapackets identified in the computing step.

410. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard contend that the “DISCARD(N)” message is a data

packet discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets

the transmitter has discarded; the receiver receives the “DISCARDOD” message and computes

which data packets have been discarded by the transmitter based on the “DISCARD(N)”

message; and the receiver remove entries from a list indicating data packets expected to be

received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the

computing step. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a list in this reference, but instead notes that “it

would have been obvious to one of skiil in the art to keep track of the expected packets using a
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list data structure.” I disagree. Dr- Gibson identifies a “resequencing buffer” as the list

indicating data packets expected to he received from the transmitter.

411. Dr. Gibson identifies the “resequencing buffer” described in Petras’ ComNets

1997 Article as a list of expected packets. However, resequencing buffers used in SRvARQ

protocols at the time did not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, resequencing buffers

stored packets they received and held those packets until the reception window moved forward.

When the reception window moved forward, the packets in the resequencing buffer with

sequence numbers lower than the starting sequence number of the reception window were sent

up to the next layer. Petras’ ComNets 199? Article gives no indication that his resequencing

buffer maintained an explicit list ofpackets expected to be received.

412. Even if the resequencing buffer could be considered a list, Petras’ CornNets 1997

Article does not disclose “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be

received from the transmitter.” Although Petras’ CornNets 1997 Article generally mentions that

the discard message moves the window, it does not Specifically disclose how this mechanism

should be implemented. Thus, Petras’ ComNets l997 Article fails to teach a receiver which

removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to he received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

4i3. Furthermore, Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article will result in unacceptable delays.

Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the
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ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be iost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finaliy send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantiai

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Petras’ ComNets 1997 Article’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofclaim I, wherein the data packet discard

notification message contains afield indicating aformat ofthe
message.

414. Because Petras’ Comths 1997 Article fails to anticipate claim I of the ’435

patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.

415. Dr. Gibson fails to identify a specific field of the DISCARDCN) message

indicating the format of the discard notification message. Rather, Dr. Gibson vaguely references

“various messages containing fields” as the field indicating the format of the discard notification

message. The excerpts Gibson referenced bear little if any relation to this statement and he

provides no analysis indicating why he beiieves these excerpts show a field indicating the format

of the DISCARIXN) message. Further, Petras’ ComNet’s 1997 Article makes no reference to a

format field within the DISCARIXN) message.

g) Hettich and Vornefeid and Rapp, ARQ Protocols for Wireless

ATM Systems: Requirements and Solutions, ETSI EP BRANWG3

Temporary Document 42 (“Hettich’s ComNets Submission”)

416. Dr. Gibson contends that the paper “ARQ Protocols for Wireless ATM Systems:

Requirements and Solutions” (“Hettich’s CornNets Submission”) by A. Hettich , U. Vornefeld,

and J. Rapp anticipates the ‘435 patent. 1 disagree with this conciusion. This reference fails to

disclose removing entries from a first iist indicating data packets expected to be received from

the transmitter, wherein the entries correSpond to data packets identified in the cornputing step.
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This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement-a discard notification

scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

(1) Background

41?. Hettich’s ComNets Submission discloses two discard message implementations-

First, Hettich proposes a system (“He-ttichd”) in which a transmitter wilt discard an expired

packet and move the transmission window forward to enable transmission of new ceils. When

the receiver receives a packet outside of the reception window, the receiver shifts its reception

window forward so that the end of the reception window corresponds with the newly received

cell. Second, Hettich proposes a system (“Hettich-Z”) in which a transmitter discards expired

packets and sends a special discard acknowiedgment message to the receiver.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackers in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary

to the Selective Repeal Automatic Repeat Request protocol and

comprises the steps of}

IrarISmirting a data packet discard notification messagefirom the

transmitter to [he receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packei discard r-rotiflcalion message;

computing wdtich data packets have been discarded by the

Iransmitter based on the dam packet discard notification
message

removing entries .from afirst Iris! indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfrom the transmitter; wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing 513]).

418. Dr. Gibson contends that the discard message is a data packet discard notification

message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has

discarded; the receiver receives the discard message and computes which data packets have been

discarded by the transmitter based on the discard message; and the receiver remove entries from
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a list indicating data packets expected to he receivedfrorn the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Gibson identifies a “buffer” as

the list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter.

419. Hettich—Z fails to teach a discard notification message from the transmitter to the

receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has discarded. The discard message notifies the

receiver of a single packet that has been discarded, but provides no information about

outstanding packets other than that identified in the discard message. Hettich—Z states that “[t]he

receiver is informed atom the discarded cell by sending a speciai discard” message. (Emphasis

added). Hettich—Z does not state that the receiver wonid similariy stop waiting for other

Outstanding packets below the packet identified in the discard message. Therefore, Hettich—2

faiis to teach a discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data

packets the transmitter has discarded.

420. Dr. Gibson identifies the “buffer” described in Hettich’s ComNets Submission as

a list of expected packets. However, buffers used in SR-A'RQ protocols at the time did not

comprise a fist of expected packets. Rather, buffers stored packets they received and held those

packets until the reception window moved forward. When the reception window moved

forward, the packets in the buffer with sequence numbers iower than the starting sequence

number of the reception window were sent up to the next layer. Hettich’s ComNets Submission

gives no indication that his receiver buffer maintained an explicit list of packets expected to be

received.

421. Even if the receiver buffer could be considered a list, Hettioh’s ComNets

Submission does not. disdose “removing entries from a first iist indicating data packets expected

to be received from the transmitter.” Aithough Petras’ ComNets generally mentions that the
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discard message moves the window, it does not specifically disclose howthis mechanism should

be implemented. Thus, Hettich’s ComNets Submission fails to teach a receiver which removes

entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter,

wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. '

422. Furthermore, Hettich’s CornNets Submission will result in unacceptable delays.

Hettich’s CornNets Submission describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the
transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet. from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message, As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial -

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of Hettich’s CornNets Submission’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.

423, Hettich-l also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard

notification scheme which anticipates the ”435 patent because it can result in deadlock due to

incorrectly sorted cells. The Hettich-l receiver cannot distinguish between discarded packets

and packets received incorrectly outside of the reception window, the same problem

acknowledged by Vornefeld in his diploma paper. Vomefeld explained how this shortcoming

could result in a failure in Figure 5.4 of his paper, reproduced in the figure below, which

Vornefeld labeled “incorrect exchange of ATM-cells in phases with a high frame error ratio.”
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Figure 5.4: System Faiiure Using Hettich-I

Dill-"800007572. In Vornefeld’s example, packets 2 through 5 are sent to the transmitter, and

packets 2 and 4 are lost in transmission. The transmitter then attempts to transmit packets 6, 7, 0,

i, and 2 in order, but packets 6, 7, 0, and I are lost in transmission. When the receiver receives

packet 2, it observes packet 2 as a retransmission “and sorts it incorrectly,” resulting in System

gridlock.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the data packet discard

notification message contains afiefd indicating afar-mat ofthe
message.

424. Because Hetrich’s ComNets Submission fails to anticipate claim 1 of the ”435

patent, it also fails to anticipate this claim.
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425. Dr. Gibson fails to identify a specific field of the discard message indicating the

format of the discard notification message because Petras does not identify such a fieid. Rather,

Dr. Gibson vaguely states only that He-ttich’s ComNets Submission uses “various message

formats,” that discard messages are a type of acknowledgment, and that they can be piggybacked

on a data ceil. Gibson, p. xxml3lei33. These statements fail to show a field indicating a format

of the discard message. Dr. Gibson provides no analysis indicating why he believes the excerpts

he cited show a field indicating the format of the discard message. Further, Hettich’s CornNets

Submission makes no reference to a format field within the discard message.

h) Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAN), Inventory of

broadband radio technologies and techniques, TR 101 173 V1.11

(“The Toolkit”)

426. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the document “Broadband Radio

Access Networks (BRAN), Inventory of broadband radio technologies and techniques” (“The

Toolkit”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to

disciose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from

the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification

scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

(1) Background

427. The Toolkit discloses two discard message implementations. First, Hettich

proposes a system (“Toolkit—l”) in which a transmitter wili discard an expired packet and move

the transmission window forward to enable transmission of new cells. When the receiver

receives a packet outside of the reception window, the receiver shifts its reception window

forward so that the end of the reception window corresponds with the newly received celi.
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 Second, Hettioh proposes a system (“Toolkit an in which a transmitter discards expired packets

and sends a special discard acknowledgment message to the receiver.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackers in a system having a

traimmitter and a receiver, whereinthe method is complementary
to the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Request protocol and

comprises the steps of:

transmitting a data packet discard notification messagefi'om the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter {was discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entries.from afirst list indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfrom the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

428. Dr. Gibson contends that the discard message is a data packet discard notification

message from Ithe transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has

discarded; the receiver receives the discard message and computes which data packets have been

discarded by the transmitter based on the discard message; and the receiver remove entries from

a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Hcegard fails to identify a list in

this reference, but instead notes that “it would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to keep

track of the expected packets using a list data structure.” I. disagree. Dr. Gibson also fails to

specifically identify list, vaguely suggesting that because the reference describes

resynchronization of the receiver and the receiver will request retransmission of cells, there must

be a list.
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 429. Toolkit -2 faiis to teach a discard notification message from the transmitter to the

receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has discarded. The discard message notifies the

receiver of a single packet that has been discarded, but provides no information about

outstanding packets other than that identified in the discard message. Toolkit n2 states that “[t]he

receiver is informed about the discarded cell by sending a special discard” message. (Emphasis

added). Toolkit —2 does not state that the receiver would similarly stop waiting for other

outstanding packets below the packet identified in the discard message. Therefore, Toolkit—2

fails to teach a discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating dam

packels the transmitter has discarded.

430. Dr. Gibson fails to specifically identify list, vaguely suggesting that because the

reference describes resynchronization of the receiver and the receiver will request retransmission

of ceils, there must be a list. Hewever, resynchronization and requesting retransmission of cells

do not definitiveiy show that the receiver uses a list.

431, Even. if Dr. Gibson could show a list, the Tooklit does not disclose “removing

entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter.”

Although the Tooklit generally mentions that the discard message moves the window, it does not

specifically disclose how this mechanism should be implemented. Thus, the Tooklit fails to

teach a receiver which removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be

received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the

computing step.

432. Furthermore, The Toolkit will result in unacceptable delays. The Toolkit

describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it receives a

retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot send the
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discard message or move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits, packets

will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission

request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and

retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before the transmitter

can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter

will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an

unacceptable consequence of The Toolkit’s reliance on receiving a retransmission request.

433. Todlkit—i also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard

notification scheme which anticipates the ”435 patent because it can result in deadlock due to

incorrectly sorted cells. The Hertich-l receiver cannot distinguish between discarded packets

and packets received incorrectly outside of the reception window} the same problem

acknowledged by Vomefeld in his diploma paper. Vomefeld explained how this shortcoming

could result in a failure in Figure 5.4 of his paper, reproduced below as Figure 5.4, which

Vornefeld labeled “Incorrect exchange of ATM~cells in phases with a high frame error ratio."
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Figure 4: System Failure Using H'ettich—I

DEFSOOOO7572. In Vomefeld’s example, packets 2 through 5 are sent to the transmitter, and

packets 2 and 4 are lost in transmission. The transmitter then attempts to transmit packets 6, 7, O,

l, and 2 in order, but packets 6, 7, 0, and I are lost in transmission. When the receiver receives

packet 2, it observes packet 2 as a retransmission “and sorts it incorrectiy,” resulting in system

gridiock.

434.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’43?) Patent

2. The method ofclaim I, wherein the data packet discard

notification message coaiaiiis afield indicating aformai qfthe
message.

Because The Toolkit fails to anticipate eiaim 1 of the “435 patent, it also fails to

anticipate this claim.
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435. Dr. Heegard fails to identify afield indicating a format of the discard notification

message, but instead notes that “it would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to include a

field in the discard message as one way to indicate a format of the message.” It is my opinion

that it would not have been obvious to one skilled in the art to include a field in the data packet

discard notification message to indicate the format of the message.

436. Dr. Gibson fails to identify a specific field of the discard message indicating the

format of the discard notification message. Rather, Dr. Gibson vaguely states that The Toolkit

“describes that messages have different structures and may have header fields.” Certainly this is

not an identification of format field indicating the format of the discard notification message.

Gibson, p. xx-131-l33. Indeed, Dr. Gibson provides no analysis indicating why he ‘believes the

excerpts he cited show a field indicating the format of the discard message. Further, The Toolkit

makes no reference to a format field within the discard message.

i) U.S. 6,621,799 (Kemp, et al.) (“Kemp Patent”)

437. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that patent US 6,62l,799 (“Kemp

Patent”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. i disagree with this conclusion. This reference fails to

disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from

the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

This reference also fails to enable one skilled in the art to implement a discard notification

scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

(1) Background

438. The Kemp Patent discloses a method whereby a transmitter sends a receiver a

data packet. If the receiver receives a packet out of sequence, then it will send a seiective

acknowledgment back to the transmitter indicating that it is missing a packet. In response to the

selective acknowledgment, the transmitter will retransmit the packet. This process repeats itself
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until the packet exceeds the maximum number of retries. When the transmitter receives a

selective acknowledgment for a packet which has exceeded the maximum number of retries, it

will send a “done” message indicating the packet has been discarded-

(2) Claim 1 ofthe 9435 Patent

1. A. methodfiir discarding packets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is camplementaty

t0 the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Request protocol and
comprises the steps Qf:

transmitting a data packet discard notification messagefrom the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

camputz‘ng which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entriesfrom afirst its! ataicating data packets expected

to be receivedfirm the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

439. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard contend that the “Done” message is a data packet

discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the

transmitter has discarded; the receiver receives the “Done” message and computes which data

packets have been discarded by the transmitter based on the “Done” message; and the receiver

remove entries from a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter,

wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Gibson

identifies the “receive buffer” as the list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter. Dr. Heegard identifies the “read queue” as the list indicating data packets expected

to be received from the transmitter. The “receive buffer” Dr. Gibson referred to appears to be

the same structure as the “read queue” Dr. Heegard identified.
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440. Dr. Gibson and Dr. .Heegard identified the “receiver buffer” described in Kemp’s

Patent as a list of expected packets. However, receiver buffers used in SR-ARQ protocols at the

time did not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, receive buffers stored packets they

received and held those packets until the reception window moved forward. When the reception

window moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence numbers lower than the

starting sequence number of the reception window were sent up to the next layer. Kemp’s Patent

gives no indication that his receiver buffer maintained an explicit list of packets expected to be

received.

441. Even if the receiver buffer could be considered a list, Kemp’s Patent does not

disclose “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from
I)

the transmitter. Although Kemp’s Patent generally mentions that the discard message moves

the window, it does not specifically disclose how this mechanism should be implemented. Thus,

Kemp’s Patent fails to teach a receiver which removes entries from a first list indicating data

packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data

packets identified in the computing step.

442. Furthermore, Kemp’s Patent will result in unacceptable delays. Kemp’s Patent

describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it receives a

retransmission request. If the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot send the

discard message or move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits, packets

will begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission

request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and

retransmission requests may also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before the transmitter

can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter
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will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an

unacceptable consequence of Kemp’s Patent’s reiiance on receiving a retransmission request.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofciaim I, wherein the data packet discard

notification message containS-afield indicating aformat oftke
message.

'443. Because the Kemp Patent fails to anticipate claim 1 of the ’435 patent, it also fails

to anticipate this claim.

444. Dr. Gibson fails to identify a Specific field of the done niessage indicating the

message format- Rather, Dr. Gibson vaguely references “various inessage formats, including

packets with header fields” as the field indicating the format of the discard notification message.

Gibson, p. XX—i64. The excerpts Gibson referenced bear littie if any relation to this statement

and he provides no analysis indicating why he believes these excerpts show a field indicating the

format of the clone message-

i145. Dr. Heegard also fails to identify a specific field of the done message indicating

the message format. Dr. Heegard identifies a “field in the header of a subsequent packet” as the

field indicating the format of the discard notification message. P.56. Dr. Heegard cites a

passage in Kemp’s patent that states: “[s]ending the indicationthat the first data packet will not

be further retransmitted can include transmitting a second data packet from the source to the

destination which includes the indication that the first data packet will not be further

retransmitter, for instance, in the header of the second data packet.” This excerpt explains that a

subsequent packet may indicate, in. its header; that the previous packet will not be retransmitter.

The excerpt gives no indication that the information sent in the header of the second packet

represents the format of the first or second message. Further, Kemp’s patent makes no reference

to a format field within the done message.
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j) JP filo-126772 (“Suzuki”)

446. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that Japanese Patent Application (“JP

Hui-126772) dated May 15, 1998 (“Suzuki”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree with this

conclusion. This reference fails to disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data

packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data

packets identified in the computing step. This reference also fails to enable one skiiied in the art

to implement a discard notification scheme which anticipates the ’435 patent.

(1} Background

44?. Suzuki discloses a. method for dynamic picture image data transfer, wherein

dynamic picture image data is made up of a piurality of image frames. The sender converts the

images to packets and sends them sequentially to the receiver. If the receiver sends a

retransmission request for a packet which has been discarded, the sender will send a “dump

notice” indicating to the receiver that the packet has been discarded. Upon reception of the

dump notice, the receiver treates the packet has having been received and terminates the resend

request.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A merhaa’far discardingpackets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary

to {he Seicclive Repeat A aromatic Repeai Request protocol and

comprises the Steps of}

transmitting a data packet discard ramification messagefrom the

transmitter to (he receiver indicaling data packets (he
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packcl discard notificafioa message;

computing which data packers have been discarded by the

IJ-‘ansmffler based on the data packet discard Halificaiian
message
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removing entriesfi‘om afirst list indicating data packets expected
to be receivedfrom the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

448. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard contend that the dump message is a data packet

discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the

transmitter has discarded; the receiver receives the dump message and computes which data

packets have been discarded by the transmitter based on the dump message; and the receiver

remove entries from a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter,

wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Gibson

identifies the “sequence number list and receiver buffer” as lists indicating data packets expected

to be received from the transmitter. Dr. 'Heegard identifies the “packet list” as the list indicating

data packets expected to be received from the transmitter. The “sequence number list” Dr.

Gibson referred to appears to be the same structure as the “packet list” Dr. Heegard identified.

449. Suzuki fails to teach a transmitter transmitting a data packet discard notification

message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has discarded.

The dump message notifies the reCeiver of a single packet that has been discarded, but provides

no information about outstanding packets other than that identified in the dump message. Suzuki

states that when the transmitter “is not holding a packet for which a resent request has been given

from the receiving side, [it] issues a dump notice indicating to the receiving side that the packet

has already been dumped, and the receiving side treats the packet as having been received. . . .”

13513800006039 (emphasis added). Suzuki does not state that the receiver would similarly stop

waiting for other outstanding packets below the packet identified in the dump message.

Therefore, Suzuki faiis to teach a transmitter transmitting a data packet discard notification

message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has discarded.
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450. Dr. Gibson identifies the “receiver buffer” described in Suzuki as a list of

expected packets. However, receiver buffers used in SR—ARQ protocols at the time did not

comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, receive buffers stored packets they received and

held those packets until the reception window moved forward. When. the reception window

moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence numbers lower than the starting

sequence number of the reception window were sent up to the next layer. Suzuki gives no

indication that his receiver buffer maintained an exPEicit list ofpackets expected to be received.

451. Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson also identify the “packet fist” described in Suzuki as

the “list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter.” To the contrary,

Suzuki explicitiy states that the packet list “indicates the sequence numbers of packets received

without errors.” Suzuki Patent para. 45. The receiver does not expect to receive packets from

the transmitter that it has aiready received without errors, thus a list of packets correctly received

is not a tist indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter.

452. Even if the receiver buffer or packet Eist couid be considered a list of expected

packets, Suzuki does not disciose “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets
3

expected to be received from the transmitter.’ Although Suzuki generally mentions that the

discard message moves the window, it does not Specifically disclose how this mechanism should

be implemented. thus, Suzuki fails to teach a receiver which removes entries from a first list

indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

453. Furthermore, Suzuki will result. in unacceptable deiays. Suzuki describes a

system in which the transmitter only sends a discard message after it receives a retransmission

request. If the retransmission request is lost, the transmitter cannot send the discard message or
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 move its transmission window forward. While the transmitter waits, packets will begin to queue

in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not send another retransmission request until it receives

another packet from the transmitter, but the ensuing packets and retransmission requests may

also be lost, resulting in a significant delay before- the transmitter can finally send a discard

message. As time passes, the packets backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as weii.

This unnecessary loss of a substantial amount of data is an unacceptable consequence of

Suzuki’s reliance on receiving a retransmission request.

(3) Claim 2 of the ”435 Patent

2. Tite'method ofciaim I, wherein the data packet discard

notification message contains afield indicating aforma! thhe
message.

454. Because Suzuki fails to anticipate claim 1 of the ’435 patent, it also fails to

anticipate this claim.

455. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard fail to identify a Specific field of the dump message

indicating the message format. Rather, they state that there are “different types of messages,

including data and controi packets,” apparently arguing that as a result, there must be a field

indicating the format of the dump message. Gibson, p. XX-187. Dr. Gibson provides no

supporting analysis whatsoever explaining this statement.

k) DE 19543280 (Walke, et. al.) (“Walker’s ComNets Patent”)

456. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the German patent-DE 18543280

(“Walke’s ComNets Patent”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree with this conclusiori. This

reference fails to disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be

received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the

computing step. This reference also fails to enabie one skilled in the art to implement a discard

notification scheme which anticipates the ”435 patent.
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  (1) Background

457. Walke’s CornNets Patent discloses a discard message labeled a “Delay PDU”

used in a standard SR—ARQ protocol which notifies a receiver that-the transmitter has discarded a

packet. The Delay PDU is used to inform receivers that cells have been discarded and is only

sent after the receiver sends a retransmission request-

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1 . A inetnodfor discarding packets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is contpiementaiy
to the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Request protocol and

comprises the Steps of:

transmitting a data packet discard notzfication messagefrom the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message,-

computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entriesfrom at my! list indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfrom the transmitter, wherein the entries

correSpond to data packets identified in the computing step.

458. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard contend that the Delay PD'U is a data packet discard

notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter

has discarded; the receiver receives the Delay PDU and computes which data packets have been

discarded by the transmitter based on the Delay PDU; and the receiver remove entries from a list

indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a list,

stating only that “it would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to keep track of the

expected packets using a list data structure.” I disagree. Dr. Gibson also fails to identify a list
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indicating packets expected to he received, rather stating only that the reference explains that the

receiver is responsible for maintaining the sequence of received cells.

459. Walke’s CornNets Patent fails to teach a transmitter transmitting a data packet

discard notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the

transmitter has discarded. The Delay PDU notifies the receiver of a single packet that has been

discarded, but provides no information aboat Outstanding packets other than that identified in the

Delay PDU. In Walke’ ComNets Patent, he gives an example in which a single packet, packet l,

is discarded by the transmitter and never successfully received by the receiver. The transmitter

“sends an N frame with sequence number 4 which p‘iggyhacks the delays (1) command. This

tells the receiver not to wait for anything else on frame 1 and it is able to widen it’s receive

9

window.’ Walke’s ComNets Patent, col. l3. Walke does not state that the receiver would

similarly stop waiting for other outstanding packets below packet 3. Therefore, Walke’s

ComNets Patent fails to teach a transmitter transmitting a data packet discard notification

message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating datapackets the transmitter has discarded.

460. Walke’s CemNets Patent also fails to teach a list indicating packets expected to

be received. Dr. Gibson stated only that the reference explains that the receiver is responsible for

maintaining the sequence of received cells. The receiver need not maintain a list of expected

packets in order to maintain the sequence of received cells.

46!. Even if Dr. Gibson could show a list, Walke’s ComNets Patent does not disclose

“removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to he received from the
:l

transmitter.’ Although Walker’s ComNets Patent generally mentions that the discard message

moves the window, it does not specifically disclose how this mechanism should be implemented.

Thus, Walke’s CornNets Patent fails to teach a receiver which removes entries from a first list
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 indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

462. Furthermore, Waike’s ComNets Patent will result in unacceptable delays.

Walke’s CornNets Patent describes a system in which the transmitter only sends a discard

message after it receives a retransmission request. If the retransmission request is test, the

transmitter cannot send the discard message or move its transmission window forward. While

the transmitter waits, packets wiii begin to queue in the transmit buffer. The receiver will not

send another retransmission request until it receives another packet from the transmitter, but the

ensuing packets and retransmission requests may also be inst, resulting in a significant delay

before the transmitter can finally send a discard message. As time passes, the packets

backlogged in the transmitter will begin to expire as well. This unnecessary loss of a substantial

amount of data is an unacceptable consequence or Waike’s ComNets Parent’s reliance on

receiving a retransmission request.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. ’I‘he method ofclaim I, wherein the data packet discard

notg‘ication message contains afiefd indicating aformat ofthe
message.

463. Because Waike’s ComNets Patent faiis to anticipate claim 2 of the ’435 patent, it

also fails to anticipate this claim.

l) (1.3. 6,424,625 (Larsson, et ai.) (“Ericsson’s ’625 patent”)

464. Both Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson contend that the US. 6,424,625 patent

(“Ericssori’s ”625 patent”) anticipates the “435 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This

reference does not disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to

be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the

computing step.
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(I) Background

465- Ericsson’s ”625 patent discioses a method whereby a transmitter can command a

receiver to receive a packet which is not consecutive with a previously received packet, and

command the receiver to release expectation of all packets below that non-consecutive packet.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpockets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary
to the Selective RepeatAuzomatic Repeat Requestprotocol and

comprises the steps of:

transmitting a data packet discard nottj‘icetion messagefrom the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded-

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

computing which datapackets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entries fi‘Om efirst list indicating datapackets expected
to be receivedfi‘om the transmitter, wherein 1118 entries

correspond to datapackets identified in the computing step.

466. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard contend that the command is a data packet discard

notification message from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter

has discarded; the receiver receives the command and computes which data packets have been

discarded by the transmitter based on the command; and the receiver remove entries from a list

indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step. Dr. Heegard fails to identify a list,

stating only that “it would have been obvious to one of skiit in the an to keep track of the
$

expected packets using a list data structure.’ I disagree. Dr. Gibson identified the receiver

buffer as a list of packets expected to be received.
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 467. Dr. Gibson identifies the “receiver buffer” described in Ericsson’s ’625 patent as

a list of expected packets. However, receiver buffers used in SR-ARQ protocois at the time did

not comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, receive buffers stored packets they received and

held those packets until the reception window moved forward. When the reception window

moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence numbers lower than the starting

sequence number of the reception window were sent up to thenext layer. Ericsson’s ’625 patent

gives no indicatiou that his receiver buffer maintained an explicit list of packets expected to be

received.

468. Even if the receiver buffer could be considered a list, Ericsson‘s ’625 patent does

not disclose “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received
I:

from the transmitter. Ericsson’s ’625 patent specifically describes how to move the reception

window forward, but makes no mention of a list. Thus, Ericsson’s. ’625 patent does not teach a

receiver which removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received

from the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing

step.

(3} Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofciaim I, wherein the data packet discard

notification message contains afield indicating aformat oft/re
message. ‘

469. Because Ericsson’s ’625 patent fails to anticipate claim I of the ’435 patent, it

also fails- to anticipate this ciaim.

at) ”BBB Std. 802.11 1997 Standard (“802.11 1997 Standard”)

470. Dr. Gibson contends that the iEELE Std. 802.11 1997 Standard (“802.11 1997

Standard”) anticipates the ‘435 patent. I disagree with this conclusion. This reference does not
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disclose removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from

the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

(1) Background

471. 802.11 1997 Standard discloses a transmitter that fragments service data units

(“SDUS”) into at ieast one protocol data (“PDU”) unit and transmits the PDUs to a receiver.

Each PDU inciudes a field indicating whether the PDU is the last fragment of the SDU to be sent

to the receiver.

(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary

to the Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Request protocol and

comprises the steps of}

lronsmitting a data packet discard notflicotion messagefi’om Ike

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitier has discarded

receiving the dale packet discard notificalion message;

comparing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the dam packet discard notificalion
message

removing eniriesjrom afirsi list indicating dam [Jackets expected
to be receivedfrom the n'onsmitier, wherein [he entries

correspond lo dolor packets identified in the computing slop.

472. Dr. Gibson contends that sending a PDU with a control field indicating no other

fragments of an ADU will be received is a data packet discard notification message from the

transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter has discarded; the receiver

receives the PDU and computes which data packets have been discarded by the transmitter based

on the control message; and the receiver remove entries from a list indicating data packets

expected to be received item the transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets
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identified in the computing step. Dr. Gibson identified the defragmentation-process as evidence

that there is a list ofpackets expected to be received.

473. The 802.11. 1997 Standard does not teach a list indicating packets expected to be

received. Dr. Gibson identified the defragmentation process as evidence that the 802.” 1997

standard includes a list of expected packets. The receiver need not maintain a list of expected

packets in order to perform defragmentatiori. The receiver need only keep track of the sequence

numbers of received packets and note when it receives a packet indicating it is the last fragment

has been sent. The receiver need not track packets “expected to be received.”

(3) ClaimZ of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofcfaim I, wherein lire data packet discard

notification message contains afield indicating aformat ofrhe
message.

474. Because 802.1i 1997 Standard fails to anticipate claim 1. ofthe- ’435 patent, it also

fails to anticipate this claim.

it) U.S. 6,683,850 (Dunning, et at.) (“Intel ’850 Patent”)

475. Dr. Gibson contends that the patent US 6,683,850 anticipates the ‘435 patent. I

disagree with this conclusion. This reference does not disclose removing entries from a first list

indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

(1) Background

476. The Intel “850 Patent teaches that when a receiver fails to respond to a message

after several retries, the “undeliverable packet is sent back to the scarce” and “the device shuts

down the link, preventing it from carrying any fiirther traffic.” Intel “850 patent col, 9: 1-10. At

this point, the transport layer “is appraised of the problem {and} sends one last packet, flushing

the failing path.”
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(2) Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1 . A methodfor discardingpackets in a system having a

transmitter and a receiver, wherein the method is complementary
to the Selective Repeat A atomatic Repeat Request protocot and
comprises the steps of: '

transmitting a data packet discard notification messagefrom the
transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the
transmitter has discarded;

receiving the data packet discard notification message;

computing which datapackets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on the data packet discard notification
message

removing entriesfrom afirst tist indicating data packets expected

to be receivedfrom the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to datapackets identified in the computing step.

477, Dr. Gibson’s analysis of the Intel ’850 patent is unclear. He apparently contends

that the “East packet” sent from a transmitter to a receiver to “flush{} the failing pathi’ is a discard

notification message; that the receiver receives this last packet and computes which data packets

have been discarded by the transmitter based on this last packet, and removes entries from a first

list indicating data packets expected to be received.

478. The Intel’ ”850 patent does not teach a discard notification message, receiving

such a message, computing which data packets have been discarded, or removing entries from a

list of expected packets. Rather, the ’850 patent teaches that when a receiver faiis to respond to a

message after severai retries, the “undeliverable packet is sent back to the source” and “the

device shuts down the kink, preventing it from carrying any further traffic.” Intel ’850 patent col.

9:1~10. The transmitter then “sends one last packet, flushing the failing path.” The Intel ‘850

patent does not clarify what is meant by “flush the failing path,” but there is no indication that

the last packet indicates any packets that the transmitter discarded. The parent does not ciearly

identify which entity sends the East packet, where the last packet is sent, or what is included in
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 the last packet. Furthermore, the patent apparently sought to address a situation in which the

receiver fails to respond. If so, the receiver would never receive this final packet. The Intel ’850

patent therefore does not teach sending or receiving a discard notification message, or computing

which packets have been discarded based on the discard notification message.

479. The Intel’ ’850 parent does not teach a list indicating packets expected to be

received. Dr. Gibson identifies the “receiver buffer” described in the Intei’ ’850 patent as a list

of expected packets. However, receiver buffers used in SR-ARQ protocols at the time did not

comprise a list of expected packets. Rather, receive buffers stored packets they received and

held those packets untii the receptiori window moved forward. When the reception window

moved forward, the packets in the receiver buffer with sequence numbers lower than the starting

sequence number of the reception Window were sent up to the next layer. The Intel’ ’850 patent

gives no indication that his receiver buffer maintained an explicit list of packets expected to be

received.

480. Even if the receiver buffer could be considered a list, the Intel’ ’850 patent does

not disclose “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received
3

from the transmitter.’ The Intel” ’850 patent provides absolutely no descriptiori of how this

mechanism should be impiemented. Thus, the Intel’ ’850 patent faiis to teach a receiver which

removes entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

(3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The ritefhoa‘ Ufa-{aim I, wherein the data packet discard

HOHfiCGfiOn message contains afield indicating afar-mat ofihe
message.

481. Because 802.11 1997 Standard fails to anticipate claim I of the ’435 patent, it also

fails to anticipate this claim.
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o) U.S. 6,181,704 (Drottar, et 31.) (“Intel "1'94 Patent”)

482. Dr. Gibson. contends that the patent US 6,181,704 anticipates the ‘435 patent. I

disagree with this conciusion. This reference does not disclose removing entries from a first list

indicating data packets expected to be received. from the transmitter, wherein the entries

correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

(1) Background

483. The Intel ’704 Patent teaches a method for transmitting data in a network from a

source node to an intermediary point to a destination node. A. copy of each packet is stored at the

source node untii it receives an acknowledged that the packet was correctly received- If it

receives a negative acknowledgment, the source node will resend the incorrectly received packet

and all subsequent packets to the destination node.

(2} Claim 1 of the ’435 Patent

1. A methodfor discardingpackets in a system having a
transmitter and a receiver, wherein the merited is complemeniary

(0 the Selective Repeal Automatic Repeat Request protocol and
comprises the steps of}

transmiiting a data packet discard notification messagefrom lire

transmiiter to the receiver indicaiing data packets the
transmitter nas discarded;

receiving the data packet discard noiificaiion message;

computing which data packets have been discarded by the

transmitter based on (he data packet discard noiificaiion
message

removing eniriesjrom afirs! list indicating data packets expected
to be receivedfl'om the transmitter: wherein the entries

correspond to dam packers identified in tire comparing step.

484. Dr. Gibson’s analysis of the Intel ’704 patent is unclear. The Intel ’704 Patent

does not teach discarding incorrectiy received packets= and therefore does not teach sending a

discard notification from the transmitter to the receiver indicating data packets the transmitter
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has discarded, a receiver receiving the discard notification, a receiving computing which packets

have been discarded, or a receiver removing entries from a list indicating data packets expected

to be received. Indeed, the only packets arguably discarded in the Intel ’704 Patent are packets

which have been correctly received by the receiver and for which the transmitter has received

acknowledgments. The Intel. ’704 Patent does not contemplate a transmitter discarding packets

which were not correctly received and notifying the receiver of the packeds)’ discardance.

{3) Claim 2 of the ’435 Patent

2. The method ofciaim I, wherein the data packet discard

itofmcarion message contains afield indicating aformal ofthe
message.

485. Because 802.11 1997' Standard fails to anticipate claim 1 of the ’435 patent, it aiso

fails to anticipate this claim.

3. Response to Alleged Obviousness References

486. As expiained above, none of the asserted obviousness references disclose

removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected to be received from the

transmitter, wherein the entries correspond to data packets identified in the computing step.

Accordingly, no combination of references can disclose this limitation. Even if one or more

references discloses this limitation, it is not obvious to combine elements Jfrom different

retransmission protocols. A change such as this which fundamentally alters the implementation

of the reception window may have unexpected or undesirable effects when combined with other

modifications to the standard SR—ARQ protocol.

4. Response to Dr. Gibson’s Section 112 Arguments for the ’435 patent .

487. I disagree that the asserted claims of the ‘435 patent faii to comply with the A

provisions of 35 USC § 1 12. Some of Dr. Gibson’s arguments appear to reiate to infringement

issues. Accordingly, i hereby incorporate my infringement report.
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a) “transmitting a data packet discard notification message”

488. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “transmitting a data packet discard

notification message” is indefinite, lacks written description, and is not enabled. I disagree. Dr.

Gibson argues that the patent does not disclose a discard notification message that does not

identify each and every packet acknowiedged and. discarded, or does not allow the receiver to

compute which packets were discarded. The ’435 specification identifies multipie embodiments

which do not specifically identify each and every packet acknowiedged and discarded. See, e.g.,

’435 cols. 2:43-3:44. For example, the patent describes an embodiment utilizing a starting

sequence number and a length field indicating how many packets should be discarded. See, eg,

’435 cois. 2:47-53. Regardless, the accused functionality enables the receiver to compute which

packets were discarded. The accused iEEE 802.1111 devices send explicit and implicit block

acknowledgment requests notifying the receiver that all packets below the sequence number

identified in the BAR have been discarded. One of ordinary skill in the art wouid recognize that

the specification describes such a discard notification message, would be abie to make the

invention work without undue experimentation, and would be able to determine what the claims

cover.

b) “indicating data packets the transmitter has discarded”

489. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “indicating data packets the transmitter

has discarded” is indefinite, iacks written description, and is not enabied. I disagree. Dr. Gibson

argues that the patent does not disclose a discard notification message that does not identify each

and every packet acknowledged and discarded, or does not allow the receiver to compute which

packets were discarded. The ‘435 specification identifies multiple embodiments which do not

specificaliy identify each and every packet acknowledged and discarded. See, eg, ’435 cols.

2:43-3:44. For example, the patent describes an embodiment utilizing a starting sequence
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number and a length field indicating how many packets should be ”discarded. See, e.g, ’435 cols.

2:47—53. Regardless, the accused functionality enables the receiver to compute which packets

were discarded. The accused IBEE 802.1111 devices send explicit and implicit block

acknowledgment requests notifying the receiver that all packets below the sequence number

identified in the BAR have been discarded. One ofordinary skill in the art would recognize that

the specification describes such a discard notification message indicating data packets the

transmitter has discarded, would be able to make the invention work without undue

experimentation, and would be able to determine what the claims cover.

c) “computing which data packets have been discarded by the
transmitter”

490. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “computing which data packets have been

discarded by the transmitter” is indefinite, lacks written description, and is not enabled. 1

disagree. Dr. Gibson argues that the patent does not disclose a discard notification message that

does not identify each and every packet acknowledged and discarded, or does not allow the

receiver to compute which packets were discarded. The ’435 specification identifies multiple

embodiments which do not specifically identify each and every packet acknowledged and

discarded. See, e.g., ’435 cols. 2:43-3:44. For example, the patent describes an embodiment

utilizing -a starting sequence number and a length field indicating how many packets should be

discarded. See, e.g., ”435 cols. 2:47—53. Regardless, the accused functionality enables the

receiver to compute which packets were discarded. The accused IEEE 802.11n devices send

explicit and implicit block acknowledgment requests notifying the receiver that all packets below

the sequence number identified in the BAR have been discarded. One of ordinary skill in the art

would recognize that the specification describes such a discard notification message and a

receiver which could compute which data packets have been discarded by the transmitter based
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on that message, would be able to make the inv'entiori work without undue experimentation, and

would be able to determine what the claims cover.

d) “the data packet discard notification message contains a field

indicating the format of the message” '

491. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “the data packet discard notification

message contains a field indicating the format of the message” is indefinite, lacks written

description, and is not enabled. I disagree. Dr. Gibson argues that the parent does not disclose

such a field “that does not indicate the format of the claimed data packet discard notification

7)

message. To the contrary, the patent discloses a field that indicates the format of the discard

notification message. See, e.g., 2:45-49 (“The CDN message 200 optionally includes a CDN

message identification field CDNM. ID, which can indicate that the message is a CDN message,

and which can indicate the type of format of the CDN message 200.”). Furthermore, the accused

IEEE 802.11n devices indicate the format of the explicit and implicit block acknowledgment

requests, the discard notification messages. One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that

the specification describes such a format field, would be able to make the invention work without

undue experimentation, and would be able to determine what the claims cover.

e) “removing entries from a first list indicating data packets expected
to he received from the transmitter”

492. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “removing entries from a first list

indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter” is indefinite, lacks written

description, and is not enabied. I disagree. Dr. Gibson argues that the patent does not disclose a

discard notification message that does not identify each and every packet acknowledged and

discarded, or does not allow the receiver to compute which packets were discarded. The ‘435

specification identifies multiple embodiments which do not specifically identify each and every

packet acknowledged and discarded. See, e.g., ’435 cols. 2:43-3:44. For example,-the patent
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 describes an embodiment utiiizing a starting sequence number and a iength field indicating how

many packets should be discarded. See, agi, ’435 coIs. 2:47-53. Furthermore, the specification

explains that the receiver should alter the list of packets it expects to receive based on the

computation of discarded packets. See, e.g, ’435 cols. 2:30—34; 421-8. Regardless, the accused

functionality enables the receiver to compute which packets were discarded and remove entries

from a list indicating data packets expected to be received from the transmitter. The accused

IEEE 802.11n devices send expiicit and implicit block acknowledgment requests notifying the

receiver that all packets below the sequence number identified in the BAR have been discarded,

and upon reception, the receiver removes the entries associated with those discarded packets

from the list of packets expected to be received. One of ordinary skiil in the art would recognize

that the specification describes how to remove entries from a first list indicating data packets

expected to be received from the transmitter based on the information provided in such a discard

notification message, would be able to make the invention work without undue experimentation,

and would be able to determine what the claims cover.

D. 11.8. PATENT No. 6,519,223

493. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard aliege that the asserted claims of the ’223 patent are

anticipated by prior art. I disagree. None of the references cited by Dr. Gibson or Dr. Heegard

teaches or disc103es all the limitations of the asserted ciaims.

494. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard also allege that these references render the asserted

claims of the “223 patent obvious either alone or in combination with one or more other

references. I disagree. None of the prior art references taught or disclosed at! limitations of the

asserted claims. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard further did not identify how a specific combination

of references would render the asserted claims obvious, and without doing so they cannot meet

the requisite clear and convincing evidentiary standard. As discussed below, none of the
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references identified by Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard teaches each limitation of the asserted

claims of the ’223 patent. Nor does any identified combination of reference render such claims

obvious.

495. The application that issued as US. Patent No. 6,519,223 entitled “System and

Method for Implementing a Semi Reliable Retransmission Protocol” was filed on April @1999.

The ’223 patent issued on February 11, 2003.

1. Claim Construction

496. The parties have agreed on a construction for the following term:

~223 patent means for transmitting a ‘move The claim term is a means-plus-
receiving window' request when said function limitation under 35 U.S.C. §
discard timer expires and said 111%} 6.

acknowledgement message for each

said at least one protocol data unit has Recited Function:

not been received transmitting a ‘move receiving
window“ request when said discard

timer expires and said

acknowledgement message for each
said at least one protocol data unit
has not been received

Corresponding Structure:
the transmitter. as described in 3:65-

67 and illustrated in Fig. 2 and
e uis‘aients thereof

 
I have applied this construction in my analysis,
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2. Response to Alleged Anticipation References

497. Asserted claims I, 11, and 19 all require the use of a retransmission timer which

is initialized when an SDU is passed to the data link layer. By starting the timer at this moment,

a transmitter is able to account for processing delays at the MAC and physical layers as well as

delays inherent in transmitting packets wirelessly. In contrast, if the timer were started at the

moment of packet transmission, the transmitter could have an inaccurate picture of packet delay

because the timer would not account for processing deiays occurring at the MAC and physical

layer.

498'. In addition, dependent claims. 14 and 21 both require that the transmitter send a

move receiving window request message when the discard timer expires. This process ensures

that the receiver stays synchronized with the transmitter when the transmitter discards stale

packets.

499. None of the asserted prior art references disclose either of these iimitat'ions.

a) Bakker, et 31., An Air Interface for High Bandwidth Cellular

Digital Communications on Microwave Frequencies, Vehicular

Technology Conference (“Bakker”)

500. Bakker describes a research project for a high bandwidth wireless system. The

Link portion of the Bakker system is illustrated below:
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BanaMdm Assignment Error Co

rec

Figure 2 - Camgonenm of Link

501. The Link receives data from the higher layers and prepares it for release on the

radio channel. Data enters the Link as datagrams. As each datagram is received, the Link

analyzes the datagram to determine which traffic class it belongs to. This traffic class allows theq

Link to prioritize certain types of traffic. Datagrams are stored in buffers prior to being sent over

the radio éhannei. When a datagram enters its buffer, a tinie stamp is entered. If a datagram

remains in the buffer after the expiration of a class specific deadline, the datagram is deleted.

‘QQS is determined by a number of parmnetereper service
clause-These par-mien are priority, maximum numher of

retriee and agitation time Erma Q93 aim has mom buffer,
the deem of which is determined by the precinct 12f the

aléocated enndwidm and the expimuen time for meet-r453.
Detagrams get a tit-meeting} when-me}: arrive in their buffer; 1E"

they remain in the tun-(fer longer than fireexpiratien time, they
are deleted. Nate teat the expiration times: else have impact on

dazagmms that are. heingretrieri. If" a {121(3ng wires whiie it
is stiii being D-foélfiifid in}: the. EEG algorithm. the same: wiii

signal "the receiver that it will step mining fragments {if this
datagtam At faint point, me receiver will make a beeteeffart

attempt at rewnsuneting the tiesagrani hefiore manning 3:, cm.
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Bandniddi is aiieicated using die per—cisss pdtaity
according to a snapte atgariflmi. At the beginning at each-
fraae. determinism is started with an? Aim retries at the
datagsazns of the traffic class with dis highest prisms, and
after that we estimate cf the datagtam suffer at this ciaasi It

Bakker at pg. E36.

(1) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

502. Bakker does not disclose initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the data

link layer. It is unclear when the timer in Bakker is initiaiized. To the extent DIS. Gibson and

Heegard contend that Bakker uses prev-buffering , this reference discloses receiving a datagram at

the link layer, processing the packet for QOS considerations, and then starting a timer" after the

datagram is placed in a buffer for the Q08 class. Under this scenario, the timer is initialized

after the datagram enters the data link layer. However, this scenario has the drawback that

datagrams must be stored in a QOS buffer, while fragments of datagrams must be stored

Accordingly, this referencedoes not disclose initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the

data link layer.

(2} Said service data unit being discarded by said transmitter

and said receiver when said acknowiedgement m23sage is not

transmitted for said at least one protocol data unit and said

discard timer expires.

503. Bakker does not disciose a receiver discarding an SDU when an

acknowledgement message is not transmitted and the discard timer expires. Instead, Bakker

requires the receiver to forward the SDU to the higher layer.

are {blend Note Li:at "the expiration times else hare impact on
datagrants that are beingrented. if a druagram expires white it
is still being corrected by the ARC} algorithm the sender wiil
signal the receiver that it wilt stops sewing fragments of this
datagrain. A! that point, the receiver will rinks a bestsetfon

attempt at reconstructing the (integrals haters sending it tat.
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Bakker at pg. 136.

(3) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

504. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in Bakker sends a move receiving

window request by sending a message that the transmitter will. stop retrying fragments of a

datagram:

are {fainted Note that the expiretinn times also have fitment 13;}
detegrerns thet em being,senied if a {Integrate wires. white it
is stili being seemed by the sen signfithm the sender with

signal the receiver that it lair-iii stop reti‘ying fragments of this
detagtettt fist that point, the receiver wiii make a Ernestine

attempt at reconstructing the detergent}; hetore sending it no.

Bakker at pg. 136.

505. However, this short explanation identified by Dr- Gibson does not disclose a

move receiving window request. Bakker does not disclose a receiver window, or any mechanism

for moving a receiver window. The above citation from Bakker refers to a message sent to the

receiver, but it is unclear if the receiver reSponds by moving its window (if it maintains a

window). Even if Bakker did disclose a receiver that maintains a window, the receiver could

move that window based on its own timer, or based on other commands or protocols.

Accordingly, Bakker does not disclose sending a move receiving window request when a discard

timer expires.

b} Dietmar Petras, et a}. Candidate Protocol Stack (MAC + LLC) for
a Wireless ATM Air Interface (“Petras Comnets Submission”)

506. The Petras Comnets submission discloses some research findings to the ETSI

BRAN project. The system described in this reference relies on an ARQ protocoi for real time

services. Each cell is assigned a max ceil delay (Ts max). Before sending a cell, a transmitter
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must determined the due date of the cell (time of arrival + Td max). If- a cell will not arrive at the

receiver prior to the due date, the cell willnot be transmitted.

. Real-time ARQ protocol: Real’tlme oriented OER and VBR services have high demands in meet-

ing the maximum cell delay Q; m. A newly developed ARC: protocol is used that automatically dis-
cards old cells alter having exceeded their due-date.

As a reel~time ARQ protocol for GER and VBR services the newly developed Selective Repeat with
Discardrng {SR/13) ARQ protocol is need. The functionality of the SRID protocol is based on a conven~

tionai selective repeat ARC) protocol. The SPJD protocol is able to adapt the effort for error recovery to
the quality of service requirements {given by the maximum delay 15,,” at the air interface and maxi-

mum cell loss ratio. {SLR} for each virtual connection. This adaptability is achieved by the followingmeans:

I The number of relransmlssions of an ATM cell is controlled by the current waiting time of the cell
inside the transmit butter or its due-date respectively. The quality of service requirements and the
current channel load are taken il’ii’O accoust.

a it is permitted to discard ATM cells which have exceeded their cluewdate.

Petras Comnets Submission at pg. 13.

507. The citations specified by Drs. Heegard and Gibson do not specify how to

determine the max cell delay, or how a transmitter calculates the time of arrival ofa cell.

(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

508. The Petras Corrmets Submission does not disclose initializing a timer when an

SDU is received by the data link layer. Instead, this reference discloses the general goal of

transmitting cells before their due dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary

calculations to achieve this goal. For example, this reference does not specify when to initialize

a timer, or when to assign a time stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running clock.

509. The Petras Comnets Submission requires the transmitter to keep track of two

different variables: max cell delay and cell arrival time. Max cell delay is an amount of time

(e.g., 5 ms), not a moment in time (when the cell is received by the data link layer). The cell

arrival time is an estimated moment in time that occurs after the cell leaves the transmitter.
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Accordingly, even if the Petras Comnets Submission disciosed the use of a timer for measuring

one or both of these variables, it could not disclose initializing the timer when an SDU is

received by the data link layer.

510. The functionality described in this reference is more complicated than using the

‘223 patent because the transmitter must constantly calculate arrival times. In addition, it is

unclear how max cell delay is to be determined.

(2) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

511. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in the Petras Comnets submission sends

a move receiving window request by sending a discard message:

I I. \ ‘ I ’3? \ \y f

in? \V‘# ‘73 ‘fi— I t o 16$}?! g}! D 1| t \{é "% I 9 u g ‘2'!
\% \% a? \% £3 git @ HR § I)?
'2‘. ‘ "3:5 l‘ f ff i, i‘ /

ARQ~Receiver
 

Petras Cornnets submission figure l i.

512. However, the discard message identified by Dr. Gibson is only sent. in response to

a selective reject message from the receiver. The discard message is not seat when the discard

timer expires (if such a timer had been disclosed). As shown in figure 11, the transmitter

discards cell 2, but does not send a discard message to the receiver. The transmitter only sends

the discard message after the receiver sends a. selective reject message for packet 2 (for the

second time) to the transmitter. Accordingly, the Petras Comnets submission does not disciose

sending a move receiving window request when a discard timer expires.
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c) Hettich, Development and Performance Evaluation of a Selective

RepeatwAutomatic Repeat Request (SR-ARQ) Protocol for

Transparent, Mobile ATM Access (“Hettich Comnets Thesis”)

513. The Hettich Comnets Thesis describes a selective repeat ARQ protocol. When

each cell is sent, a delay timer .is started. If the delay timer expires before the transmitter

receives an acknowledgement, the cell is deleted.“1

Three measures are provided to discard cells:

1. Cells from the first transmission are discarded once they have exceeded the
maximmn delay. These cells are not transferred to the transmission window. i.e.

are removed from the transmission window and replaced with newer cells. This is

the only case where the receiver does not need to be informed of the discard,
before the first transmission.

2. A Dela}; Timer is set in the sender to control the remaining lifeCycle of the cells in
the transmission window. if the time expires, the cell is discarded. If the cell was
already being transmitted, the receiver must'be informed that it was discarded.

This information is transmitted using 3 Delay PDU (chapter 5.2.4).

3. The remaining lifecycle of cells in the receiver that had to be stored temporarily
as the receiver was waiting for fi'ames missing in the sequence are monitored. if

the time runs out, the wait process is terminated and any cells that have already
been received are forwarded to the upper layer. The remaining lifecycle must be
transmitted as well for this measure, which means it involves an increased

overhead. This measure is only reasonable in cennection with measure 2.“ Hetticli

ComNets Thesis p. 34:

514. When a cell is discarded due to an expired delay timer, the transmitter does not

automatically notify the receiver. Rather, the transmitter only sends a discard message in

response to a request from the receiver: “The Delay PDU is used to inform receivers that cells

have been discarded. It is only sent if the receiver requested a discarded cell (using RR or

sash.“

"'1 See Generally Hetrich Comnets Thesis at pgs. 40-46.

“5 Hcm'ch Comncts Thesis at pg. 34.
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(l) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

515. The Hettich Comnets Thesis does not disclose initializing a timer when an SDU is

received by the data link layer. Instead, this reference discloses initializing a timer when a cell is

placed in a specific Send_Data_0bject. Because LLC layer processing is necessary before a cell

arrives at that location, this reference does not disclose initializing a discard timer when an SDU

is received by the data link layer. For example, see below:

The ARQ' Splitter is the central object of the upper LLC layer. It assembles and
disassembles channels by assembling and disassembling ARQ instances. The Link Control also

manages the assignment of ARQ instances to virtual channels The entire inner-layer
management communication runs through the Link Control and all other objects have access to
it If‘ the Link Control receives a connection request from the upper layer, it forwards the request
to the Realloeate Control to determine whether thereis sufficient caption},r and if it receives a
positive answer it assembles an ARQInstance with the requested QoS parameters. The new
channel is registered with the priority objects. The process is reversed its connection is
released.

The ARQ Splitter distributes the ATM cell flow among the individual ARQ instances.
When doing so, it evaluates the VC ID and, in the base station, the Mob {mobile station) ID and
uses them to request the corresponding ARQ instance from the Link Control. If it is available,
the date is forwarded to the Connectionlinndler of that instance. Data From the

(.Innneetiortflandler is passed to the higher layer.

Hettich Comnets Thesis at 40.

When working with data from the DCH Handler, the TC H lrl'tifocmux behaves in the

same manner as the ARQ Splitter and forwards data to the Connection Handler of the

responsible ARQinstance The current state is then determined by the Link Control by
activating the corresponding firnction of the priority objects Togenerate a PDU the ARQ
instance that most urgently needs to send use data (ARQ Send Printit},)as determined and the
Connectieanndler of that instance is ordered to generate an Information PDU. Next, the ARQ
that most urgently needs to send an acknowledgement {ARQ Receive Priority) is determined. if
necessary, that instance assembles a Piggyback PDU from the information PDU and the

acknowledgement. The ‘I‘CH MuxlDemur returns the Piggyback I’DU‘ to the DCH Handler. If

a connection request is received, it it‘ lorwarded to the Link Control, which constructs an ARQ
instance. It does not need to ask the Renliocate Control, as that released the channel earlier on

when the request was received in the partner instance. The connection request is then transferred
to the Connectionlhndler of the new instance for further processing. The process is reversed
when there is a request to release a connecti on. i.e. the request is processed in the
ConneetionHandler first, and then the ARQ instance is assembled by the Link Control if so
requested by the TCH Miti'xlDemux.
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Hettich Comnets Thesis at 41.

516. This processing occurs before a packet arrives at SencLData, which is before a

packet arrives at Senthata__Objec_t were the timer is initialized.

(2) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

517. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in the Petras Comnets submission sends

a move receiving window request by sending 3 Delay PDU:

"If the receiver receives a Deiay PDU. it stops waiting for eelis where the following
appiies for the number: N SEN. It then shifts the window and issues a corresponding

acimowiedgement." Hettich ComNets Thesis p. 35;

518- However, the discard message identified by Dr. Gibson is only sent in response to

a selective reject message from the receiver.46 The discard message is not sent when the discard

timer expires. Instead, the transmitter transitions to a WAIT or IDLE state without sending a

discard message:

DELAYTIMER Delete sou .

expired WAIT
_ Conn! 1‘“ U

' MEAYWTIMER _ Delete Sou
_ expired Strut Refresh
' norm: “m D
 
Hettich Comnets Thesis at pgs. 4446.

519. If the transmitter is in an iDLE state, it is because the Cell was never transmitted

and so the receiver will not request retransmission. If the transmitter is in a WAIT state, the

transmitter will wait until receiving a reject message from the receiver before sending 3 Delay

PDU. Accordingly, the Hettich Comnets Thesis does not. disclose sending a move receiving

window request when a discard timer expires.

"’5 Heltich Comncts Thesis at pg. 34.
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d) Vomefeld, Simulative and Analytical Study of Measures

Supporting the Quality of Service in a Radio-Based ATM Network

(“Vomefeld Comnets Thesis”)

520. The system described in this reference relies on an ARQ protocol for real time

services. Each cell is assigned a max cell delay. Before sending a cell, a transmitter must

determined the due date of the cell-

Here the date Tdd of an ATM cell is defined as the sum of the arrival time of the cell Ta

and the maximum allowed delay Ta‘max: Tao = I}, + 1"de (4.1)
Vomefeld ComNets Thesis p. 21

52l. If a cell will not arrive at the receiver prior to the due date, the cell will not be

transmitted;

5.3.1 Discarding ATM~cells

By discarding cells that have exceeded their schedules, shod-term overload situations can

be avoided or dismounted, the waiting times of the following cells can be shortened and
their probability of exceeding the schedule can be lowered." p. 40.

522. The citations specified by Drs. Heegard and Gibson. do not specify how to

determine the max cell delay, or how a transmitter calculates the time of arrival ofa cell.

(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

523. The Vomefeld Comnets Thesis does not disclose initializing a timer when an

SDU is received by the data link layer. instead, this reference discloses the general goal of

transmitting cells before their due dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary

calculations to achieve this goal. For example, this reference does not specify when to initialize

a timer, or when to assign a time stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running clock.

524. The Vomefeld Contacts Thesis requires the transmitter to keep track of two

different variables: max cell delay and cell arrival time. Max cell delay is an amount of time

(e.g., 5 ms), not a moment in time (when the cell is received by the data link layer). The cell
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arrival time is an estimated moment in time that occurs after the cell leaves the transmitter.

Accordingly, even if the Vomefeld Comnets Thesis disclosed the use of a timer for measuring

one or both of these variables, it could not disclose initializing the timer when an SDU is

received by the data link layer.

525. The functionality described in this reference is more complicated than using the

‘223 patent because the transmitter must constantly calculate arrival times. In addition, it is

unclear how max cell delay is to be determined.

(2) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

526. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in the Petras Comnets submission sends

a move receiving window request by sending a discard message:

'1] i'il‘llcfl HIP"? 3| L! In uE-Wudi‘ku

:tRQ-transmittcr §
X‘ X I“ J “‘t \ g“ “x \x‘é“g 4". a :2» f q; f 5‘. \ 2' hi: tr};e- \t’a. ts tat er er \‘3; e. e. \s

Xi}, \fi \f‘}. T; I: a c 63/ £3“?! a u -' Kit; \‘s‘tL n a a a?" ’ » c I n It?
4%- wat we as s: of «tea is s f a
\J ‘\ .2 Err“ ‘\_/ 6:“ x Q17; x. :2 \J :3 f/ 2“ t1}3 . ‘.
‘x~ ‘6 f f R 2' a?

Aim-receiver M

Vomefeld Comnets Thesis Figure 5.2.

527. However, the discard message identified by Dr. Gibson is only sent in response to

a selective reject message from the receiver. The discard message is not sent when the discard

timer expires (if such a timer had been disclosed). As shown in figure 5.2, the transmitter

discards cell 2, but does not send a discard message to the receiver. The transmitter only sends

the discard message after the receiver sends a, selective reject message for packet 2 (for the

second time) to the transmitter. Accordingly, the Vornefeld Comnets Thesis does not disclose

sending a move receiving window request when a discard timer expires.
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e) Petras and Hettich, Performance Evaluation of-the ASR—ARQ
Protocol for Wireless ATM (“Petras Comnets 1995 Article”).

528. The Petras Comnets I995 Article discloses aspects of an ASR—ARQ protocol.

(1) Said discard timer being initialized when. said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

529. The Petras Comnets 1995 Article does not disclose initializing a timer when an

SDU is received by the data link layer. instead, this reference discloses the general goal of

transmitting cells before their due dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary

calculations to achieve this goal. For example, this reference does not specify when to initialize

a timer, or when to assign a time stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running clock.

530. The Petras Comnets 1995 Article requires the transmitter to keep track of the max

cell delay. Max cell delay is an amount of time (e.g., 5 ms), not a moment in time (when the cell

is received by the data link layer). Accordingly, even if the Petras Comnets 1995 Article

disclosed the use of a timer for measuring this variable, it could not disclose initializing the timer

when an SDU is received by the data link layer. In addition, it is unclear how max cell delay is

to be determined.

“The queuing delay of every buffered ATM cell is stored in order to automatically adapt
the number of retransmission to the maxinmm delay, the maximum cell loss rate and the

current charmel load. Alli cells, which exceed their maximum delay, will be treated in a
special way explained in section B." Pen‘as ComNets 1995 Article p. 73;

"3. Treatment ofdelqvedATrlf cells. The sending station has the possibility to discard
cells, which have reached their maxinnlm allowed delay, If discarded cells have not been

involved into the transmission progress until the moment of their discardance, the
receiver does not have to be informed about the discordance. A different situation occurs

if the receiving station has requested the discarded cell for being retransmitted. In this

case the sender has to signal that the rejected cell will not be sent again. This is done by
the Delay command which is treated as an acknowledgement generated by the sender and
delivered to the receiver." Petras ComNets 1995 Article p. 75;
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(2) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

531. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in the Petras Comnets submission sends

a move receiving window request by sending 3 Delay frame:
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532. However, the discard message identified by Dr. Gibson is only sent in response to

a selective reject message from the receiver. The discard message is not sent when the discard

timer expires (if such a timer had been disclosed). As shown in figure 5, the transmitter discards

cell i, but does not send a discard message to the receiver. The transmitter oniy sends the

discard message after the receiver sends a selective reject message for packet l (for the second
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time) to the transmitter. Accordingly, the Petras Comnets 1995 Article does not disclose sending

a move receiving window request "when a discard timer expires.

l) Petras and Hettich, Performance Evaluation of 3 "Logical Link
Control Protocol for an ATM Air Interface (“Petras Comnets 1997

Article”)

533. The Petras Cemnets {997 Article discloses aspects of an ASR—ARQ protocol.

(1) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data linlt layer

534. The Petras Comnets 1997 Article does not diSCIOSe initializing a timer when an

SDU is received by the data link layer. instead, this reference discloses the general goal of

transmitting cells before their due dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary

calculations to achieve this goal. For example, this reference does not specify when to initialize

a timer, or when to assign a time stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running clock.

535. The Petras Comnets l997 Article requires the transmitter to keep track of the max

cell delay. Max cell delay is an amount of time (e.g., 5 ms), not a moment in time (when the cell

is received by the data link layer). Accordingly, even if the Petras Comnets 1997 Article

disclosed the use of a timer for measuring this variable, it could not. disclose initializing the timer

when an SDU is received by the data link layer. In addition, it is unclear how max cell delay is

to be determined.

For VBR services we develoeed the Selective

Reject-with-Discarding tSRfD) ARQ protocol [6], which

retransmits ATM cells as long as a service-specific maxi‘

mum delay is not exceeded. When exceeding its due

date, an AT s1 cell may be discarded.

Petras Comnets 1997 Article at pg. 227.
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(2} Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

536. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in the Petras Comnets submission sends

a move receiving window request by sending a Delay frame:

ARE) sender Jim ceti oi 3:2] is deserved *

 
ARQ receiver  

time

Fla. 4. Fsi-mmic at“ ;: prota‘s‘ei ne‘t’gtlciwc iii the SR5 {LARK} prIfK'VO! with discarding oi“ information

537. However, the discard message identified by Dr. Gibson is only sent in response to

a selective reject message from the receiver. The discard message is not sent when the discard

timer expires (if such a timer had been disclosed}- As shown in figure 4, the transmitter discards

cell 2, but does not send a discard message to the receiver. The transmitter only sends the

discard message after the receiver sends a selective reject message for packet 22 (for the second

time) to the transmitter. Accordingly, the Petras Contacts 1997 Article does not disclose sending

a move receiving window request when a discard timer expires.

g) Petras, Development and Performance Evaluation of an ATM

Radio Interface (“Petras Comnets Thesis”)

538. The Petras Comnets Thesis discloses aspects of an ASR-ARQ protocol.

(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

539. The Petras Comnets Thesis does not disclose initializing a timer when an SDU is

received by the data link layer Instead, this reference discloses the general goal of transmitting

cells before their due dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary caicuiations to
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achieve this goal. For example, this reference does not specify when to initialize a timer, or

when to assign a time stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running clock.

540. The Petras Comnets Thesis requires the transmitter to keep track of two different

variables: max cell delay and cell arrival time. Max cell delay is an amount of time (e.g., 5 ms),

.not a moment in time (when the cell is received by the data link layer). The cell am'val time is

an estimated moment in time that occurs after the cell leaves the transmitter. Accordingly, even

if the Petras Comnets Submission disclosed the use of a timer for measuring one or both of these

variables, it could not disclose initializing the timer when an SDU’ is received by the data link

layer.

The control of the number of repeated transmissions occurs in the cooperation with the scheduler

arranged below the ARQ-instances. it attempts to transmit an ATM-cell until its due date

(arrival time + mm, cf. chapter 7) has expired and the ATM cell is discarded. The actual

number of repeated transmissions of an ATM-cell results from its priority in the scheduler as

well as by the present channel utilization. By the application ot‘a due date - oriented relative

urgency ( RU )1 strategy in the scheduler repeated transmissions are processed with priority.

Petras Comnets Thesis at 93.

54I. The functionality described in this reference is more complicated than using the

‘223 patent because the transmitter must constantly calculate arrival times. In addition, it is

unclear how max cell delay is to be determined.

(2} Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

542. According to Dr. Gibson, the transmitter in the Petras Comnets submission sends

a move receiving window request by sending a discard message:
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ARQvtransmitter ATM«ceil of 1(2) is discarded l -

 
ARC-receiver Time ->

Fig. 8.1 l: Exemplary protocoi sequence of the SRfD-ARQ—protocol discarding ATM—cells

and informing the receiver via discard messages

543. However, the discard message identified by Dr. Gibson is only sent in response to

a selective reject message from the receiver. The discard message is not sent when. the discard

timer expires (if such a timer had been disclosed). As shown in figure 8.11, the transmitter

discards cell 2, but does not send a discard message to the receiver. The transmitter only sends

the discard message after the receiver sends a selective reject message for packet 2 (for the

second time) to the transmitter. Accordingly, the Petras Comnets Thesis does not disclose

sending a move receiving window request when a discard timer expires.

h) Hettich, Vornefeid, Rapp, ARQ Protocols for Wireless ATM

Systems: Requirements and Solutions, ETSI EP BRAN WG3

Temporary Document 42 (“Hettich Comnets Submission”)

544. The Hettich Comnets Submission discloses aspects of an ASR-ARQ protocol.

(1) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

545. The Hettich Comnets Submission does not disclose initializing a timer when an

SDU is received by the data link layer. Instead, this reference discloses the general goai of

transmitting cells before their due dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary

calculations to achieve this goai. For example, this reference does not specify when to initiaiize

a timer, or when to assign a time stamp to a coil, which can be measured against a running clock.
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In addition, although this reference mentions terms such as maximum delay and due date, it does

not explain those terms or explain how the system accounts for them,

"An ARQ protocol for real‘tirne services has to retransmit ATM cells as long as a service
specific maximum delay is not exceeded When exceedi 11g its due-time. an ATM cell may
be discarded.“ Hertich ComNets Submission, p. 6;

"ARQ protocols within the LLC layer are on a link basis. Ilre lie-transmission basis is one

ATM cell and therefore much shorter than the AAL packets. Furthermore, the mono-trip
delay on one link is much. shorter then on an cliche-end basis. This enables ARQ
protocols within the LLC layer to deal with much higher net cell losses than end~to-end

ARQ protocols." Hettich Conflicts Submission. p. 8.

546. Accordingly, this reference does not disclose initializing the timer when an SDU

is received by the data link layer.

(2) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

547. This reference contains some of the same text as other Comnets references, but.

even less detail as to how to implement this system. This reference (ices not specify when a

discard notification is to be sent.

"The ARQ protocol described in [6]. {7] is able to discard packets even if a. sequence
number has already been assigned to it. Two extensions to conventional ARQ protecols

have been developed and extensively investigated by simulation nuts in order to inform
the receiver about the discarding of the ATM cell:

1. A packet being assigned a sequence number may be discarded. In this case the window

will be shifted without waitiog for an acknowledgement. enabling fiu‘tircr

transmissions of newer ATM cells. When receiving the newer cells. the receiver will

synchronise to the window shift automatically. This means that the exact execution of

the ARQ protocol is temporarily disabled. enabling fast transmissions without error

control. until the congestion event has been resolved. '

. A packet being assigned a sequence number may be discarded. The receiver is

informed about the discarried cell by sending a special discard achlowledgement.
which in contrast to normal acknowledgements is sent in the forward direction. As a

consequence. discarding ATM cells is only useful if subsequently an efficient

transmission of the discard acknowledgement is possible.“
Hettich ComNets Submission. 1). 6;

In)
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548. Accordingly, the Petras Comnets Thesis does not disclose sending a move

receiving window request when a discard timer expires.

i) BRAN, Inventory of Broadband Radio Technologies and
Techniques, TR 101 173 VIJJ (“Toolkit”)

549- Toolkit provides some eariy ideas from the HIPERLAN standardization effort;

This reference does not disclose a complete standard or system. Rather it is a collection of ideas

and goals, which may represent incompatible competing positions. None of the citations

identified by Drs. Heegard or Gibson identify the use of a retransmission timer. At most, this

reference recognizes certain needs for a retransmission scheme without providing significant

details. Accordingly, this reference does not enable one of skill in the art to practice the claimed

invention

(I) Said discard timer being initiah‘zed whensaid service data

unit is received by said data link layer

550. Toolkit does not disclose initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the data

link layer. Instead, this reference discloses the general goal of transmitting cells before their due

dates expire, without specifying how to make the necessary calculations to achieve this goal. For

example, this reference does not Specify the use of a timer, when to initialize a timer, or when to

assign a time stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running clock. In short, this

reference recognizes the need for the ‘223 patent without realizing the solution of the invention.
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"Candidate ARQ protocols are go back N and selective repeat yrotoc-ols {see references
[41} and {42]}.

8.2.1 ARQ protocols for real-time requirements

An ARQ protocol for real-time services has to retransmit ATM cells as long as a service
specific maximum delay is. not exceeded. When exceeding its due-date. an ATM cell may
be discarded.

Discarding old ATM cells contributes to avoid and resofve congestion events, since the
delay of the following cells can be shortened and the probability to exceed further due—
dates is reduced. Therefore, special proce dines have been developed in order to ailow
discarding ATM cells within an ARQ protocol which has been designed for no losses at
all." Tooikit p. 40

551. Accordingly, this reference does not disclose initializing the timer when an SDU

is received by the data link layer.

(2) Said service data unit being discarded by said transmitter

and said receiver when said acknowiedgement message is not
transmitted for said at least one protocol data unit and said
discard timer expires.

552. Because this reference does not disclose using a retransmission timer, it cannot

disclose discarding packets when said timer eXpires.

(3) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

553. Because this reference does not disclose using a timer to monitor retransmission

of packets, it cannot disclose sending a move receiving request when such a timer expires.

5‘) IEEE 802.11-1997 Standard

554. The 802.11-1997 is an early version of the 802.11 standard, which contains many

differences from the 802.11n standard used by the accused products. For example, while the

80211-1997 standard identifies a timer, this timer is initialized when a packet is transmitted.
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The source STA shall maintain a transmit .MSDU timer for each MSDU being
Unmanned. The attribute aMaxTransmitMSDULifetime specifies the maximum amount

of time allowed to transmit an MSDU. The timer starts on the attempt to transmit the
first fiagmeut of the MSDU. If the timer exceeds aMaxIransnnMSDULifetane, then 331

renaming fragments are discarded by the source STA. and no attempt is made to
complete transmission ofthe MSDU. § 9.4

555. In contrast, the 802.11n standard initializes a retransmission timer when an

MSDU is passed to the MAC layer:

QoS STA: abalimaiznains dammit MEDUW foreaehMS UMmtfiehfiC.’IheZ€-flliamibme

dotl lEDCATaiiieMS’DLiifem was: the maxim meat of time allowed» Wit an arson for a

grim AC. Ilse transmit MSDU new: shail be started when the M8123} is passed to the Lififl. If tie mine of

tin: m exceeds the appropriate easy in cloti iEDCfiEs‘oieltiSEUIifienme than the 'EUED‘U, or any

remaining, undelivered fragmmt: of tin: MSDL', shail be discertkd by aha scam STA aim any fining
attempt to combats: define-n; ofther MSDU,

IEEE Std 80111-2007 at 29132.

Inset: thefhlfowing pnr'nginph a: {he and 49,916:

When A-MSBL' aggregation is arsed. the HT STA maintains a single mixer for me what: A-MSDU. "Elie
tuner is restarted each time an MSDU is added to the A-MSBU. fins procedure ensures that no MSW; in

the A-MSDU is discarded before a yenod of doti EEECRTabien‘ifiDULifefime has elapsed

IEEE Std 802. 1 111-2009 at 126,

(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

556. As expiained above, the 802.] l-t997 Contains a timer that is initialized when the

first fragment of an MSDU is transmitted. Accordingly, this reference does not disclose “said

timer being initialized when said service data unit is received by said data link layer.”

(2} Means for transmitting a “move receiving window”

557. None of the citations included in Drs. Heegard’s or Gibson’s reports disclose this

limitation. Instead of using a move receiving window request message, the 80211-1997

standard teaches that the receiver should maintain its own timer which it uses to determine if it

should discard packets. This sort of receive timer has drawbacks such as the risk of losing

synchronization with the transmitter, and the fact that it leads to wasted bandwidth. For
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example, in the 802.11-1997 standard, when packets are received which the receiver knows have

been discarded by the transmitter, the receiver must still receive the packets, send ACKs' for

them, and then discard the packets.

“The destination STA shall 1211261113 in Receive Timer for each MSD‘U or MMPDU being
received. for minimum of three MSDUS or MMPDUS. The STA may implement
additional timers to be able to receive additional concurrent MSDUS or MMPDUs. The

receiving STA shall discard all fragments that are part of an MSDU or MMPDU’ for

which timer is not maintained. There is also an attribute, aMaxReceiveLifetime, that
specifies the maximum amount of time allowed to receive an MSDU. The receive

MSDU or MMPDU timer starts on the reception of the first fragment of the MSDU or
MMPDU. If the receive MSDU timer exceeds aMaxReceiveLifetime_, then all received
fragments of this MSDU or MMPDU are discarded by” the destination STA. If additional
fragments of directed MSDU or MMPDU are received after its aMaxReceiveLifetime is

exceeded. those fi-agments shall be acknowledged and discarded.“ § 9.5;

k) us. Patent No. 6,621,799 (“Kemp”)

558. Kemp discloses a protocol for limiting-retransmission attempts at the network

layer. Kemp describes the invention in terms ofa system that encapsulates IP packets in a Point-

to—Point Protocol (PPP) data stream using an extension of the Generic Routing Encapsulatioa

Protocol (GRE). These protocols generally relate to transmitting data at the network layer, not

the data link layer.

Aitiioagh the system described below rises IF and cont~

moniealion over the interact. .sllemativc versions of liar:

system could use other data networks and other network

layer p-roroeols. Simiiariy. alternatives to FF? can be used to

eneayemlate network isyer protocols for transmission over
the data network. '

Kemp at 5:35-5:40.

559. Kemp also describes multiple layers of encapsulation. For example, I? module

230 supplies network layer functionality, and tunnel module 240 provides data link layer

functionality for 1P module 230. However, once data passes from tunnel module 240, it is
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passed to another network layer module, 1? module 250. 1? module 250 then relies on a separate

data link layer.

Rather than sending data directly {mm [P mandala 23f} tn
data link {manic 2m and Ihen In Int-arm: 136, a {tunnel

CLm'fiflCfififl nan Em estabiisi‘led hammer: two enmpmers Hill
Twn 1P moduica 23% ant: (In each mmputer than teamma-
ninate with. (me amine: as if the tunnel m'nneniim were a

physieaE enanmiinn. In panic-aim ai the sending wmgmeer
flit}, IF medule 230 eemmunicates with a mmhinatinn (If

module-3.235, whinh {*3chth pmvidc data link layer scwims
to {P 333251116 231}. in thin mmbimiinn of nmdniea 235, a

tunnel mmluEe 24!?) prnvides data link layer sewiws In I}?
Iflfadlflfi 23!}. Team] mndaie 24E} esiaifliahee Iranspnn layer
ennnee'tinns In nne at more flannel] mnduEe-s an GEhC-I‘ cam!

gamers. using the sawices 6f 1? module 350‘ l? module 250

in turn uses the {lam link layer sen-rims of (13:3 {£11k module
2&8. fin a pariimzlar amputee 10H, 1? meninle 230 can he a

aeparate {mm W mandala 2531‘} (in, a negaarale instanoeh m
can be part of a single software Inuzmlillni which implements»
the fimcfimaiity of both {13’ module 338 and I? Inmate 25¢}.

Kemp at 6:17-6:34.
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230
_ IP MODULE  
  

 
1P MODULE 

 
FIG. 3'

560. Kemp provides further explanation as to the operation of this “virtual” data link

layer, i-e. tunnel module 240. Data enters GRE Module 320 after it .is passed from PPP module

310. Within GRE module 320, the data. may pass through a series of buffers before being

transmitted. GRE modute 320 also adds a header to each data packet. At this point, the packet is

passed to the GRE MUX 330, which in turn passes the packet out of the tunnel module and to IP

module 250. When this occurs, ATO timer 450 is started within the GRE module 320.
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Referring to FM}. 6, after {SIRE gimme 3W builds the

header, it passes {he combined header anti dete EU {ii-RE Mm:

330 {fine 6&3)- GEES, Mex 33% men passes: the eziekei (Lea:
flit": eembieecf header emf aisle} te E? 25”, ATE} limer- $51} is

seamed if 11 is not ahead}: running fer a meme? transmiiae
ted packet, and the Ersnsmissien lime is reeerdeci in me we};
43% in the reiteeeeiit queue. If ATE} tire-er 451i is already
sunning, thee e previeesiy eeel peekei her-3 m: yei beet:

:mkeewiedged er seieeiively aekeewledged anti me timer is
tee: to exeire e1; Ehe end {if the Eime ieiewai ailewerf for

seeeipi mi" an eekeewieegmeei fer the pievieusiy sent
paefeei, Iii afidiiien 1e setting ihe transmissiee iime, {SHE

:Iaediile 32.1} iniiieiflee the number (if retrEes for Ehe packet to
eel-£3: in: eats? 422. GEE. .mmiuie 32E} Eases leis. simmer 43f

.reiriee to determine whee Io “gis'e up” e11trzmsmiesiens e-i
this packet.

Kemp at 9:23-9:38-

561. ATO timer 450 is used to monitor how long a packet waits in the retransmission

queue. When the ATO timer expires, the transmitter attempts to transmit the packet again.

Kemp may cease transmission of packets based on a retransmission counter.

A70 timer 458 Expires:

Process retransmit queue 420

!F no packets were sent from retransmit queue 420 THEN

Clear retransmit queue 426

END lF

FIG. 15

packet. in addition in seeing the transmission iime, (IRE

moduie 320 initializes the number 01' rearies fer the packet to
zero in unity 422. (ERIE module 32¢] uses 1hi5~eoun£er of

relries to determine when so “give up” on Lmnsmissioes of
this packet.

Kemp at 9:34—9:38.
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it" tier same reason, nae: mediate 320A had not reoeived

the selective an}: at? packet 4‘ (164%), then packet 3 would
have neon retransmitted at the expiration of the All} timer
which was started when packet 3 was transmitted.

Kemp atl3151—13:54.

.(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data
unit is received by said data link layer

562. Dr. Gibson contends that ATO timer 450 acts as a discard timer. However, this

timer is not started when an SDU is passed to a data link layer. Instead, this timer is started

when a packet leaves tunnel module 240, which is acting as a virtual data link layer. Because

Kemp uses multiple layers of'encapsuiation, it is also correct to say that this timer is started when

the packet is passed to the network layer, i.e. 1P Module 250. Thus, Kemp does not disclose

initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the data link layer. -

(2) Said service data unit being discarded by said transmitter

and said receiver when said acknowledgement message is not
transmitted for said at least one protocol data unit and said
discard timer expires.

563. Kemp does not disclose discarding an SDU when a discard timer expires.

Instead, Kemp uses the ATO timer to determine when to rte—transmit packets. Kemp uses a

retransmit counter to determine when to “give up” on retransmissions and hence discard packets.

(3) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window”

564. None of the citations included in Drs. Heegard’s or Gibson’s reports disclose this

limitation. Kemp does not specify the operation of the receive buffer in sufficient detail for this

element to be disclosed. For example, Kayama does not describe window operation, or how a

transmitter could affect that operation.
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1) JP 11~046217 (“Kayama”)

565. Kayama discloses a method for optimizing retransmission protocols where

multiple overlapping retransmission protocols are used. For example, Kayama explains that

when TCP is used with HIPERLAN, there is a risk that some wireless packets may be needlessly

transmitted. Figure 1'? illustrates this problem:

tea; 7'}

 
 

15—.3
n “W T8553?

35-“
556$ LLC

i~- WIRES} gg fl

bra-transmission, Z—re-transmission, 3« abandon, 4- wireless section, 5~re-

transmission, 6-re-transmission, 7-re-transmission, 8—re-transmision, 9-Ye-

transmission, 10-abandon, 11~wireless section, 12-network section, 13-re—-

transmission, 14-w-transmission, Stare-transmission, 16-retransmission, 17-

transmission of same wireless packet, 18—abandon, 19-wireless section

566. Figure 17 shows a data packet B split into three wireless packets 8-}, 34, 13-3.

Wireless packets B-1 and 8-2 are successfully transmitted wireless, but B-3 fails after three

attempts. At this point, because of the TCP retransmission protocol, the transmitter re-fragments

data packet B and re-transmits wireiess packets 8-1, B-2, B-3. At the same time, because of the

wireless retransmission protocol, wireless packet 13-3 is retransmitted again. As a result, wireless

packet 13-3 is retransmitted more than necessary.
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567. To solve. this problem, Kayama, discloses a method of calculating a

retransmission time which prevents excessive retransmission caused by overlapping

retransmission protocols.

(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

568. Although Kayama discioses a timer, this time is not initialized when an SDU is

received at that data link layer. Instead Kayalna explains that a data packet is passed to the

logical link control (“LLC”). Then, the LLC performs various calculations to determine the

appropriate retransmission delay time. Although it is not clear when the timer is started, it

appears to start at the interface with the physical layer. Thus, Kayarna does not disclose

initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the data link layer.

[D921] FIG. 9 shows the transmission flow of Era bodiment 3’s wireless terminaiiwireleas

base station. Using the TC? protocoi as previoasiy described. transit}; the totai delay {31
is monitored and the ire-transmission timer value is detenninerfil. After receipt of" the data

packet from the upper iagrer using, List: (ii—3}, rialcsiaie the allowed retransmission delay
time that is sought try subtracting 3 titties (ZED) the previously described intranetwori:

delay from this retransmission timer value (ti—3) Continuing, after starting the timer {Ei—
zi), perform“! generation oi‘tlte wireless granite: {ii—:3} and transmit the wireless packet (8—3;).

lie-re, before the transmission of the data packet is coinpletetl {ti-S}, when the previously
described timer has expired from ten—transmission, etc. {ti-tit}, among the wireless packets

genomes by dividing the data packet clarion transmission. destroy the wireiess packets
that remain within the buffer tit at have Yet. to be transmitted { 8—9}

Kayama para. 21.

(2) Said service data unit being discarded by said transmitter

and said receiver when said acknowledgement message is not

transmitted for said at least one protocol data unit and said

discard timer expires.

569. Kayama does not disclose discarding an SDU. Drs. Heegard and Gibson appear

to contend that the data packet of Kayama corresponds to an SDU and the wireless packet of

Kayama corresponds to a PDU. If this correspondence is correct, Kayama does not disclose the

transmitter discarding an SDU when an acknowledgment is not transmitted and the discard timer
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expires. Instead, Kayama discloses that the transmitter should discard outstanding PDUs when

the discard timer expires. Instead of discarding the SDU, the TCP layer of the tranSmitter re-

sends the SDU to the LLC which then attempts to retransmit PDUs corresponding with that

SDU. See for example Figure 8:

54 
Dre-transmission Ere-transmission. E-ahahdoxi 4-Wiz‘eiess section. _5-§1€TWGF§(
section

(3) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window”

570. None of the citations included in Drs. Heegard’s or Gibson’s reports disclose this

limitation. Kayama does not specify the operation of the receive buffer in sufficient detail for
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this element to be disclosed. For example, Kayama does not describe window operation, or how

a transmitter could affect that operation.

[11) DE 19543280 (“Walke”)

(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

57}. Walke does not disciose initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the data

link layer. Instead, this reference discloses the generai goal of transmitting cells before their due

dates expire, without Specifying how to make the necessary caicuiations to achieve this goal. For

example, this reference does not. specify when to initiaiize a timer, or when to assign a time

stamp to a cell, which can be measured against a running ciock.

In another embodiment of the en‘or—coxrection process according to the invention, the

sending station can reject ATM cells that have exceeded their maximum permitted deiay.
If an ATM coil to be rejected has not yet been incorporated into the window algorithm,
and therefore has not yet been given a sequence number, it can be rejected Without the
receiver’s knowiedge. Another situation is that in which the receiver issues a repeat
transmission request for an ATM cell after an tinsnccessfiii transmission, but the cell

reaches its maxinnnn delay in the meantime. If the sender then rejects this ATM cell, for
example to reduce an overioad situation, it must inform the receiver that this ATM cell

will not be repeated any more. It does this using a delay order, which is treated in the
same way as an acknowledgment, but generated by the sender and sent to the receiver-"
cols. 12» 13;

572. Accordingly, this reference does not disclose initializing the timer when an SDU

is received by the data link layer.

(2) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window” request

573. To the extent Dr. Gibson identifies the Delay PDU as the move receiving window

request, this message is not seat when a discard timer expires (if such a timer had been

disclosed). This message is sent in response to a selective reject message from the receiver.

Accordingly, Walke does not disclose sending a move receiving window request when a discard

timer expires.
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n) U.S. Patent No. 6,683,850 (“Dunning”)

574. Dunning discloses a variation on the go back 11 ARQ' protocoi for use in system

networking. It is not focused on developing a protocol for wireless transmission-

The present invention provides a method for transmitting
data between switches in a fabric towing a ptnratity of links,

which includes the sinus of transmitting tile data in :1
piuraiitjr of packets from point to point. and retaining each
packet in a butter at a transmitting point until receiving
either an acknowledgment imficating that each packet was
successfuliy received or an error intiication that it reoeived

version of each packet incturfied tit toast one error, wfiile

simultaneously transmitting additional packets. Accorriing
to the present invention, successor} receipt of at! packets
"between the last acknowledged packet and a particuiar

packet is. indicated by sending a single acknowiedgment.
According to another aspect of tire present invention, a
single negative acknowlerigment is nscti to indicate that 3

packet associatteri with the negative. acknowledgment
inciudes at least one error amt to simultaneousty indicate
that an previous packets receiveri prior to the packet ESSA}
ciated with the negative acknowicttgment were receiveti
correctiy- The present invention provides a methotfi and

apparatus for controiiing the flow of data in a system ares
network that takes advantage of the: context. in which the

method and apparatus will be used- if the packet receiver? in
error flies in the first haif of the window, only that portion of
the data stream following the err-or is retransmitted, rather

than this entire window, as in the prior art. Furthermore,

positive acknowledgmenlfi ere not required for each and

every packet, thereby interesting latency,

Dunning at 3:51—4:30.

575. Dr. Gibson identifies one short passage. in Dunning as describing this timer, but it

is unclear how this timer is implemented, and what its purpose is-

Each transmitter tiesua coniigurnitic interval timer {or the
link acknowledge cycle. Erich transmitter hits it configurable:
iteration counter for NAK. Rather than. congcst the fink, a
transmitter that has run titrcmgit either counter is: obliged to
return the untieiivcrztblc packet to its source.

Dunning at 9:56—9:60.
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(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

5‘16. Dunning discloses the use of an “interval timer,” but Dunning does not explain

when this timer is meant to be initialized. Dr. Gibson identifies one short passage in Dunning as

describing this timer, but it is unclear how this timer is implemented, and what its purpose is.

Thus, Dunning does not disclose initializing a timer when an SDU is received by the data link

layer.

Each transmitter has a eonfigurahie intervai timer for the

link iioknosviedge cycie. Erich transmitter has a ctiuiigu‘rsbie
iteration counter for NAK. Rather than congest the link, a
transmitter that has run through either counter is obliged to
return the untiefivmnbie packet to its sour-cc.

Dunning at 9:56—9:60.

{2) Said service data unit being discarded by said transmitter

and said receiver when said acknowledgement message is not
transmitted for said at least one protocol data unit and said
discard timer expires.

577. Although Dunning discioses an “intervai timer,” Dunning does not specify that

packets are to be discarded when this timer expires. Rather this timer may be used to controi

retransmissions or update the iteration counter. While Dunning states that a transmitter may tun

through “either counter,” it is unclear what this statement means given that Dunning only

discloses one counter. Finaiiy, Dunning does not disclose discarding packets. Rather, Dunning

discloses returning undeliverable packets to their source. Such a system may result in the

packets being re-prepared for transmission. This scenario is not unlikely given that Dunning is

not specifically concerned with wireless transmission
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(3) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window”

578. None of the citations included in Dr. Gibson’s report disclose this limitation.

Dunning does not specify the operation of a receiver in sufficient detail for this eiement to be

disclosed. For example, Dunning does not describe window operation, or how a transmitter

could affect that operation.

0) Tasaka, Integrated Video and Data Transmission in the TDD

ALOHA-Reservation Wireless LAN (“Tasaka IEEE Article”)

579. Tasaka discloses a Video and data wireless transmission system. .In this system,

the transmitter estimates how long it will take to transmit each packet. Each packet also contains

a time stamp indicating the time by which the packet must be received (DVniax)- If the transmitter

cannot send the packet to the receiver within that time limit, the packet wili be discarded-

2.5 Pocket: Discard Controi

In this paper} we also examine the appiicabiiity of a. pecker!
discard {PE} control scheme to the video transmission to

meet the delay requirement-s. Each video frame must he,
received 11;; the n.3yiir‘aiirm entity at. the destination with

a delay tees than a. threshoid Vflifle, which depends on the
application. This imposes El: deiny bound on the 3M6 layer.

Let Bymm denote the delay npper bound in the: MAC
layer. The son-tee terminal and the base station discard video

packets with elapsed time of more then ermx-b Syettificafifi
when the base station allocates state... it, inspects the time
stamp of eat-.11 video gasket and examines Whether the packet:
can be deiivered to the destination within firm”; if not. the
base station discards tile packets.

Tasaka at 1389—90.

580. Tasaka does not specify when this time stamp is assigned. However, Tasaka does

indicate that the time stamp is inspected at the physical layer when allocating siots for packets.
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(I) Said discard timer being initialized when said service data

unit is received by said data link layer

583. Tasaka does not disclose a timer being initialized when an SDU is received by the

data link layer. Instead Tasaka discloses that a time stamp is appiied to a packet at an

unspecified time, and that this time stamp is inspected when the packet is passed to the physical

layer. None of the citations identified by Drs. Heegard or Gibson specify when this time stamp

is applied. It appears that Tasaka. does not consider the importance of selecting an appropriate

time for timer initialization.

(2} Said service data unit being discarded by said transmitter

and said receiver when said acknowledgement message is not
transmitted for said at least one protocol data unit and said

discard timer expires.

582. Tasaka does not disclose discarding a packet when a discard timer expires.

Instead, Tasaka discloses estimating how long it will take to process and send a packet, and

discarding the packet if that process cannot be completed within a threshold time. This approach

is more complicated and less reiia‘ole than the ‘223 invention.

{3) Means for transmitting a “move receiving window”

583. None of the citations included in Drs. Heegard’s or Gibson’s reports disclose this

limitation. Tasaka does not specify the operation of the receive buffer in sufficient detail for this

element to be disctosed. For example, Tasaka does not describe window operation, or how a

transmitter could affect that operation.

3. Response to Alleged Obviousness References

584. As explained above, none of the asserted obviousness references disclose

initializing a discard timer when an SDU is passed to the data link layer or sending a move

receiving window request message when a discard message expires. Accordingly, no

combination of references can disclosethose limitations. Even if one or more references
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discloses one of these limitations, it is not obvious to combine elements from different ARQ

protocols without further analysis. For example, commands and messages in one protocol may

have unexpected or undesirable effects when introduced into a different protocol. I note that Dr.

Gibson has not undertaken an analysis to ensure that the protocol of Tasaka, for example, is

compatible with the protocol of Walke.

585. I specifically disagree with Drs. Heegard and Gibson’s contentions that Bakker in

combination with other references that disclose discarding packets at the receiver render the

asserted claims of this patent obvious. Bakker’s system selects packet and frame sizes, QoS

parameters, and other features designed to work together. It is not obvious that this system could

achieve the same results by simply discarding packets received at the receiver. Such a change

could require modification of the ARQ protocol, the timer mechanism, or frame size for

' example, to ensure that data is transmitted quickiy and efficiently.

4. Response to Dr. Gibson’s Section 112 Arguments

586. I disagree that the asserted claims of the ‘223 patent fail to comply with the

provisions of 35 USC § 112. Some of Dr. Gibson’s arguments appear to relate to infringement

issues. Accordingly, I hereby incorporate my infringement report.

587. Dr. Gibson contends that the limitation “said data link layer segmenting said

service data unit into at least one protocol data unit” and the limitation “assembling said at least

one protocol data unit back into said service data unit” is indefinite, lacks written description,

and is not enabled. Dr. Gibson appears to contend that if an SDU is segmented into only one

PDU, it is not segmented. I disagree. Segmentation refers to preparing an SDU for transmission

to a different layer. A PDU is used for this purpose.47 When a PDU is received, the receiver

“7 See generally ’223 patent at 3:494:27; 5:49-6:25.
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must extract any SDUs for transmission to higher layers. This process works just as well for

multiple PDUs or a single PDU. Even some of the prior art references cited by Dr. Gibson

recognize that the number of segments in a PDU may vary. Accordingly, there is no reason why

a PDU may not contain one SDU. Even if the term “segmenting” did refer to dividing an SDU

into more than one PDU, the ciaim clarifies that it covers a situation where an SDU is segmented

into “at least one” PDU.

E. US. PATENT No. 6,772,215

588. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard allege that the asserted claims of the ’215 patents are

anticipated by prior art. i disagree. None of the references cited by Dr. Gibson or Dr. Heegard

teaches or disc-loses all the limitations of the asserted ciaims.

_ 589. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard also allege that these references render the asserted

claims of the ’215 patent obvious either alone or in combination with one or more other

references. i disagree. None of the prior art references taught or disclosed aii limitations of the

asserted claims. Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard further did not identify how a specific combination

of references would render the asserted claims obvious, and without doing so they cannot meet

the requisite clear and convincing evidentiary standard. As discussed below, none of the

references identified by Dr. Gibson and Dr. Heegard teaches each limitation of the asserted

claims of the ’215 patent. Nor does any identified combination of reference render such claims

obvious.

590. The appiication that issued as U.S. Patent No. 6,772,215 entitled “Method for

Minimizing Feedback Responses in ARQ Protocols” was filed on March 29, 2000 and a

provisional application was flied on April 9, 1999. The ’215 patent issued on August 3, 2004.
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591.

the ‘215 patent against Defendants.

construction:

‘215 patent
Claims I. 15,
25

’215 patent
Claim 45

‘21 5 patent
Claim 45

1. Claim Construction

Ericsson asserts claims i, 2, 4, 6, 8, 25, 26, 29, 32, 34, 45, 46, 49, 52, and 54 of

responsive to the

receiving step,
constructing a message
field. . . including a type
identifier field

means for sending a
plurality of first data units
over said communication

' link to said second peer
entity

means for receiving said
pinrality of first data units,

and constructing . . .

The parties have identified the following terms for

responsive to the receiving step,
generating a message field
including a field that identifies the
message type of the feedback

response message from a number
of different message types

Recitctl Function: sending a
piuraiity of first data units over
said communication iink to said

second peer entity.

Corresponding Structure: the
sender of a peer entity or
e uivalents thereof.

Recited Function:

receiving said plurality of first

data units, and constructing one to
several message fields for a
second data unit, said one to

several message fields including a
type identifier field and at least

one of a sequence number field, a

icngth field, a content field, a

pluraiity of erroneous sequence

number ficids, and a pturaiity of
erroneous sequence number
iength fields, each of said
plurality of erroneous sequence
number fields associated with a

respective one of said plurality of
erroneous sequence number
length fields

Corresponding Structure:
the receiver of a peer entity, sec
‘2]51129-30. whereby different
mechanisms can be used to
indicate erroneous data units so as

to optimize performance, see
’2l5::5:53-56, and the

mechanisms refer to any of the
methods described for
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responswe to e receivmg step,

generating a message field

including a field identifying the
type of feedback response that is

selected from multiple available
feedback responsesmtg
minimize the size or number of

goats
Recited function: the

transmission of first data units by

a first peer unit to a second peer
unit

Corresponding Structure:
Invalid

Recitcd function:

receiving the plurality of first

data units and generating a
message field including a field
identifying the type of feedback .
response that is selected from

multiple available feedback
responses in order to minimize
the size or number of feedback

responses.

Corresponding Structure:
(a) FIG. 4, FIG, 5. FIG. 6, Table
E, 3:643, 36-42, 421-54, 5:50-

6:49, 6:55-64, 7:28—51 (b)

invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112,
n 2, 6 
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constructing a bitmap feedback
response message disclosed at

‘215123117—28 and 2152:6348,
any of'the methods for

constructing a compressed bitmap
feedback response message
disclosed at ‘215::6:49-54, any of
the methods for constructing a list
feedback response message
disclosed at ’215::2:G3~3:16 and

’2 1537:2841, airdfor the method

for constructing a feedback
response message combining the

list and bitmap methods, and any
6 uivatents thereof

 
592. Regardless of which party’s construction the Court adopts for these two terms, my

conclusions regarding the invalidity of the ‘2 l 5 patent remain unchanged.48

a) “responsive to the receiving step, constructing a message field . . .
including a type identifier field”

593. I have concluded that none of the references identified by Dr. Heegard or Dr.

Gibson disclose “a type identifier field.” This conclusion remains the same under either party’s

construction. Under Ericsson’s proposal, the field “identifies the message type of the feedback
3

response message from a number of different message types.’ This means that for a given

feedback response, there are different types that may consist of formatting differences to be

anticipated by the system by use of the type identifier field. The ‘215 patent distinguishes the

type identifier fietd from the field that defines the category of feedback message being

transmitted—which has a known format. For example, the ‘215 patent discusses a prior-art

“PDU__forrnat” field which defines the feedback response, but does not indicate a type for that

feedback response:

48 i understand that the Court may construe the terms of these patents in ways that differ from the parties’ proposals.
1 reserve the right to update or snppiement this report it‘nccessazy based on any ratings from the Court.
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FIG. 2

_ PRiOR ART

   
594. In the prior art, the type of the feedback response was fixed for any given

feedback response. In the prior art depicted above, an S—PDU was defined to present data in a

list format (as shown in Fig. 2) or defined to present data in a bitmap format (as shown in Fig. 3).

The ‘215 patent introduces a “type identifier field” which indicates the type for a given feedback

response, allowing the contents of the feedback response to vary in how. they are formatted.

FEG.4

TypatsimtAP' 

 
 

 
  

hEN GTE
flitrnan

 

3"LENGTH 
595. As explained more fully below, none of the references identified by Dr. Heegard

or Dr. Gibson disclose this claim limitation.

596. The patent’s discussion of the prior art is consistent with how the inventors

developed the patented invention. The inventors were involved in standardizing Wideband

CDMA. The draft specification at the time offered the functionality to distinguish between

different types of PDUs, but it did not contain a type identifier field which indicates the type of a

given feedback response. As a result, Ericsson submitted this functionality to the standard. The
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fact that this submission was ultimately accepted by members of the standard setting

organization provides objective evidence that the asserted claims are not invalid.49

597. Moreover, during prosecution, the-patent office initially rejected the claims of the

’215 patent. In response, the applicants amended the claims to clarify that each feedback

response must contain a type identifier field.” With this novel aspect included in the claims, the

patent issued.

598. Under Defendants’ proposal, the Service type identifier must be selected to

minimize the number of feedback. responses Because this construction arguably introduces

additional limitations into the claims, it does not affect my opinion that the references identified

by Dr. Heegard and Dr. Gibson do not disclose a type identifier field.

in) 112 11 6 Means—For Limitations

599. The Defendants have argued for a finding that the “means for sending _ . .” and

“means for receiving . . _" terms of claim 45 are invalid. For the purposes of my analysis, I have

presumed these terms are valid and reserve the right to alter my opinions should the Court hold

otherwise.

2. Response to Alleged Anticipation References

a) Sea ’176 Patent

600. Sec provides for a redundant NAK mechanism, 116., it combines bitmaps and lists

in the NAK. Seo describes a new NAK format that is larger than what it refers to as a prior art

NAK format. See does not. acknowledge that increasing the size of a NAK frame can decrease

throughput. Instead, See focuses on providing more information in the NAK frame so that fewer

total NAK frames may be sent. This is in contrast to the ‘215 patent which focused on reducing

w See generally Erik Schon Depo. at 216:1-223z25; Michael Meyer Depo. at l85: 1-197125.

5“ Sec ’2 1 5 patent prosecution history, January 7, 2004 Response to Office Action.
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the size of feedback responses. In other words, Sea is aimedat solving a different problem from

the ‘2 l 5 patent, and it does not acknowledge the problem the ‘2 1 5 patent solves.

(1) See ’176 Patent Does Not Disclose a “type identifier fieid”
as Required by All Asserted Claims of the ’215 Patent.

60}. Figure 4 shows the format of this NAK:

__
—I—
_-

2

-_

11

16

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

NAK_Map.Couat

NAKmMap

NNILMaLSEQ . 12

NAiLMap

  

 
  
 

FIG. 4

602. Sec explains that when a field does not exist, a device must enter 00s. for that

field:

'[he field Eiiitst‘mptesents the 8 his sequence number of
a [inst data frame for which a relrausmission is required. The
tie-Ed {TEST is used oniy its case Of an NA}: and its vatue is
“00'“ except such mesa. The field LAS‘I‘ indicates the 8 E111
sequenoe number of a test data frame it): which the reuaas‘
mission is required. The field LAS'I‘is also used only in case
o§ lé‘ifl. NAK and its value becomes. “-Eltt“ except such case.

{See ‘176 Patent at C01. 2:10-17).
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603. When describing the Figure 4 NAK format, See describes when certain fields

“exist” based on the NAK_Type field. Seo does not explain what it. means for a field to exist or

not exist, other than to explain that a field not in use is one filled with 00’s. This is consistent

with claims 10 and 23 of See, which require a NAK containing all of the fields shown in Figure

4. The patent office would never have allowed such claims if they were not supported by the

specification. This is further consistent with the fact that Figure 4 depicts only one padding

field—Le. there is no separate padding field following the last NAK_Map that would be needed

to pad the frame to the needed frame length.

604. The NAK_TYPE field is not fully defined in Sec, although Seo provides enough

space for four variations of the NAK_TYPE field, it only provides an explanation for values

“00” and “01.” These two values are used to specify whether the FIRST, LAST, etc. fields wiii

be filled with 00’s or whether the NAKWMAP fieids will be filled with 00’s. Because the

NAKUTYPE field merely identifies which fields have non—zero content, it does not specify the

format of a feedback reSponse- Accordingly, it is not a type identifier field.

(2) See ’176 Patent Is Not Enabling Prior Art.

605. Moreover, Seo is not anticipatory prior art because a person of ordinary skill in

the art could not carry out the techniques described in Sec without undue experimentation. First,

Seo’s NAK packet includes a PADDING field of variable length, but does not address how a

system would demarcate the padding field from other data when NAKfiMarLCount, NAK_Map,

or NAKQMapASeq fields “exist." Second, Seo’s Figure 4 depicts two NAKflMap fields, but

does not specify the length of the first NAK_Map field or whether it, or the second NAK_Map,

is associated with the NAKmMapfiSeq field. Third, Seo ‘ 176 states:
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is missing If a value of the field NAK"l‘r’t’Eis",ll0’ the
fields FlRST LAST Fifi-S padding. exist If a value of the
field NAK__TYPE'is “(31“ the field NAK”MAP_mum
exits. ii a with: child field NAKJiAPCOUNT-s1 exists,
there exist the fields NAKWMAPWSEQ and NAKWMAP.

(Sec ‘176 at Col. 6 at 18—22). See ‘176 does not explain what “[i]f a value of the field

NAKgMAP_COUNT+1 exists” means, nor would one of ordinary skill in the art understand its

meaning from this disclosure. As such, a person of ordinary skill the art would not know how to

properly use the NAK control frame of Sec ‘176 without undue experimentation.

b) Gong 1996 Article

606. Gong proposes use of Segment Streaming Transport Protocol (“SSTP”) over other

protocols, such as SNR, which involves the periodic exchange of state information between the

sender and receiver. Gong posits that SSTP is superior in that it minimizes the total nurnber of

transmission rounds, resulting in diminished retransmission overhead. Thus, SSTP reduces the

total number of transmission rounds rather than the number of packets. This is distinguished

from the ‘2 1 5 patent, which focuses on reducing the size of feedback responses.

(I) Gong 1996 Article Does Not Disclose a “type identifier

field” as Required by All Asserted Claims of the ’215 Patent.

607. Gong explains that PACKS and SNAKS are the two types of acknowledgements

SSTP uses to convey information regarding which packets have been accepted and which need

retransmitting. A PACK informs the sender that certain segments have been accepted and can be

released, while a SNAK is used to request retransmissions from the sender. Accordingly,

disclosed within Gong is the use of two different feedback messages: PAC-Ks and SNAKs,

depicted as type 3 or 4, respectively, in the following diagram:
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Gong 1996 article at 674.

608. What Gong lacks, however; is disclosure of a type identifier field. Neither PACK

nor SNAK includes a type identifier field, disclosing the type of feedback and allowing the

format" of the feedback to change based on that type.

c) Mansfield ’249 Patent

609. While the ’215 patent is focused on reducing the size of the feedback responses,

Mansfield focuses on reducing the message traffic through the use of an aggregated

aclmowledgement message (“AACK”) indicating which data segments were successfiilly

transmitted to date, thus, eliminating the retransmission of those segments successfully received,

while transmitting those segments not successfully received.

(1) Mansfield ’249 Patent Does Not Disclose a “type identifier
field” as Required by All Asserted Claims of the ’215 Patent.

610. Mansfield discloses the use of an AACK to indicate those segments successfully

and, thus, unsuccessfully received as a means to reduce message traffic. Nowhere does

Mansfield teach the use of a “type identifier field” as required by every asserted claim of the

’25 patent. FIG. 9A of Mansfield sets forth an exemplary AACK, essentially the crux of the

Mansfield invention:
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590 
Mansfieid ’249 Patent at FIG. 9A-

611. As Mansfield explains,

The AACK message 452, generally depicted in FIG. 9A, has the

first five bits of its bitmap 485 set to a value of one. Specificaiiy,
bits one through five of the second octet 480 of AACK message
452 are each set to a value 'of one: indicating that data segments

one through five respectively were snccessfuily transmitted.

1d. at coi. 13, 11. 1641. There is, thus, simply no disclosure of the requisite “type identifier

field” in Mansfield.

(1) .Lucent January 1999 Submission

612. Lucent January 1999 Submission sets forth a proposal to manage the longer

bitmaps associated with the larger window sizes that are required in 'EGPRS. Part of that

proposal includes, among other techniques, transmission of ARQ feedback through the use of

bitmaps indicating these individual RLC blocks that are received and not received

(ACKINACK). Thus, while the focus of the ’215 patent is reduction of the size of feedback

responses, the Lucent January 1999 Submission discusses and seeks out additional techniques for

the efficient transmission of the longer bitmaps required in EGPRS.
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(1) Lucent January 1999 Submission Does Not Disclose a “type
identifier field" as Required by All Asserted Ciaims of the ’215
Patent.

613. One of the techniques discussed in Lucent January 1999 Submission to efficiently

transmit the longer bitmaps required in EGPRS is the use of fields that define the feedback

messagewwACK and NACK—which indicate the RLC blocks received and not received:

As in GPRS. ARQ f‘éedbscit; in EGPRS will be provided through-the use of bitmaps indicating the .
receivedinm'received {AC-MACK) Status of'individuai RLC blocks. For example, .a' G is used to indicate
that a pantsuits RLC block has anthem-correctly received: a 1 is used to indicate that a particular RLC
Hock has been conceit} receded- '

Luc-ent January I999 Submission at l.

614, Nowhere in the Lucent January 1991 Submission, however, is there even a

mention of a “type identifier field,” let alone disclosure of such a field indicating what type the

feedback message is and a change in the formatting based on that type.

e) Lucent March 1999 Submission

615. Lueent March 1999 Submission is a follow—up of the January submission. While

the January submission set forth bitmap size distribution, bitmap compressibility, and schemes

for management of ACK/NAK signaling, the Lucent March 1999 Submission investigates

bitmap compression schemes based on the ITU T.4 standard.

(1) Lucent March 1999 Submission Does Not Disclose a “type
identifier fiel ” as required by all asserted claims of the "215

patent

616. Because of the focus of Lucent March 1999 Submissionwbitmap compression

schemes—the use of fields that define the feedback message-MARQ feedback indicating the

block was received or not receivedeis only discussed in passing:

ARQ. feedback in EGPRS is provided through the use of bitmaps indicating the receipt status of individual
RLC‘blo‘cks. A 0 is used to-indicate that a particular block has not been received and a l’is used to indicate
that a particular RLC Mock-has been correctly; received.
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Lucent March 1999 Submission at 1.

617. With Lucent March 1999 Submission’s focus nearly entirely on the disciosure and

testing of a compression algorithm for the bitmap, there is no mention of a “type identifier field,”

iet alone disclosure of such a field indicating what type the feedback message is and a change in

the formatting based on that type

f) WCDMA RLC Protocoi.

618. WCDMA RLC Protocol describes the RLC protocol——a protocol that provides a

range of transport services between an RLC peer entities, such as an RLC entity in the UE and an

RLC entity in the UTRAN In peer—to~peer communication, PDUs are exchanged between peer

RLC‘ entities:

.3. Acknowledged mode data tmnsi‘er

RLC receives PDUs through one of the logical. channels from the MAC subiayer. The PDUs are placed in the

receiver buffer until a complete SDU has been received. The receiver bufi'er requests retxansmissioas of PDUs by
sending negative acknowledgements to the peer entity! After that the headers are removed from the PDUs and the

PDUs are reassembled into a SDU. Finaiiy the SDU is deiivercd to the higher layers

WCDMA RLC Protocol at 10.

619. The RLC PDU names and descriptions are provided below:

Functionality PDU name Description

Request Initiatizatmn

Request Acknowiedgement

Comiection Reject

Disconnect Command

Disconnect Acknowledgement

Sequenced acknowledged mode data

Soiicited Status Report

Unsolicited Status Report

Sequeuoed umtckmwiedged mode data

 
1d. at 15. The USTAT PDU set forth above
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is transmitted upon detection of an erroneous transmission of one or more data PDUS. It is used to

inform the transmitter side about missing AMD PDUs at the receiver RLC.

620. Id. The WCDMA RLC Protocol describes the use of fields that define the

feedback messages- For example, for the USTAT PDU, the “PDU Type” is a field contained

therein:

USTAT PDU

 
 

  

 
 

List Element 1

List Element 1 List Eismertt 2
List Element 2

(1} WCDMA RLC Protocol Does Not Disclose a “type

identifier field” as Required by All Asset-ted Claims of the ’215
Patent.

  

621. While the WCDMA RLC Protocol discloses fields defining the feedback message

in the form of “PDU Type,” there is no disclosure of a “type identifier field." There is, thus, an

absence of a field that indicates the type of feedback and allows a formatting change based on

that particular type.

g) Wilson 9526 Patent

622. Among other aspects of the invention disclosed in Wilson is the use of a receiving

station sending a single acknowledgement message that specifies the upper and lower limits of a

range of identification numbers of frames unsuccessfully received, which eliminates the need to

send messages for each identification number for each frame not received, thus, improving the

efficiency of the system.

(1) Wilson ’526 Does Not Disclose a “type identifier field” as
Required by All Asserted Claims of the ’215 Patent.
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623. Wilson discloses a field that defines the feedback message in the form of a

“heartbeat,” “reject,” or “selective reject” message types within the supervisory or S type frame:

The supervi- -

sow type frame is used to send a reject, a selective
reject. or a status message called a heartbeat, along with
the designation of the frame which is being selectively
rejected, or the first frame of the sequence which is
being rejected

624. Wilson ”526 at col. 13, ll. 50-55. The supervisory type frame, as well as the field

definino the feedback messa yrs: of “heanbeat,” “re'ect,” and “Selective re'ect ” is shown below:a E J l 9

ma—wmmmmmnmm—_n——w—

 muses

it e 9 HM! rimming: Reheat IGFLAST
_— — ._...... .. a». m Jingfi‘fl’. fiWAE‘Efi’Efi
a 1 meat sanctum: marinate?

105E361“ minimum

! l 881E911”. "WWW WWW
. ,, swat BREW MERGE

Id. at FlG. 3. The foregoing excerpt from FIG. 3 is discussed in detail below:

An 8 type frame is idmtii‘ied by a logic I in the first
hit and a logic 0 in the second bit (if the central block.
The logical value at bits 3 and 4 of the central block
indicate whether the tmesmittingfteceiving station
from which the frame was sent: {1) is sending a heart
beat (0.0): {2) is rejecting a seqaence of frames starting
at the indicating sequence number (0,1); or (3) is selec-
tively rejecting the frame four the indicated sequence
number (1,1),

Id. at 001. 14, II. 27—35,

625. Accordingly, the foregoing makes clear that while Wilson discloses fields that

define the feedback message (of “heart beat,” “reject,” or “selective reject” within the

supervisory type frame), it does not disclose what type the feedback message is and, thus, lacks

the claimed “type identifier field” disclosed in the ’2 15 patent.

h) Drynan ’657
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626. Drynan discloses a procedure for the transmission and acknowledgement of

information in a packet data transmission system to ensure only those packets not received are

retransmitted, resulting in a more efficient system- In contrast, the focus of the ”215 patent is the

reduction of the size of feedback responses.

(1) ‘Drynan ’65? Does Not Disclose a “type identifier field” as

Required by All Asserted Claims of the ’25 Patent.

627. The procedure disclosed in Drynan ‘657 for the transmission and

acknowledgement of information in a packet data transmission system involves the use of a

control field:

The control field of one}; infer-hinder;

packet includes a on which indicates Whether or not
then: is a piggybacked attic-nowiedgemenn

628. Drynan ’657 at Abstract. Drynan ’657 describes other means of transmitting the

acknowledgement of receipt of packets:

Acknowl-

edgements can also be transmitted separately in control
pafik'fils having no information field. Each acknowb
cogemem consists of not only the sequence number of” a
correctly received information packet. but also the ac:—
knmvledgemem status of n Morality of preceding infer» .
mation packets whereby these canibe negatively ac-
knuwledged if necessary:

Id.

629. The use of piggybacking to acknowledge successful receipt of information

packets is discussed below and illustrated in FIG. 5:
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In general; correctly receivegl packczs are acknowl-
edged by. Each node; by piggybackmg she acknowledgcu
moms onto the control golds-'of infommtlon packets
which arc being transmitted. Hon/over, fills piggyback:
log is effected selectively to provide for efficient trans-
mission of acknowiodgemenxs between the nodes. The:-
t‘y‘pe'bit in -thc' fi'm' byte'cf'thc‘comrol ficld‘of Each
information. packs; sepia to indicate whether-or not an
acknowledgemém is piggybackod onto the control
field. In (the upper diagram in FIG. 5, more is no pig,
gybackeo acknowleclgemem and this rype bit {the sec-
ond bit as shown) is 0. Such a si‘wazion will new“: when,
for example, a neck is transmitting more informalion
m'ckets’lhao it is waiving, so that not all affine infot-

' marina packets being transmitted mood to carry ac-
knoivlédgemems. In the iowar diagram in FIG. 5. the
type: bit is 1 and an acknowledgement, comprising at
least one byte: 52 anal possibly 1 or 2 further bytes 54, is

piggybaokcd own the com ml field._

630. Id. at col. 6, l1. 27—45.

The nomad hit {asillusirate'd} in n-

:ype bit which if» 1, as shown in the; middle diagram of
FIG. 5.. for an acknowledge-man: mn‘tml {”3ch and is {1-,
as shown in the upper and lows: diagrams OSHG. 5. for
other control {indicts which are dismissed fizrshcr be-

low The third b3;:5 an extension bit 8 which15 reserved
for filwrc extension purposcs. This is mused in thli
emboéimmt. but for oxamplt could ho used111 acknowl-

edgcmcm controlfields. to indicate tin: presence of roul-
algal: acknowleci gemems in a ssngle control packer

631. Id. at col. 7, ll. 28—37.

_-_--_(??__,m_sz€w1
_____Lowwamhifiuc FIG 5

lTWvllT REU‘ZWEgamma ——————————————— sac-ma ——————————————

INUMEER ' NUMBER

l 7m:::§::§:1":Zflfl::::}E::::l::.“:f:::3‘50 km 52 “‘54 1-54

632. 1d. at FIG. 5. Thus, Drynan ’657 discloses a field that defines the feedback

message. However, no “type identifier field” is disclosed, which would allow for identification

of the type of feedback and formatting change based on that type.

i) Schiebel ’240 Patent

633. Schiebel discloses a method and apparatus for conveying data between

communications devices, so as to utilize the most efficient means to retransmit cormpted data by
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employing a modulation rate specific to the quantity of data blocks to be retransmitted. This

results in efficient use of the radio frequency (RF) channel bandwidth. Thus, while Schiebel

focuses on the use of a modulation rate that corresponds to the quantity of retransmitted data

blocks as a means to efficientiy use bandwidth, the ”215 Patent is focused on reducing the size of

feedback responses.

(1) Schiebel ’240 Patent Does Not Disclose a “type identifier
field” as Required by AH Asserted Claims of the ’215 Patent.

634. Schie’oel discloses the use of fields that define the feedback message, as set forth

in the text and FIG. 2 below:

Upon receiving data massage 220, the target communi-
cation device responds with another acknowledgment mes“
sage 226. ACK message- 226 comprises a message header
227 and a bitmap. The bitma? in this case contains two bit

positions 228, 229 corresponding to data blocks 222, 223,
respectively. Acknowledgment triessage 226 indicates that
one data block {data block 223) was not received by the
target communication device. Therefore, the data contained
in data biock 223 must be resent to the target communication
device.

635. Schiebel 1240 Patent at (:01. 5, ll. 8~—I7.

HEADER DATA DATA DATA DATA
ELOCK Eel BLSCK No.2 BLOCK Raj BLGCK No.4-..mnmwawumqi

BLOCK Rat BLOCKS H02 BLOCK Haj BLGCK Not
HEADER RECENED? RECEIVEG? RECEIVED? RECEIVE}?

WHGPSK

 

212

    

222 2 .3

- DAM fill”:
220 ELQEK ital BLJCK “0.4

fitness—Sh”— (54 on) —»l ’
227 2 a 229

BLOCK No.2 BUICK No.4

226 morn mum? RECEgVED? E
Tn~~~~~~~nun-(mow

233 254

m -amtt’ta FIG. 2
L~ (OPSK) wh— (OPSK) ~.t
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636. Id. at FIG. 2. While Schiebel discloses fields defining feedback messages, there

is no disclosure of a “type identifier field,” which indicates the type of feedback and changes the

format of the feedback based on the type.

j) Petras ComNets Submission

637. Petras provides a detailed description of a candidate protocol stack for a wireless

ATM air interface. Within that proposed protocol stack is an “SRfD—ARQ protocoi for the real~

time oriented CBR and VBR services”. Petras CornNets Submission at 16. Petras sets forth an

acknowiedgement strategy, recognizing that:

. frequent transmission of acknowledgements enables earlier retransmissions and reduces celi cle-
lays

, acknowledgements compete with information frames and thus increase delays

638. 1d. at 22. To effectively address these competing factors, Petras discloses the

prioritizing of acknowledgements to be transmitted. The focus of Petras, thus, differs from that

of the ’215 Patent, which is focused on reducing the size of feedback responses.

(1) Petras ComNets Submission Does Not Disclose a “type
identifier field” as Required by All Asset-ted Claims of the ’215
Patent.

639. While Petras discloses an acknowledgement strategy that empioys prioritization

of acknowledgements to baiance the need to frequently transmit acknowiedgements to reduce

cell delays with the fact that acknowledgements compete with information frames and increase

deiays, there is no disclosure of a “type identifier field” that identifies what type the feedback

message is and changes the formatting of that feedback message based on that type.

k) Ayanoglu ’759 Patent

640. Ayanoglu discloses a restoration mechanism for use in ATM networks having

wireless iinks, whereby a failure message is generated to indicate the failure of a network

element and to identify the particuiar failed element, so as to eliminate that failed element from
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the routes in the ATM networks. In contrast to Ananoglu, the ’2 l 5 Patent is focused on reducing

the size of the feedback responses.

{1) Ayanoglu ’759 Patent Does Not Disclose a “type identifier

field” as Required by All Asserted Claims of the ’215 Patent.

64l- Ayanoglu discloses fields that define the feedback message—namely, the “ACK

identifier":

Referring to FIG. 22,
there is shown one preferred representation of a block
acknowledgment (ACK) control message 224. The ACK
message is transmitted from the reee i vcr of a transmission to

the transmitter of that transmission in order to tic-knowledge
the receipt of messages. As has been described previously,
then: are three types of control messages, MK, 30? and
EOE. Erich control message begins with a control message
identified field 250 ('1 hi!) that is equal to 0, thereby
identifying the message as a comm! message. Asecond field
252 is an ACIK identifier. also i hit, which is 5:! to 0 so an:

to identify this message as an acknowledgment iticssage.

642. Ayanoglu ’759 Patent at col. 20, ll. 16w27. FIG- 22 described above is set forth

below:

FIG. 22

259 252 256

224’Efi—FRAME_CKNOHLEDEEHENIBITMAP54h
\ACK IDENHFIER

CGNTRUL MESSAGE U BE}
[1 BITl

643‘ 1d. at FIG. 22. While Ayanoglu discloses fieids that define the feedback message

(the “ACK identifier”), no disclosure is made of a “type identifier field” as claimed in the ’215

Patent.

3. Response to Alleged Obviousness Combinations

a) Combination of SSCOP Protocol with GPRS Radio Interface

644. SSCOP discloses a peer—to—peer protocol for the transfer of information and

control between SSCOP entities= and it specifies the interactions between SSCOP and an SSCF,
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SSCOP and the AAL Common Part, and SSCOP and the AAL management plane. In specifying

those interactions, SSCOP discloses “STAT and USTAT PDU codings”. SSCOP Protocol at p.

16, § 7.2.5. Hie PDU names, as well as the PDU type field, description, and functionality are set

forth. in Tabie 2/Q2] 10 of SSCOP. STAT and USTAT PDU codings are defined as follows:

I) STAT PDU (Soficited Status Response}

The STAT PDU is used to respond to a status request (P101 .-l.. PDU) received from a pee: SSCOP entity.

it contains iiitomaaiion regarding the teceglion status of SD PDUS, credil int'onnation for the peer
transmitter, and the sequence number [’Nt"l’S'}i (11'th POLL PIN} to which it is in response.

In) {ES'l'AT PDU (Unsolicited Status. Resgmnsc)

The US‘I‘AT PDU is used to respond to a detection of one or more new missing SD PDUs, based on the

examination of the sequence number or the Si) P'DU. It contains ini'onnation regarding the {adoption
status of SD ii’i'JiUs and credit iiil‘omiatiim for Elia: peer transmitter,

645. Id. at 10, § 7.1. Figures 5/Q.2110 and GIQQI 10 set forth the format of the STAT”

PDU and USTAT PDU, respectively:

Caters

  

 

  

List enamenn (a so PDU ms» 3

List element 2 i,.~.~.~..,.m.m,.. ....-..mm..~.~.~....u..-g
i!l

 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 T11589aa<9£m3

646. Id. at 11, Figure 5/Q.21 IO: Soliciied Status PDU (STAT PDU).

Odds
1 '2 3 4

“ L‘e' element? {a SD Pm: tits”

PDU ' '

Reserved Type MR]
5765 4321 mammaans

  
 

4

  

647. Id. at 12, Figure 6/Q.2110: Unsolicited Status PDU (USTAT PDU).
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648.. GPRS Radio Interface provides a description of lower—layer functions of GPRS

radio interface, including:

— The service's otii‘ttii to inghet-larer t‘tuxlions.

- The distribution of requtted fwzcttous into functional groups,

- A definition of the capabiliticsof anhfimctiimal group and their pissible distribution in the network equipment,

Seivite pti'initivcs fut each functional gteuu, including a detaiied description of what services and infonuation
flows arc to be provided, and

A model of operation for int‘onnation flows iiithiit and beta-ecu the Emotions.

649. GPRS Radio Interface at 9. Given the focus of GPRS Radio Interface, it does not

disclose fields defining the feedback message, as found in SSCOP Protocol.

(1) Neither of SSCOP Protocol nor GPRS Radio Interface
Discloses a “type identifier field” as Required by Ail Assorted
Claims of the ’215 Patent.

650. One of ordinary skili would not have been motivated to combine SSCOP Protocol

with GPRS Radio Interface or use the methods and instrumentalities disclosed in SSCOP

Protocol in practicing or creating the methods and instrtunentalities disclosed in GPRS Radio

Interface, and/or vice versa. ’ The fact that individuals who authored those references were

members of common technical organizations and the references invotve the same subject matter

is not sufficient motivation to combine those references.

651. Moreover, as set forth above, SSCOP Protocoi discloses fieids that define the

feedback message—specifically the “PDU Type” fieid. it. does not, however, disclose a “type

identifier field” that indicates the type of feedback and changes the format of the feedback based

on that type. Likewise, GPRS Radio Interface provides no disciosure for the “type identifier

fieid” eiement of the ”215 Patent. Accordingly, assuming arguendo that there was a motivation

to combine those two references, which there was not, given that neither discioses the “type

identifier field” element of the ’2 l 5 Patent, such motivation would be immaterial.
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b) Combination of Intel Day ’116 Patent with Intel Drottar ’704
Patent

652. Intel Day discloses a network management service for facilitating the

management of network management appiications. Part of that network management service is

use of a field that defines the feedback message, in the form of a “packet type fieId”:

The packet type field. 386 of file transfer datagram 380

indicates the request or reply type [er the current packet. For
example, packet type 31K: wilt indicate whether the current

request is an open, close, cancel, etc. The dgrammsize fieid

388 specifies the maximum packet size that. can be accepted

by the sender of the (telegram (Le, fiatagram 3%).

653. Intel Day ’116 Patth at col. 7, 11. 20-25. FIG. 3 sets forth an example fiie

transfer datagram containing the “packet type field":

Client Server
Dale Data

R
E
S
E
R
V
E
D mnzmcomw (bCZ-iID-imUm<fiffilflfl12l 

Data
Lenmh
indicator  

24 326

654. 1d. at FIG. 3, The packet type fieid is also represented in FIG. 6, which is an

example of a datagram communication packet:

Packet qua m om<mm<nmm WOZMCOMED om-(Jummmm
V
E
R
5 fine sizeS
O
N 

Id. at FIG. 6.
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655. While Intel Day discloses a field that defines the feedback message, Intel Drottar

does not. Intel Drottar is focused on solving

the problem

of developing a method and apparatus for controlling the

flow of data between nodes in a system area network that
improves the efficiency of the communication without.

overly complicating the processing at the receiving end.

Intel Drottar “704 Patent at col. 27, ll. 27-31l

(1) Neither of Intel Day ’116 Patent nor Intel Drottar ’704

Patent Discioses a “type identifier field” as Required by All
Assorted Claims of the ’215 Patent.

656. There was no motivation. to combine Intel Day with late! Dronar, nor was there a

motivation to use the methods and instrumentalities disclosed in Intel Day in practicing or

creating the methods and insnurnentalities disclosed in Intel Drottar, and/or vice versa. The fact

that individuals who authored those references were from the same company, those references

share common subject matter, and the patents applications were filed a year apart is not sufficient

motivation to combine the teachings of those references. Even if there was such a motivation,

because neither reference discloses a “type identifier field”, which is required of every asserted-

patent claim, neither reference, either separately or in combination with one another anticipates

or renders obvious the inventions disclosed in the ”215 Patent.

c) Combination of Wilson ’526 Patent with GPRS Radio Interface

657. There was no motivation to combine Wilson with GPRS Radio Interface, nor was

there a motivation to use the methods and instrumentalities disclosed in Wilson in practicing or

creating the methods and instrumentalities disclosed in GPRS Radio Interface, andfor vice versa.

The fact that individuals who authored those references were members of common technical
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organizations and that the references involve the same subject matter would not have been

sufficient to motivate one of ordinary skill to combine the references’ teachings.

(1) Neither of Wilson ’526 Patent nor GPRS Radio Interface

Discloses a “type identifier field” as Required by All Assorted
Claims of the ’25 Patent.

658. Even if there was a motivation to combine Wilson with GPRS Radio Interface,

given that neither disclosos a “type identifier field”—a requirement of ail asserted claims of the

’215 Patentmthe references cannot individually or combined anticipate or render obvious the

inventions claimed in the ’2 I 5 Patent.

(1) Combination of Drynan ’65? Patent with GPRS Radio Interface

659. One of ordinary skill wouid not have been motivated to combine Drynan with

GPRS Radio Interface or use the methods and instrumentaiities disclosed in Drynan in practicing

or creating the methods and instrumentalities disclosed in GPRS Radio interface, and/or vice

versa. The fact that individuals who authored those references were members of common

technical organizations and the references involve the same subject matter is not sufficient

motivation to combine those references.

(1) Neither of Drynan ’657 Patent nor GPRS Radio Interface

Discloses a “type identifier field” as Required by All Assorted
Claims of the ’215 Patent.

660. Even assuming that one of ordinary skill in the relevant field had been motivated

to combine Drynan. with GP’RS Radio Interface, given that neither discloses a “type identifier

field”—a requirement of all asserted claims of the ’215 Patent—the references cannot on their

own or combined with one another anticipate or render obvious the inventions ciaimed in the

’2I5 Patent.
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e) Combination of Lucent January 1999 Submission with the Lucent
March 1999 Submission and GPRS Radio Interface

661. No motivation exists to combine Lucent January 1999 Submission with the

Lucent March 1999 Submission and GPRS Radio Interface. That individuals who authored

those references were members of common technical organizations and that the references

invblve the same subject matter is not sufficient motivation to combine the teachings disclosed in

those references.

(1) None of Lucent January 1999 Submission, Lucent March

1999 Submission, or GI’RS Radio Interface Discloses a “type

identifier field” as Required by All Assorted Claims of the ’215
Patent.

662. Even if one of ordinary skili in the relevant field had been motivated to combine

Lucent January 1999 Submission with Lucent March 1999 Submission and GPRS Radio

Interface, given that none of those references discloses a “type identifier fiel ”«——a requirement

of all asserted claims of the ’215 Patent—the references cannot on their own or combined with -

one another anticipate or render obvious the inventions claimed in the ’2 I 5 Patent.

4. Response to Section 112 Arguments

a) “minimizing feedback responses in an ARQ protocol”

663. Drs. Heegard and Gibson argue that the independent claims of the ’2 l5 patent are

invalid as indefinite, lacking written description and not enabled due to the phrase contained in

the preamble “minimizing feedback responses in an ARQ protocol.” In my opinion, a persori of

ordinary skill in the art would not read this portion of the preamble as a limitation of the claims.

Rather, this describes a possible use for the claimed invention.

664. Regardless, this use is supported by the specification which explains that feedback

responses can be minimized by switching between, for example, list and bitmap responses. The
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patent even provides multiple tables indiCating when to use different types of responses.51 Based

on this information, a person. of skiil in the art could use known techniques to implement the

claimed invention. Accordingly, the independent claim preambles are supported by the

specification such that a person of ordinary skill in the art would be enabled to practice the

invention.

13) “responsive to the receiving step”

665. Drs. Heegard and Gibson argue that the independent claims of the ’215 patent are

invalid as indefinite, lacking written description and not enabled with regard to the limitation

“responsive to the receiving step.” However, the complete limitation reads: “responsive to the

receiving step [i-e. ‘receivingsaid plurality of first data units’] constructing a message field for a

second data unit." The second data unit referenced in the claim is the feedback response. The

‘215 patent provides ample disclosure that this feedback response is generated in response to

receiving data units. It also describes how to construct the feedback response and provides

exemplary figures.52

c) “means for receiving said plurality of first data units, and

constructing one to several message fields for a second data unit, said

one to several message fields including a type identifier field and at

least one of a sequence number field, a length field, a content field, a

plurality of erroneous sequence number fields, and a plurality of

erroneous sequence number length fields, each of said pluraiity of

erroneous sequence number fields associated with a respective one of

said plurality of erroneous sequence number length fields”

666. Drs. Heegard and Gibson argue that the independent claims of the ’215 patent are

invalid as indefinite, lacking written description and not enabled with regard to the limitation

quoted above. Drs. Heegard and Gibson appear to argue that this limitation is not supported in

5‘ See generally ’2} 5 patent at 3:45-9:50.

52 See generally ’215 patent at 3:45-9:50, figures 1, 4-13.
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the specification because the" inventors do not disclose structure that supports this function and

that minimizes the number of feedback responses in an ARQ protocol. Accordingly, this

argument is duplicative of the other 1 l2 arguments discussed above. Dr. Heegard also contends-

that to the extent this claim limitation requires disciosure of an algorithm, the patent does not

disclose suchan algorithm. However, the patent does explain how to select between list, bitmap,

and hybrid feedback responses. Accordingly, the patent enables one of skill in the art to practice

this use of the inventiou using known techniques.

X. CONCLUSION

667- As discussed throughout my report, it is my opinion that asserted claims 1-5 of

the ‘568 patent are valid. Specifically, it is my opinion that none of the references cited by Dr.

Gibson or Dr. Heegard, alone or in combination, render the asserted claims of the ‘568 patent

invalid.

668. As discussed throughout my report, it is my opinion that asserted claims 19 and

22-24 of the ‘019 patent are valid. Specifically, it is my opinion that none of the references cited

by Dr. Gibson or Dr- Heegard, alone or in combination, render the asserted claims of the ‘019

patent invalid.

669. As discussed throughout my report, it is my opinion that asserted claims 1—3, 1 1-

lél, i9, 21, and 22 of the ‘223 patent are valid. Specifically, it is my opinion that none of the

references cited by Dr. Gibson or Dr. Heegard, aione or in combination, render the asserted

claims of the ‘223 patent invalid.

670. As discussed throughout my report, it is my opinion that asserted claim 1 of the

‘625 patent is vaiid. Specifically, it is my opinion that none of the references cited by Dr.
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Gibson or Dr. Neegard, alone or in combination. render the asserted Claim of the ‘623 patent

invalid.

67}. As discussed throughout my report, it is my opinion that asserted ciaims i and 2

of the ‘435 patent are valid. Specificaliy, it is my Opinion that none ofthe references cited by Dr.

Gibson or Di: Heegard, aione or in combination, render the asserted Claims of the i435 patent

invaiid.

672. As discussed throughout my report, it is my opinion that asserted ciaims l. 2, 4, 6.

8.2(J! . 26, 29, 32, 34. 45, 46, 49, 52., and 54 of the ‘21 S pawn: are valid. Specifically, it is my

opinion that none of the references cited by DI. Gibson or Dr. I-icegard. aione or in combinatiom

render the asserted claims oft’he ‘215 patent invalid.

673. i reserve the right to amend or suppiement my opinions upon any future finding

by the Court regarding ciaim construction, or receipt of anyadditional information.

. ,WM Ma m9,

February E2, 2013 Scott M. Neitics‘ Phi).
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